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MODERN POSITIVE THEOLOGY.

During the last few years considerable interest has been

aroused in theological circles in Germany over a movement

which goes by the name of “Modern Positive Theology”

or “Modern Theology of the Old Faith”. This movement

has originated in the conservative camp. Its demand is

for a theology which shall preserve the Gospel or the “Old

Faith”, and restate it in terms of modern thought. It is

contended that the modern liberal theology has really de-

stroyed the Gospel in its attempt to modernize it, while the

old evangelical theology has erred in identifying the Gos-

pel with worn out forms of theological thought in which

from age to age the Gospel has found expression. The

Gospel or the Old Faith, it is said, can be maintained in its

integrity and given a theological formulation which shall

render it intelligible to the “modern consciousness”—what-

ever that may be. The leaders of this movement are Gen-

eral Superintendent Theodor Kaftan, and Professors See-

berg of Berlin, Griitzmacher of Rostock, and Beth of

Vienna.

In order to understand this movement it is necessary to

take a brief survey of the theological situation in Germany.^

‘On this subject vid. F. Traub, Aus der dogmatischen Arbeit der

Gegenwart, Zeitschrift fur Theologie mid Kirche XVI, pp. 429-483;

also E. Troeltsch, Riickblick auf ein halbes Jahrhundert der theol.

Wissenschaft, Zeitschrift fiir imssenschaftliche Theologie, Jahrg. 51,

N. F. 16, Heft 2, pp. 97-135-
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So far as the various schools of theology are concerned,

an attempt at classification is not so simple a matter as it

was in the century which has just closed. Then there were

practically just three groups—the liberal theology, the me-

diating theology, and the conservative theology, the last

being again divided into three groups—the “Biblicists”, the

confessional theology, and the Erlangen theology. At the

present time the situation is complicated by the rise of

newer theological movements, and by the indeterminateness

of the lines between them. The old Mediating Theology

has retired very much into the background
;
almost the only

recent book from this standpoint which attempts an entire

system of doctrine is the Lehrbuch of F. A. B. Nitzsch,

published in 1893. The other theological groups have been

modified through the influence of the Ritschlian theology

and that of the school of Comparative Religions. Gener-

ally speaking, however, as Traub says, the attitude taken

toward the new questions is such that one can still speak

of a liberal and a conservative theology, to which Traub

would add the Ritschlian theology and that of the School

of Comparative Religions which took its start from the

Ritschlian School. We shall for convenience sake, however,

use the term “liberal theology”, not in the restricted sense

which Traub thus gives it, as denoting the present followers

of the old liberal theology represented by Biedermann and

Pfleiderer; but in a broad sense in which it is employed by

the theologians of whom we are to speak. For in their use

of the term, “liberal theology” denotes all the modern move-

ments which, according to their idea, give up the “Old

Faith”, or are not “positive” in their theology. In point

of fact they usually mean by it the School of Comparative

Religions. Whether the “Modern Positive Theology” ex-

hibits any essential point of distinction, or belongs to one

of the above mentioned groups, is a question which can be

determined only when we shall have examined its funda-

mental principles.

The inner motives and fundamental principles which de-
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termine this theological situation can best be seen from a

short account of the genesis of the Ritschlian Theology,

and of the School of Comparative Religions. To under-

stand the origin of the Ritschlian Theology it is necessary

to go back to Schleiermacher. The rapid development of

the historical disciplines with their claim to objective, scien-

tific, and exact knowledge, together with their attitude of

indifference to Dogmatics, led to a virtual denial of the

scientific character of the latter, and, indeed, to a sharp

separation between History and Dogmatics. The historical

group of theological disciplines was supposed to be scien-

tific and to have no practical motive; while Dogmatics was

supposed to serve the interests of the Church and of re-

ligious life in setting forth the truths of the Christian

faith. Thus Dogmatics turned from the establishment of

scientific and objectively valid doctrines, to set forth the doc-

trinal element implicated in Christian experience. It was

this situation, as Troeltsch points out,^ which led to an at-

tempt to justify theoretically the separation between the

theological disciplines which had already taken place as a

matter of fact. What Troeltsch calls the "practical” and

“mediating” character of Dogmatics had to be theoretically

justified, and this was done by means of what has been

termed the “agnostic” theory of the nature of religious

knowledge, or the separation of theology and religion. This

point of view is quite generally recognized as a distinguish-

ing mark of the modern theology as contrasted with the

old evangelical theology and the old Rationalism. Religious

or theological “agnosticism” signifies, to use the words of

Troeltsch, “the impossibility of exact and adequate knowl-

edge in the religious sphere, the practical experiential {die

praktisch-bekenntnisartig-gefuhlsmdssige) grounding of all

religious knowledge, and the inadequate symbolical

form of all doctrinal statements in which such knowledge is

set forth and imparted”. Thus Dogmatics separated itself

from the historical and exegetical disciplines, and assumed

* Cf. Troeltsch, op. cit., p. 105.
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a practical or experiential character. It based its right to

existence upon this theory of the experiential origin of re-

ligious knowledge, defending the independence of such

knowledge against Rationalism, and emphasizing the scien-

tifically inadequate and symbolical character of religious

knowledge. It was thus, also, that the historical disciplines

were to be given absolute freedom, and at the same time

the interests of the religious life preserved independently

of their negative results. In order, however, to avoid

falling into bare natural religion, Schleiermacher empha-

sized the fact that it was Christian experience, i. e., an ex-

perience connected with the influence of Christ, that was

the source and norm of Christian doctrine, though his em-

phasis on individual experience was so strong that he failed

to do justice to the objective revelation in the historic Christ,

so that the Ritschlian theologians separated themselves from

Schleiermacher on this point, as well as on others. Schleier-

macher, however, never succeeded in his effort to keep

Christian doctrine free from philosophical speculation, and

the Mediating Theology which followed, was a deliberate

attempt to mediate between Christian doctrine and modern

philosophy in a way which the Ritschlians regarded as an

attempt to weld together two incompatible forms of “dog-

matism” or “rationalism”.

In order to avoid the danger of making all Christian doc-

trine purely subjective and of reducing Christianity to bare

natural religious sentiment, it was necessary to emphasize

more strongly the objective revelation in the historical

Christ; and in order to avoid the speculative reconstruction

of Christianity as seen in the Mediating Theology, it was
necessary to keep more clearly in view the practical charac-

ter of religious knowledge, and the separation of Christian-

ity from science and philosophy. It is the significance of the

Ritschlian school that it sought in these respects to carry

out Schleiermacher’s ideas more thoroughly than he him-

self did. In doing this Ritschl reacted from Schleier-

macher’s subjective tendency to such an extent that, al-
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though he rejected the old doctrine of the authority of Scrip-

ture, he nevertheless laid so much stress on the teaching of

Jesus and the Apostolic conception of Christianity, that he

took a position inconsistent with his fundamental ideas.

In this respect Hermiann is more consistent. Herrman re-

gards Christian faith as trust in God’s love and providential

care, brought about by the impression which Jesus Christ

makes on the soul. The ideas about God and Christ, that is,

the doctrinal content of faith, are simply expressions of the

way we must think about these objects of faith, in view of

the experience of God in Christ. Dogmatic Theology can

only show how this faith is grounded in the inner life of

Jesus, and state the doctrinal content of this faith, which,

however, is a purely individual matter, and can lay no claim

to universal validity.^ Thus this theolog)^ arose in oppo-

sition to the Mediating Theology and the old liberal theol-

ogy, taking its standpoint within Christianity, and recogniz-

ing the importance of religious experience. It intended to

be “conservative”. But, as Troeltsch says, its conservatism

was only apparent. It sought to escape naturalism, but let

it in by the back door in giving up as unessential to Christ-

ianity all that naturalism demanded. The weaknesses of

this theology have so frequently been pointed out that it is

necessary only to mention them here. It will keep Christian-

ity free from philosophy and metaphysics by the use of a

philosophy. It makes its construction of Christianity de-

pendent on a philosophical theory of knowledge, thus using

just enough philosophical theory to ground its anti-meta-

physical theology. It asserts its independence of historical

criticism, using historical criticism just far enough to

separate in the New Testament the so-called historic Christ

from the midst of unhistorical surroundings. And in its

determination of this historic Christ it is governed by the

admission of the results of a criticism pre-determined by

a naturalism the postulates of which go beyond the limits of

' Cf. Herrmann, “Christl.-prot. Dogmatik, Kullur der Gegenwart,

Teil I, Abt. 4, Lief. 3, pp. 583-630.
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science into the forbidden sphere of metaphysics. It isolates

Christianity and regards it as the final and absolute religion,

in a way which is indefensible in view of its denial of the

metaphysical supernaturalism of the New Testament writers.

In opposition to the Ritschlians, though taking their start

from them, the school of Comparative Religions (religions-

geschichtliche Schule) arose, its systematic theologian being

Ernst Treoltsch.'* This school asserts the strictly scientific

character of Systematic Theology, not merely in the sense

intended by J. Kaftan, but in a sense which forbids the ap-

plication of any other method to Systematic Theology than

that which is applied in all historical science. Historical

science is affirmed to be free from all specifically Christian

presuppositions. The isolation of Christianity from other

religions, and of Christ from history, is declared to be but

a remainder of “dogmatism.” The thorough-going applica-

tion of the historical method to the study of Christianity and

of Christian Theology is therefore demanded. This histori-

cal method changes the history of the Church into a chapter

in the history of religious cults; the history of Christian

doctrine into a chapter in the evolution of religious ideas;

and Biblical Theology of the Old and New Testaments re-

spectively into the history of the Israelitish-Jewish and

primitive Christian religions. It views everything as in a

continuous, unbroken evolution, which it construes natural-

istically. Thus the origin and historical development of

Christianity becomes a moment in the universal history of

human culture. This theology, therefore, illuminates Chris-

tian truth from the standpoint of universal laws and ten-

dencies of the religious consciousness, finding not only anal-

ogies, but also points of real genetic derivation between

Christianity and pagan religions. The religion of Israel is

*'Cf. Troeltsch, Ueber historische und dogmatische Methode d.

Theologie, Art. in Theologische Arbeiten aus dem Rheintschen wissen-

schaftl. Prediger-Verein, N. F., Heft 4, 1900, pp. 87-108; also Die wis-

senschaftliche Lage und ihre Anforderungen an die Theologie, 1900;

also the Article already cited from the Zeitschr. fur wissenschaftl.

Theol., 1908.
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thus connected with the old oriental religious traditions
;
late

Judaism, which is regarded as the religion from which Chris-

tianity sprung, is held to be throughout determined by

Gnostic influences and by both oriental and Greek thought

;

and Christianity is conceived as the product of a great syn-

cretistic religious movement. Thus the problem of the origin

of Christianity becomes simply a problem in the history and

comparison of religions.

With these ideas and with the denial of the supernatural-

ism of the New Testament Christianity accepted as an axiom

of historical science, this theology approaches the study of

the New Testament to reconstruct a merely human Jesus,

and to maintain the historicity of this Jesus against those

who, like A. Kalthoff, have seen the arbitrary character of

its method of procedure. Bousset replied to Kalthoff; but

Troeltsch® acknowledges that as a result of the application of

these principles, one of the “extraordinarily heavy burdens”

for any Christian theology becomes the uncertainty of its

“portrait of Jesus”. Troeltsch, moreover, points out how,

in this respect, the position of the new school is more difficult

than that of the old liberal theology. This theology was

accustomed to set forth a supposedly historical picture of

Christ, which it handed over to the theologian to dogmatize

from the standpoint of faith. But on the application of the

principles of the school of Comparative Religions, a number

of questions become pressing. How is the Christ of the

Apostolic tradition related to the actual Jesus? To what ex-

tent do we get in the Gospels the dogma of the followers of

Jesus concerning His person? How did this dogma about

Christ arise? From such a point of view the Gospel account

is treated more and more sceptically, until it is doubted if

Jesus claimed to be Messiah
; the tradition in the so-called

Logia is shattered; the difference between the Johannine and

the Synoptic tradition is laid aside
;
and any certain historical

knowledge of Jesus at all is questioned. In these circum-

stances the explanation of the genesis of the Christological

“On this whole subject vid. Troeltsch, op. cit., p. 119
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dogma and worship becomes a truly perplexing problem.

The old liberal theology had explained this from the inner

dialectic movement of religions thought, but this explana-

tion being now seen to be impossible, resort is had to mythi-

cal and Gnostic influences of many kinds. Thus the old

liberal theology, which had as a datum a picture of Christ

determined by a critical process, and then explained the

Apostolic Christological dogma as an inner evolution of the

religious idea, was better off, as Troeltsch acknowledges,

than this modern liberal theology. The latter sees in the

so-called historical Jesus a continually changing, even a

vanishing quantity, so that problems are arising for this

theological method which, as Troeltsch again acknowledges,

“render difficult” faith in such an “uncertain reality” as

the Jesus of these theologians.

What has been said in regard to Christ and the founda-

tions of Christianity, is true also of the entire sum of Chris-

tian truth. Not only the origin of Christianity, but also

its further historical development is merged in the de-

veloping stream of religious thought and life. The old evan-

gelical and the Ritschlian “isolation” of Christianity fade

away at every point. The whole of historic Christianity

is thus thrust into the stream of the natural development of

human life and culture, and, as a result, it is not only the

conception of revelation of the old evangelicalism which is

abandoned, but even that of the old liberal theology which,

though it rejected the supernaturalism that would place

Christianity in a position separate from other religions as

the product of a special, supernatural, divine intervention,

nevertheless maintained the absoluteness of Christianity as

the final religion and perfect expression of the religious ideal.

In a word, the attempt to explain the transition from the

natural knowledge of God, or the doctrinal content of nat-

ural religion, to Christianity, by a process of natural evolu-

tion, must result in explaining away all that is distinctive of

supernatural Christianity, that is, of the Christianity of the

New Testament. Christian truth is not the product of
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man’s religious nature, and every attempt to explain Chris-

tianity as the culmination of a naturalistic evolution of

religious thought, must end in reducing the doctrinal con-

tent of Christianity to that of natural religion.

This, then, is the theological situation sketched very briefly

and imperfectly. We agree with Theodor Kaftan that the

issue of this modern liberal theology is to destroy the “Old

Faith”, though we cannot agree with the point of view of

his criticism of this theology. That, however, need not

concern us now. The question we raise is whether the

“Modern Positive Theology” or the “Modern Theology of

the Old Faith” offers an adequate conception of the task of

Christian Dogmatics. Can we hold fast to the Gospel or

the old faith, and state it in terms of modern thought? And
if so, how can this be done?

It is best to postpone criticism until we have seen what

actual forms this new idea has assumed. But at the outset

three questions suggest themselves. What is the “modern

consciousness” or “modern culture”, and who is the type of

the “modern man” to whom the “old faith” is thus to be

rendered intelligible? Is this “modern consciousness” some-

thing which has any uniformity? How many of its elements

are in accordance with truth and how many of its elements

are the products of error and spiritual blindness or of a

naturalistic mode of thought antagonistic to the Gospel?

Shall we say with Th. Kaftan that Kant is the representative

of modern thought, or, with Griitzmacher, that Kant is anti-

quated, and that Nietzsche, Tolstoi, Ibsen and Gorki are its

representatives ? Could this question be determined, another

one at once arises, namely, in what way is this modern

thought to be applied in theology? Is its application to be

merely formal, in the way of determining the method of

theological science, or is the “modern culture” to have a

material influence in determining the actual content of Chris-

tian doctrine? And apart from these questions, a more

fundamental one suggests itself, whether, in general, what

is undertaken by this movement can be the task and function
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of Systematic Theology as a science. The task and method

of any science are determined by the nature of its object,

and a science can remain scientific only by adhering to this

method and by developing itself from its own standpoint and

by its own method. Since the object of theological science

is God, and since God is known by revelation, the idea of

revelation at once becomes determinative for Systematic

Theology. In this respect both the old evangelical theology,

the Ritschlian theology, and the modern liberal theology are

consistent. If revelation involves the supernatural commu-
nication of truth or revealed doctrine, the task of Systematic

Theology must be to formulate and systematize this truth,

and theology will be scientific only as it is true to this task

and to its own principium. On the other hand, if revelation

is the impression on the believer made by Christ, theology

must unfold the ideas about God involved in this experience.

Herrmann has sought to do this, and he is not at all con-

cerned whether or not his theology is modern. If, again,

the revelation of God is to be found in the evolution of all

human thought about God, then theology must consist chiefly

in the psychology and metaphysics of religion. Troeltsch

is concerned to keep theology true to this task, and seems to

have no concern to make it “modern”. Theology will be

modern in a good sense when it uses all the light of modern

knowledge in the defense of its idea of the nature of reve-

lation, and in the exposition of its content of truth, what-

ever be its conception of revelation. But if theology starts

out with its chief purpose to become modern, it may easily

fall from its principle and method, and so cease to be scien-

tific.

There are two forms in which a “Modern Positive Theol-

ogy” or “Modern Theology of the Old Faith” is conceiv-

able, and we shall find that it has assumed these two forms.

One might adopt the Ritschlian distinction between re-

ligious and theoretic knowledge, and upon this basis seek

to keep faith and theology entirely distinct and separate.

Were this possible, it would then be possible also to retain
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the old faith and state it in modern theological formulas.

It would also be possible to say to the modern liberal theol-

og}' that by confounding faith and theology, in its state-

ment of a new theology it had introduced a “new faith”.

It would likewise be possible to say to the evangelical or

“orthodox” theology that by the same confusion it had

identified the Gospel with its worn out formulas and in

this way had rendered it untenable by the modern man. In

this way the old dogma held by the Christian Church would

be entirely abandoned as not being a part of the “old faith”,

and a new dogma would be sought in harmony not only with

the old faith, but also with modern thought. On the other

hand, if these philosophical presuppositions are rejected,

and the theologian sees that faith and theolog}*^ are insep-

arable, and that the old doctrine is a part of the essence of

the Gospel or old faith, then all that is possible will be a

return to the method of the old Mediating Theology. The

theologian must then take the old evangelical doctrines and

modify them here, pare them down there, and in general

seek to harmonize them with “modern culture” or “modern

thought”,—of course with such elements of the “modern

consciousness” as are supposed to be assimilable by a “posi-

tive” Christian Theology. The former type must ask

whether the Ritschlian method can be followed without

giving up the positive elements of the Christian faith which

the Ritschlian school abandoned. The latter type must ask

whether the principle of the school of Comparative Religions

may be followed, and Christian Theology be thus related to

general philosophy and religious thought, without entirely

abandoning the Church’s doctrinal system, as is done by

this modern liberal theology
;
and this attempt will be made

by resorting to the method of the old Mediating Theology.

When, now, we turn to the actual attempts at a “Modern

Positive Theology”, we shall find that these two types are

fairly well marked in the forms which this theological move-

ment has assumed.

The demand for a “Modern Positive Theology” was made
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by R. Seeberg® in his book Die Kirche Deutschlands im

Neunaehnten Jahrhiindert, published in 1903. A similar

demand was given expression in the same year by Theodor

Kaftan in his book Vier Kapitel von der Landeskirche,

though Kaftan gave it the name of “Modern Theology of

the Old Faith”, which he also made the title of the book,’^

published in 1905, in which he expounded his notion of

such a theology. That the ideas of Seeberg and Kaftan were

fundamentally the same was the opinion of Griitzmacher®

in his Stiidien, in which he followed in general the idea of

Seeberg, although he recognized a general agreement with

Kaftan, which indeed he still affirms in the third volume of

his Stiidien published in 1909.® When, however. Kaftan in

1905 published his “Modern Theology of the Old Faith”,

it became evident that there was a very considerable differ-

ence between the “Modern Positive Theology” and the

“Modern Theology of the Old Faith”. This was immedi-

ately recognized and emphasized by Griitzmacher in some

articles written in opposition to Kaftan’s idea and pub-

lished in 1905 and 1906.^° Griitzmacher set his idea of a

Modern Positive Theology over against Kaftan’s conception

of a Modern Theology of the Old Faith. This difference was

fully recognized also by Kaftan in the second edition of his

book, and in two articles in reply to Griitzmacher published

in the same journal in which the latter wrote. Here Kaf-

tan affirms that the theology of Seeberg and Griitzmacher

* R. Seeberg, Die Kirche Deutchlands im Neunzehnten Jahrhundert,

1903, PP. 307-321.

’Th. Kaftan, Moderne Theologie des alien Glauhens, 1905; Aufl.,

1906. Citations will be from the 2d edition.

* R. H. Griitzmacher, Studien zur syst. Theologie, Heft II, 1905, p. 53.

'Griitzmacher, Studien u. s. w., Heft HI, 1909, p. 40.

Allgemeine evangelisch-lutherische Kirchenzeitung, 1905, Nr. 44,

1906, Nr. 10.

“Th. Kaftan, Allgemeine ev.-luth. Kirchenzeit., 1905, Nrs. 46 and

47. Cf. also Moderne Theol.^ Vorwort p. iv, “The Theology of the

School of Seeberg, so far as this is represented by Grutzmacher, has

thought it important to separate itself from my theology—rightly in so

far as it understands by modern theology, not a new theology, but

a continually (jeweilig) modernized old theology”.
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is not really a modern theology, but simply an attempt to

modernize the old theology. This difference appears in one

point especially. Kaftan conceives the Kantian distinction

between theoretic and practical knowledge, and the primacy

of the “Practical Reason”, to be an especially characteristic

mark of modern thought, which must have recognition in

theology. The “practical” character of religious knowl-

edge, and the independence of the Gospel in relation to phil-

osophy and theology, are fundamental for Kaftan in his de-

termination of what a modern theology should be. Griitz-

macher’s idea on the contrary is that, while theology must

be “positive”, that is, must retain those essential evangelical

truths which Kaftan reckons as part of the “old faith”,

nevertheless faith and theology are inseparable, and that

the old dogma is to a certain extent essential to the old

faith, so that modern theology must bring this dogma into

harmony with modern thought. Grtitzmacher in other

words sets himself in opposition to Kaftan’s dependence on

Kant and to his method in so far as it is similar to that of

Ritschl.

These differences will come up in detail presently. Some
account of the further literature of this movement must

first be given. Grtitzmacher has just published the third

volume of his Studies in Systematic Theology, to which

reference has been made, in which he discusses first, the

essential character of the “positive” theology over against

the forms of modern theology which deny this “positive”

element, and secondly the problems of “Modern Positive

Theology”. His work is chiefly concerned with principial

questions. The ideas of the “Modern Positive Theology” on

all points of Christian doctrine are, on the other hand, very

fully set forth by Seeberg in the lectures which he delivered

at Berlin in 1901-02, on the Fundamental Truths of the

Christian Religion, an English translation of which was

published in 1908. We shall be concerned, however, with

Griitzmacher rather than with Seeberg, since it is the fun-

damental principles of this theology which we wish to ex-
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amine, and Griitzmacher has written more fully on these

points. Meanwhile a position differing somewhat from both

Kaftan and Griitzmacher has been taken by Karl Beth,

Professor of Theology in Vienna, in a recent book,^^ in

which he takes his place in this theological movement, and

sets forth his own views at some length, after having ex-

amined critically the views of Kaftan, Seeberg, and Griitz-

macher. His chief points of difference from Kaftan and

Griitzmacher, concern the question of the relation of re-

ligious and theoretic knowledge, and of theological and re-

ligious knowledge. Griitzmacher has replied to Beth in a

recent article,^® which also constitutes the last part of the

third volume of his Studien. Meanwhile this movement

has been criticised adversely from all sides. From the con-

servative standpoint W. Schmidt, Professor in Breslau, and

Dunkmann, Pastor in Greifswald, have criticised both the

“Modern Theology of the Old Faith” and the “Modern

Positive Theology”.^^ Both these writers conclude that

Kaftan has given up the “old faith”, and that Griitzmacher’s

theology is neither “positive” nor self-consistent. On the

other hand the theologians who have abandoned Lutheran

orthodoxy conclude that the “old faith” of Kaftan and the

“positive” element in Seeberg and Griitzmacher are simply

remnants of the old theology which are inconsistent with the

application of the modern method in theology. From some-

what different standpoints, but generall}? speaking from the

Ritschlian point of view, critical articles on this movement

have appeared from Herrmann and Traub, and a small vol-

ume by Schian.^® The opposition to this theology from the

“ Beth, Die Moderne und die Prinzipien der Theologie, 1907.

“ Griitzmacher, Probleme in der modern-positiven Theologie, Neue
Kirchliche Zeitschrift, 1907 (xviii), pp. 932-959.

“W. Schmidt, Moderne Theologie des alien Glaubens in kritischer

Beleuchtung, 1906; and Die Forderung einer modernen positiven Theol-

ogie, 1906. Dunkmann, Moderne Theologie des alien Glaubens, 1906.

“ Herrmann, Moderne Theol. des alten Glaubens, in Zeiischr. fiir

Theol. u. Kirche, XVI, pp. 175-233. Traub, Aus der dogmatischen Ar-

beit der Gegenwart, ibid., vid., especially pp. 442-449. Also Schian,

Zur Beurteilung der modernen posiiiven Theologie, 1907.
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Standpoint of the school of Comparative Religions has been

given expression by Bousset^®, who has criticised Th. Kaf-

tan, Seeberg and Griitzmacher.

Traub’s discussion of the movement is both expository

and critical.^^ Schian agrees with Traub that Th. Kaftan

has not carried out consistently the general Ritschlian stand-

point. So far as his general position is concerned, they con-

sider that there is no essential difference between him and

his brother Julius Kaftan and the “right wing” of the

Ritschlian school; and Schian finds this true “with certain

modifications” also of Beth and Seeberg. “Is Julius Kaf-

tan”, Schian asks,^® “to be counted among the moderns,

that is, assigned to the hitherto so-called modern theology?

Yes, or No? If yes, then the Modern Positive Theology

does not add much that is new to this (J. Kaftan’s) theol-

ogy, and it has no right to construct a principial difference

between it and itself. If no, then in the theology of Julius

Kaftan, Haring, and Reischle we have already a Modern

Positive Theology in the sense of Th. Kaftan’s, Seeberg’s

and Beth’s”.^® The point of Schian’s criticism is that in

Th. Kaftan, Seeberg, and Beth there is an inconsistency be-

tween their rejection of the principle of external authority

in religious knowledge, and their actual theological doctrines

“ Bousset, Moderne Positive Theol., I Th. Kaftan’s moderne Theol.

des alten Glaubens, Theologische Rundschau, 1906, pp. 287-302; 327-

340. II A; Reinhold Seeberg’s Grundwarheiten der christlichen Re-

ligion, ibid. pp. 371-381; 413-424. II B; R. Griitzmachers Studien zur

syst. Theologie, ibid., 1907, pp. 1-18.

” Cf. Traub’s Art. in the Monatschr. f. Pastoraltheol. This article

I have been unable to obtain.

“ Cf. Schian, op. cit. p. 26.

“ In the introduction to the second edition of his book, as well as

in his articles in the Evangelische luth. Kirchenzeitung

,

Th. Kaftan

replies to this criticism, having Traub’s, not Schian’s in mind, and

asserts that his theology is quite different from the Ritschlian theology,

and that there is a very considerable difference between his views and

those of J. Kaftan. But Traub’s and Schian’s views on this matter are

not without support in Th. Kaftan’s boi.k.
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which, Schian finds, depend largely on the Scriptures as an

external authority.

The most interesting and searching criticisms of this

theology are those of Herrmann and of Bousset. They
agree that Th. Kaftan’s idea of a modern theology and his

idea of the old faith are two irreconcilable quantities. Bous-

set concludes that Kaftan goes too far with the modern

liberal theology, and is too much in agreement with its

standpoint and principles, to be able to establish an essential

or “principial” difference between himself and it; and that

he gives up too much in detail of the old faith to be able to

call his theology a theology of the old faith. Herrmann
emphasizes rather the fact that Kaftan retains too much
of the old theology to be able to be consistent in the applica-

tion of his modern principles or to have succeeded in giving

a truly modern theology. Herrmann finds that Kaftan’s

statement of the old faith is really the old theology, so that

it is destroyed by his modern principles. Bousset also criti-

cises Seeberg and Griitzmacher’s theology as being simply a

mediating theology with all the weakness inherent in such

theology.

This sketch of the literature of this theological movement

and the criticism which it has called forth, will give the

reader some idea of the rise and growth of the movement,

and put us in a position to examine it more in detail. In

doing this, however, we must confine ourselves mainly to

the fundamental questions of theological prolegomena,

taking up special Christian doctrines only by way of illus-

tration of our criticism. Let us look, then, more closely

at the fundamental ideas of these theologians.

Theodor Kaftan is convinced that the need of the Chris-

tian Church is for a modern theology of the old faith. The

need of this is disclosed in the facts that the modern liberal

theology has really curtailed or destroyed the old faith, and

that the old theology has expressed the old faith in the

thought-forms of a by-gone age. It is necessary, then,

to find a modern clothing for the old Gospel, or to state the
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old faith in modern forms without destroying or curtailing

it.-® The possibility of such a theology depends on the

idea that faith and religion on the one hand, and theology

and metaphysics on the other hand, are quite distinct.

In explaining Kaftan’s idea of the old faith, attention

should be called to certain points which will be dwelt on later

by way of criticism. It will be found that in Kaftan’s expo-

sition the principles of the modern theology are constantly

cutting into the old faith
;
and that the old faith is constantly

limiting the free application of the principles of his modern

theology. Thus, the “old faith” is to be objectively and

historically determined. Quite independently of the ques-

tion whether or not the old faith is true. Kaftan says,^^

it is a fixed historical quantity which must be objectively

determined. It “lies in history”, and hence its definition is

a historical question. And yet, the divine Sonship of Christ,

which Kaftan considers a part of the old faith, is affirmed

to be not at all intended in any metaphysical sense. Here

it would seem as if the principles of the modern theology

were affecting the statement of the old faith which, however.

Kaftan holds is to be first historically determined, and then

dogmatized from the modern standpoint. Kaftan would

reply to this that it is only the fact of the divine Sonship of

Christ which belongs to the old faith, not any theory con-

cerning it. But this distinction is impossible. As soon as

we affirm divine Sonship of Christ, we mean it either meta-

physically or non-metaphysically, and in either case we
have asserted a definite Christological dogma. There is

also a confusion in regard to Kaftan’s use of the term faith.

Thus, in one place he says that the question whether Christ

is only a man or the “only begotten of the Father”, is a

question of faith, not of historical science. Here it is

evident that he uses the term faith subjectively as in some

sense equivalent to Christian experience, so that the sub-

jective principle of his modern theology is here made to

“ Th. Kaftan, op. cit., p. 68.

Ibid., p. 18.

13
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settle a question which, according to his own view, belongs

to the old faith, which ought to be determined by historical

investigation. These points will illustrate the essential diffi-

culty inherent in Kaftan’s plan and method.

The “old faith”, according to Kaftan, can be character-

ized by one word. It is faith in Christ (Christusglaube)

The fundamental point of controversy between the “old

faith” and the “new faith” is whether Christ is regarded

as the object of Christian faith, or only as its first sub-

ject.^® In order to understand the opposition between the

old and new faiths, notice should be taken of the section

in Kaftan’s book following the exposition of the “old

faith”, in which he seeks to show that Christianity stands

or falls with the old faith.^^ It is specifically from the

standpoint of His revelation-value that Christ is considered.

And it is the point of Kaftan’s opposition to the “new

faith”, that it does not guarantee any revelation of God in

Christ; and that it does not do this just because of its human-

itarian conception of Jesus. It has committed the mistake

of the “old theology” in identifying faith and theology,

and so, because it cannot accept the old theological formu-

las, it denies that Jesus is “from above”, and leaves us with

only a human Christ. We may say, then, that in Jesus

was a fulness of religious life as in no other man, but it does

not follow that His ideas about God are adequate for us

to-day, or that in Him we see God. Over against this

“new faith” which is destructive of Christianity, Kaftan

sets the “old faith” with which Christianity stands or falls.

He first describes it as belief in God. To most of what he

says about God, Bousset, a representative theologian of the

“new faith”, gives his assent.^^ “The old faith”, says Kaf-

tan, “is the faith in the Almighty Father who forgives us all

our sins, and, in the power of such forgiveness, gives us

^Ibid., p. 1 6.

Ibid., p. 2.

^Ibid., pp. 40-73.

” Cf. Kaftan, op. cit., pp. iQfl., especially p. 24 ;
and Bousset, op. cit.,

p. 289.
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eternal life, here in time and there in eternity.” God is,

moreover, the ground of all things, self-existent and abso-

lute, and yet a Person. He governs the world, and performs

miracles in accordance with His will. Kaftan means all this

in earnest. How much, however, his idea of the “old faith”

is affected by his modern theological views, can be seen

when, over against the objection to conceiving God as abso-

lute and also as personal, he affirms that all our thought

about God is symbolical only. One is reminded of Sabatier

and the Paris school. This type of religious agnosticism,

however, is not adopted by Kaftan.

Thus far his opposition to the modern liberal theology

does not come sharply into view, since Kaftan’s remarks

about miracles in this place are very brief. It is when he

speaks about Christ that the difference appears most clearly.

According to the “old faith” Jesus is the object of faith.

Man is a sinner and needs forgiveness, and this he has only

through Jesus Christ.^® Here again Kaftan’s statement of

the “old faith” has a specifically modern tone. Nothing

is said about the deity of Christ or His divine and human
natures. All this is regarded as metaphysical theology.

The chief emphasis is laid on the fact that in the person of

Jesus the living God comes into our experience. This im-

pression, however, is not supposed by Kaftan to be made
by the ethical character or the inner life of Jesus ;

it is rather

the Christ of the entire New Testament who is a revelation

of God to us. There are three essential points here which

mark the “old faith”, namely, the divine Sonship of Jesus,

His mediatorial death, and His resurrection.

The divine Sonship^'^ means that the man Jesus stands

in an absolutely unique relation to God
;
a relation in which

no one else has ever stood or can ever stand, because “it

was constitutive for His person”. Here again it is very

evident that the principles of Kaftan’s modern theology are

determining his supposedly historical statement of the “old

“Kaftan, op. cit., pp. 24a.
” Ibid., p.26.
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faith”. The statement that Jesus’ peculiar relation to God
was “constitutive for His person”, Kaftan says, might

naturally be taken in a metaphysical sense, but this he ab-

solutely rejects. Instead of falling back on philosophy, he

tells us, we must go to the Scriptures. But he apparently

does not realize that which the theologians of the “new

faith” fully recognize, namely, that the Scriptures assert

the divine Sonship of Christ in a metaphysical sense. He
goes on rather to affirm that the meaning of the divine

Sonship of Jesus in Scripture is that God Himself “meets

us” in Christ, and that Christ is the “personal revelation”

of God to us. With these vague remarks he leaves the

subject.

In this connection-® he refers in a foot note to the Vir-

gin birth in a very characteristic way. He does not him-

self appear to doubt its historicity, but he is modern enough

to be quite ready to give this up. For even if not historical,

it is, he says, of value as expressing the faith of the first

Christians that Jesus was “from above”. This, as Bousset

remarks, is a mode of argument not easy to comprehend.

How can Kaftan prove to those who on literary and his-

torical grounds reject the virgin birth, that it is the poetical

expression of the faith of the earliest Christians in the

divine Sonship of Jesus? For that is just what is rejected,

namely, that this does express the faith of the primitive

Christian community. It is said that it is not found in

Mark and the earliest Christian tradition lying back of

Mark; nor in Paul, nor in the author of Acts. It is held

that it represents a speculation probably late and of only

a small part of the Christian Church. If. then, its histor-

icity is rejected on these grounds, how can Kaftan prove

that it represents “poetically” the belief of primitive Chris-

tianity that Christ is “from above”

In regard to the mediatorial death of Christ,®® Kaftan

“ Cf. ibid., note on p. 28.

**
Cf. Bousset, op. cit., p. 299.

” Kaftan, op. cit., pp. 3off.
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is brief and obscure. Its explanation, he thinks, is to be

sought along the line of the ideas of God’s love and right-

eousness. The ideas of “expiation” and “satisfaction” are

rejected as part of the “old theology”. He rejects also the

view of the modern liberal theology on this point, because

it regards Jesus only as a prophet announcing the pardon

of sin, and finds no place for His death. Kaftan emphasizes

the death of Christ in relation to the pardon of sin, but

does not explain this relation. He simply says that the old

faith finds in the death of Christ the revelation of the love

of God. In what respect this goes beyond the view of the

liberal theology, he fails to explain.

The final element of the “old faith” in regard to Christ

is His resurrection. It is, however, the fact of the resur-

rection, not the manner of it, which is essential.®^ Hence,

while Kaftan accepts the bodily resurrection of Christ, he

would include under the old faith the objective vision

hypothesis, and reject only the hypothesis of subjective

visions.

Finally, the old faith asserts that in the Holy Spirit it

experiences the power of God. And since it is God who
touches us by His Spirit, we may say that the Spirit is God.

All this. Kaftan concludes, is simply the “old faith”, and

not theological speculation. It is, moreover, the old faith

in its fulness and purity. And with this faith Christianity

stands or falls.

This “old faith”, now, demands a new and modern theo-

logical expression. And this is possible, Kaftan thinks, just

because modern thought has taught us to distinguish faith

from theology. What, then, are the determining principles

of this theology It is not a theology which follows each

fleeting modern fashion. It is a theology determined by the

peculiar characteristics of modern culture. Modern culture

is not an affair of the last ten years, but is to be reckoned

by centuries. It has three distinguishing marks—the auton-

” Ibid., p. 32.

’^Ibid., pp. 73-105.
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omy of the individual in all spheres, or freedom from all

merely external authority
;
the revolution in thought brought

about by Kant; and the “sense for reality” which gives

absolute freedom to science. Consequently a modern theol-

ogy is “a theology which bows to no merely external author-

ity. which follows the paths of modern thought which is

conscious of its nature and limitations, and which is open to

all knowledge of reality”.

Modern theology, then, should know nothing of an ex-

ternal authority in theological knowledge. The symbols of

the Reformation are not binding upon it, for a theology

which is not grounded in God’s word ceases to be a theol-

ogy. But the Bible is no doctrinal authority (Lehrcodex)

.

In the Bible lies the word of God, like the soul in the body.

And even to this word of God, the mind cannot yield as to

an external authority, but only as it seizes hold of the mind

and heart.

Moreover, this free theology must follow Kant. Kaftan

says that Plato is the philosopher of the ancient world;

Kant of the modern. Modern theology must recognize the

distinction between theoretic and “practically conditioned”

knowledge, and must acknowledge the primacy of the prac-

tical reason. In this way theology will gain independence

of philosophy, will be able to see that every world-view is a

matter of faith not knowledge, and will be able to separate

between faith and theology. In fact. Kaftan considers this

distinction so essential that he is forced to acknowledge that

after all the Gospel or “old faith”, is as indifferent to Kant

as it is to Plato. The Gospel, he says, is a revelation from

God ;
all theology is purely human. Modern theology, how-

ever, is especially favourable to the Gospel, since, accord-

ing to Kaftan, it enables one to hold fast the old faith amidst

all the changes of theological thought
;
but it would also

seem to render the task of theology of very little importance.

Finally, modern theology must allow absolute freedom to

“exact science”. This principle Kaftan would carry out in

a different way in the case of natural science and in that of
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history. The interests of theology, he affirms, lie entirely

beyond the sphere of natural science
;
not so, however, with

historical criticism. The Christian faith is a historical

faith, and this fact brings it into direct connection with

historical criticism. The Church’s dogma must be subjected

to a critical process which shall separate the truth from

error, and the Bible also must be subjected to a similar pro-

cess.

In the last principle, abstractly stated. Kaftan is right.

Freedom must be allowed to natural science and historical

criticism. But whether the Gospel, even as Kaftan himself

states it, is indifferent to the results of natural science is a

very different matter. And as far as Kaftan’s attitude to

historical criticism is concerned, he does not remain true

to the assertion that the Christian faith is historical and so

concerned with the results of historical criticism. For in

speaking of the historical criticism of the Bible he affirms

that the question which interests faith is whether the entire

content of the Bible is to be relegated to the category of

husk or whether there is a kernel of truth in it, and then

asserts that this is a question of faith and not of historical

criticism, thus claiming an independence of historical criti-

cism very similar to his asserted independence of natural

science.

This is the program of the “Modern Theology of the

Old Faith”. Its validity obviously depends upon certain

underlying ideas, and any real criticism of it must meet it

at this point. It is not a matter of importance to take up

the point of controversy between Kaftan and Giaitzmacher

as to whether or not Kant is antiquated. What it really

amounts to is that Kaftan and Griitzmacher both point out

certain modern ideas which are in conflict with one another.

This only shows that the “modern consciousness” is not a

unitary affair; in fact, its indeterminateness alone would

prevent any scientific use being made of it. The term

“modern theology” may have a historical significance, like

the term “modern philosophy”, but it has no value for
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Systematic Theology as a science. The question is whether

Kaftan’s modern theological principles can harmonize with

the Gospel.

Neither can we take time to discuss the question whether

Kaftan is correct in claiming to go back to Kant in his

distinction of theoretic and practical knowledge. We are

inclined to agree with Beth and Bousset who, from their

very different points of view, have found here a “one sided’’

interpretation of Kant, and even an exaggeration of the

Ritschlian position. When, for example. Kaftan claims

that scientific knowledge is universal, and a general view

of the world only an individual expression of personal need,

we think that Bousset is correct in affirming that this inter-

pretation of Kant is enough to make him “turn over in his

grave”. In his discussion of the ultimate metaphysical prob-

lems from the standpoint of the “practical reason”, there

can be no doubt that Kant was seeking universal and ob-

jectively valid truth.

The fundamental difficulty is that Kaftan’s “old faith”

and his “modern theology” are two incommensurable quan-

tities. And this difficulty, in turn, goes back to his distinc-

tion between faith and theology. Upon this distinction, as

Kaftan himself affirms, depends the possibility of his mod-

ern theology of the old faith. But since faith and doctrine

are inseparable, his old faith is, to a large extent, just the

old theology. Consequently the old faith is not given scien-

tific form, but is rather curtailed by the principles of his

modern theology; and the old faith, in its turn, limits the

consistent application of these modern principles.

The decisive question, therefore, is the sharp separation

between faith and theology which Kaftan makes. This is

impossible in the way in which he conceives it. The tenn

“faith” may be used either subjectively or objectively. It

denotes either, subjectively, an attitude of trust or belief on

the part of the human soul, or else, objectively, the objects

or truths believed in or trusted. In this latter or objective

sense, it is simply a name for the doctrinal content of faith
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in the former or subjective sense. When, therefore, Kaftan

speaks of the “old faith”, and says that it is to be historically

determined, he can only mean the truths of the Christian

faith. And these truths are simply the fundamental Chris-

tian doctrines or the “old theology”, if you will. It is not

possible, therefore, to separate so sharply “judgments of

faith” and “judgments of knowledge”, as Kaftan does. In

other words, faith as trust

—

fiducia—involves knowledge

of the truth believed and assent of the mind to it. And
though these latter elements of faith need not be temporally

precedent to trust, they are, nevertheless, implicated in the

act of faith. That faith is an act of personal trust; that it

cannot be produced by arguments; that its origin depends

on the Spirit of God
;
all this does not alter the fact that it

has a definite content of truth or doctrine. Hence it is im-

possible to state the “old faith” without the “old theology”,

and hence it is also impossible to state a modern theology,

in the sense in which these theologians mean that term,

without at the same time modernizing the “old faith”. This

sharp separation, then, between faitb and theology' could

only have real meaning, if faith were conceived as a mere

feeling or mystical impression of some kind. In that case

theology could be regarded as its intellectual expression,

after the manner of Sabatier. But this is not Kaftan’s

view. In the article^® replying to Griitzmacher, he says

that the latter has misunderstood him
;

that nothing is

farther from his meaning than to put “religion, faith, and

the Gospel” on one side, and “theology, knowledge, dogma”,

on the other side. “By faith”, he says, “I understand the

immediate statement (Wiedergabe) of the revealed truth

received by faitb; by theology the temporally conditioned

working over of faith, namely, of the revealed truth appro-

priated by faith”. But if this is the case, then theological

science simply formulates the truths of revelation, and there

is a fixed doctrinal element given historically to theology.

Hence, we repeat. Kaftan’s “old faith”, so far as he has left

“ C/. Allgemeine ev.-luth. Kirchenzeii. 1905, pp. 1115, 1116.
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it unmodified by his “modern theology”, is the “old theol-

ogy”. His distinction, therefore, between faith and the-

ology is simply one of a more and less definite doctrinal

statement. Who, then, shall tell us where faith leaves off,

and theology begins ?

It is, then, impossible to keep faith and theology separate,

and, as a result. Kaftan has found it impossible to keep his

“old faith” unmodified, or to apply without restriction his

modern principles. On the contrary, the “old faith”, involv-

ing as it does the old theology, limits the free subjective

tendency of the modern theology, which will know no “ex-

ternal authority”, and in so far as the “modern theology”

is strictly applied, it limits the historical determination of

the “Gospel” or the “old faith”.

This can be seen, first, in regard to the question of

authority in theological knowledge. It is the first principle

of this modern theology that its truths are to be deduced

from experience; it can “bow” to no external authority.

And yet the “old faith” is historically and objectively given.

This would be possible, were faith and theology absolutely

separable. But since they are inseparable, how can this be ?

In this respect, then, the old faith and the modern theology

must mutually limit one another. Since the old faith involves

the old theology, and since it is to be objectively and histor-

ically determined, there is an objective historically deter-

mined doctrine which is a fixed datum for the “modern

theology”. How, then, can modem theology with its free

subjectivism really be in earnest in its rejection of an ex-

ternal authority ? It is obvious that this modern theological

principle can have only a very limited application. This

freedom of theological thought really can only begin where

the old faith leaves off. It dare not change the old faith

which is a historically given quantity. But since the old

faith involves theology, it is evident that a fixed doctrine is

given to the Modern Theology, and this constitutes a limit

to its freedom. The distinction, as was said, resolves itself

simply into one of more or less definite doctrinal statement.
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or else into the fallacious distinction between fact and

theory. Thus one cannot permit a naturalistic philosophy

to affirm that Christ is only a man, for that would destroy

the “old faith” which affirms that Christ is “from above”.

But at this point the “old faith” leaves off and theology be-

gins. Hence if one affirms that Christ is divine in any meta-

physical sense, that is to be rejected as an application of

Greek philosophy to theology, and Kant has forever de-

livered us modern men from the bondage of Plato and

Greek metaphysics. Suppose, however, that one should say

that a naturalistic philosophy is just as modern as and more

valid than Kant’s metaphysical agnosticism, then the auton-

omy of the individual reason and the rejection of all external

authority in theology, would have to be very much curtailed

by the supernaturalism of the old faith as stated by Kaftan.

Indeed, in such a case, it is difficult to see how the “modern

theology” could operate at all. If the old faith is histor-

ically and authoritatively given, theology can make no real

use of the principle of subjectivity in theology. And on the

other hand, since the truths of the “old faith” are the object

of theological science, and since faith and theology are

inseparable, it follows that, if theology is really liberated

from all external authority, then the “old faith” must also

be freed from external authority. Hence the principle of

autonomy and freedom of theological thought must work

back into the “old faith”, as it has obviously done in Kaftan’s

statement of the “old faith”, in which he has evidently had

the fear of “Modern Theology” constantly before him. The

virgin birth and the bodily resurrection of Jesus are ac-

cepted on historical grounds as part of the “old faith”, but

when Kaftan says that the former may be simply a “poet-

ical” expression of the belief that Jesus is “from above”,

and, that, in regard to the latter, the “objective vision” hy-

pothesis is to be included under the “old faith”, it is evident

that he is speaking no longer historically, but from the

standpoint of his “modern theology”. And when he says

that the divine Sonship of Christ can have no metaphysical
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meaning, this theological assertion cannot help cutting into

the “old faith” which asserts that Jesus was “from above”

and that the consciousness of a unique relation to God was

“constitutive for His person”. For if these are not meta-

physical affirmations, they can have no real meaning beyond

what Bousset would be ready to affirm, as can be seen from

his statements on this point. Historically speaking the deity

of Christ in a metaphysical sense goes back to the New
Testament. If it is to be ruled out from a supposedly his-

torical statement of the “old faith”, it can only be done by a

determination of what in the New Testament is really a

revelation from God; and it is clear that Kant and the

“modern theology” give the norm for this. The modern

theology thus introduces a principle of subjectivity into the

statement of the “old faith”, as was to be expected.

Precisely the same thing can be seen when we turn from

the formal principle of authority in religion, to the second

principle of this modern theology—the influence of Kant,

or “knowledge conscious of its own limits”. Here again

the “modern theology” affects the “old faith”, and the “old

faith” gives to “modern theology” elements inconsistent

with its principles. That the “modern theology” has

worked back into Kaftan’s statement of the “old faith”,

can be observed from his view of what the latter affirms

concerning Christ. We have seen that, in stating the “old

faith”. Kaftan wishes to distinguish his view from the

humanitarianism of what he calls the theology of the “new

faith” as represented by Weinel or Bousset. He asserts

that the “old faith” maintains the divine Sonship of Jesus,

and that this means that Jesus stood in an absolutely unique

relation to God, a relation which no man has ever attained

or can ever attain, “because it was constitutive for His

person”. Kaftan’s new theology, however, requires him

to deny that this last sentence is intended in any real, meta-

physical sense, since the second principle of the modern

theology is the rejection of metaphysics. But both Herr-

mann and Bousset, from their respective standpoints, could
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accept the first part of Kaftan’s definition of the divine

Sonship of Jesus, while Bousset has pointed out that the

last part of it can have no meaning beyond that which the

theologians of the “new faith” could accept, if a meta-

physical interpretation of it is rejected. It is certainly not

the Jesus of the old faith, which Kaftan has given us. Go
back as far as you will in the history of Christian thought,

back to the belief of the first disciples of Jesus, as recorded

in the New Testament; nowhere can you find the Jesus

of Kaftan, but always a Jesus who is divine in a meta-

physical sense. Kaftan might follow the theologians of

the “new faith”, and seek to show that this belief was only

the “dogmatics” of the first believers in Jesus, and that

Jesus did not Himself teach His deity
;
but he cannot affirm

historically that his Jesus is the Jesus of the old faith, no

matter how far back he goes. It is not, therefore, simply the

theological formula of a Christology, which his rejection

of metaphysics has affected, but the “old faith” itself.

Precisely the same thing could be shown, did the limits of

this article permit, in regard to Kaftan’s statement of the

“old faith” concerning the atonement, where the principles

of his theology have modified very decidedly his statement

of what he supposed to be the “old faith”.

On the other hand, it is just as true that Kaftan’s state-

ment of the “old faith” limits the application of his anti-

metaphysical theology, and that his separation between re-

ligious and theoretic knowledge cannot be held in harmony

with the distinct supernaturalism which his old faith asserts

in regard to supernatural revelation, miracles, and the ab-

solute and final character of Christianity. In other words,

his view of the nature of religious knowledge and his re-

jection of metaphysics in theology afford no adequate apol-

ogetic basis for his view of the final character of the Chris-

tian religion as resting on supernatural revelation, and, in

general, for the amount of Christian supernaturalism which

he retains. He adopts the old Ritschlian position on this sub-

“ On this point cf. Bousset, op. cit., 1906, p. 301.
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ject, apparently unconscious of the fact that many of the

modern Ritschlians have materially modified this position.

Kaftan asserts such a sharp distinction between “religious”

and “theoretic” knowledge as to result in those consequences

which have so often been pointed out. In regard to this

point, Beth’s criticism does not go far enough or deep

enough. This criticism is to the effect that while Kaftan

has distinguished in the main correctly between “religious”

and “scientific” or “theoretic” knowledge, he has confused

religious and theological knowledge and thus has failed to

recognize the objective and scientific character of theological

knowledge. Consequently he has failed to relate theology to

the rest of the sciences, and therefore cannot maintain its

scientific character or the objective validity of its knowl-

edge. This objection is justified by Kaftan’s statements,®®

but is the result of the dualism between religious and theo-

retic knowledge which Beth himself accepts. It is not merely

Systematic Theology as a science that is involved; it is the

Christian faith itself, which cannot thus be separated from

philosophy and science, as is attempted by both Beth and

Kaftan. It is Christianity, or the Christian faith, or the

Gospel, and not simply scientific theology, which has its

own view of God and man and the world. And this Chris-

tian view of the world, together with the whole of Chris-

tian truth, brings the Christian faith into direct relation

to philosophical knowledge. It is, therefore, impossible

to separate “religious knowledge” from philosophical

knowledge, and to isolate Christianity from the rest of

our knowledge, as Kaftan seeks to do; in so doing, he

isolates not only scientific theology, but the objects of

the Christian faith, from all the rest of our knowledge.

He seeks to do this by claiming that all that transcends

the world of phenomenal reality, is known only in a “prac-

tically conditioned” way. This, however, is an ambiguous

expression which may have a true meaning or not. What

“Cf. Allgem. ev.-luth. Kirchenzeit.. 1905, p. 1115; and Moderne Theol.,

p. 87.
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Kaftan means is that objectively and theoretically valid

knowledge does not extend to the sphere to which the

objects of faith belong, so that the practical experiential

knowledge of those objects is independent of general

philosophical knowledge. But philosophy cannot be thus

restrained from having its view of the world which may
conceivably conflict with that of Christianity. In this

case the usual result is that the impossible attempt to

have two world-views—a religious and a scientific—both

equally valid, breaks down, and the “theoretic” or “scien-

tific” view is regarded as “objective”, and the religious

view as “subjective”. Hence it is characteristic of recent

apologetic literature, written from the general Ritschlian

standpoint, to endeavor to relate the Christian view of

God and the world to philosophy, and to reach a final

unity of truth, as can be seen in the case of Wobbermin

and especially Hunzinger.^®

But this is not the whole of the matter. It is not simply

that an adequate Apologetic for Christianity is thus ren-

dered impossible. The “old faith”, as Kaftan himself con-

ceives it, cannot be maintained upon the basis of this theory

of religious knowledge. For Kaftan’s “practically con-

ditioned” knowledge or value judgment, is not a knowl-

edge of metaphysical reality asserted on ethical grounds.

It is a knowledge which rejects metaphysics and hence

can make no affirmations of a metaphysical character.

It is a knowledge which, if consistent, must reduce its

truths to practical values. If, therefore, it is consistent,

it will not be able to maintain supernatural Christianity,

for that can be done only upon a metaphysical basis. The
consistent application of these principles is to be found in

Herrmann, not in Theodor Kaftan. For if we are to have

no metaphysical elements in Christianity, it must surely be

reduced to small dimensions
;
in a word, it must be desuper-

“C/. Wobbermin, christliche Gottesglaube,^ 1907; also Hunzinger,

Apologetik u. Religionsphil. in unserer Zeit, Zeitschr. fiir wissenschaftl.

Theol., Jahrg. 51, Heft 3, pp. 193-216.
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naturalized. And this means, not to escape naturalism, but

to yield to its demands. Kaftan, of course, has not done

this. But he is inconsistent, and in so far as he has adopted

the old Ritschlian premises and rejected their conclusions,

he has permitted the “old faith” to limit the application of

the principles of his “modern theology”.

There is, it is true, a distinction between the knowledge

of the Christian man and purely theoretic knowledge, but

it is not the distinction that is drawn by Kant, or Ritschl,

or Th. Kaftan. These distinctions introduce a species of

dualism into human nature and experience which tends to

rob religious knowledge of theoretic validity, and so to re-

sult in religious agnosticism. The actual distinction is that

expressed by the opposition of sin and grace, the natural

consciousness and the regenerate consciousness. It is a dis-

tinction, then, which makes a cleavage through all of our

knowledge, and is not a division according to the spheres

of its objects or the nature of its validity. It is, moreover,

a distinction which it should be possible for Kaftan to

maintain in view of the supernaturalism which he asserts,

and the remarks he makes concerning sin and grace.

The same kind of contradiction is found to exist between

Kaftan’s statement of the “old faith” and the third principle

of his “modern theology”. This principle he calls a “sense

for reality” (Wirklichkeitssinn)

,

by which he means an

open mind toward natural science and history. Stated thus,

everyone must agree with him. But he discusses this prin-

ciple in regard to the question of natural science and mir-

acles in a way that is far from satisfactory.^® He affirms

that it goes without saying that for the “old faith”, “God

performs miracles in accordance with His will and plan”

;

and he wishes to harmonize this with natural science by

saying that belief in miracles and natural science “have

nothing to do with each other”. But what does this mean

and what can it mean in accordance with Kaftan’s prin-

”Th. Kaftan, Moderne TheoL, pp. 84-85.

Cf. op. cit., pp. 20, 21, especially the note on p. 21.
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ciples? It must mean either that natural science and the

Christian view of the world have reference to two different

spheres, or else that they are two different ways of looking

at the same sphere of reality, that is, nature. If Kaftan

meant the former of these two things, then he would simply

be asserting that there exists a world of spiritual values

and realities to which the method and laws of natural science

have no application. In this way the miracle would be

removed from nature altogether, and a harmony between

the so-called scientific and Christian world-views asserted

which Bousset would approve.®’’ But this would not be

sufficient for Kaftan, who asserts such miracles as the vir-

gin birth and resurrection of our Lord. Kaftan must

mean, then, that natural science and Christianity look at

nature from two different points of view. If this difference

in the way of viewing nature is affirmed on the basis of a

metaphysical and supernaturalistic view of God’s relation

to the world, then the limits of knowledge in natural science

could be pointed out, and it could be shown that its view

is not ultimate or final. If all the series of second causes

is dependent on a personal and transcendent God, He may
introduce effects into the series of second causes which they

cannot produce. But to this, the only adequate vindication

of the possibility of miracles. Kaftan is not entitled, be-

cause it is through and through metaphysical. Nor does it

seem to be his meaning, for he says^” that what natural

science concludes about the world has no interest for theol-

ogy. And that by this he does not intend a criticism and

limitation of knowledge in natural science, would seem to

appear from his statement that “to know nature and to know

her absolute uniformity is the same thing”. He appears

to agree with Herrmann who puts it thus ; “in nature only

that can be real which happens in accordance with natural

law”, and “that which can appear as real in nature, must

^ Cf. Bousset, op. cit., p. 336.

" Cf. Kaftan, op. cit., pp. 88ff.

“ Cf. op. cit., p. 20.

14
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validate itself as in accordance with natural law” and

with Bousset who also says^® that natural science cannot

be satisfied with the statement that she cannot but view

nature as an unbroken chain of causes and effects, but the

entire sphere of nature must be claimed by natural science,

and her point of view regarded as final in this sphere. In

accordance with this both Herrmann and Bousset clearly

recognize that this view excludes the possibility of miracles

in the sense of the “old faith”. This is quite a different

matter from recognizing the validity of natural science and

pointing out its limits. It is really a naturalistic philosophy

from the standpoint of natural science, resulting from the

mistake of supposing that its categories are ultimate. And
it results either in the attempt to put the so-called scientific

and Christian world-views side by side as two equally valid

views, or, since this is impossible to maintain, in regarding

the so-called scientific view as objective and the Christian

view as subjective, as is done by Herrmann in his recent

essay, Der Christ und das Wunder. This is really the

necessary consequence of Kaftan’s modern principles, which

are thus seen to be in conflict with the belief in miracles in

the sense of the “old faith”.

A precisely similar weakness and vacillation is to be seen

in Kaftan’s discussion of this third principle of his “modern

theology”, that is, the “sense for reality”, in relation to the

question pf historical criticism. He quite correctly allows

the necessity and validity of the historical criticism of the

Bible. He justly asserts that Christianity is a historical

religion, and that Christ is a historical person and so comes

within the sphere of historical investigation. But the school

of Comparative Religions affirms that it is an axiom of his-

torical science that all past events must be in “analogy” with

our present experience, and that all historical events and

ideas are genetically related to others in a way that abso-

lutely excludes supernatural events and revelation from the

“ Herrmann, op. cit., p. 190.

“ Bousset, op. cit., p. 336.
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sphere of historical reality. Does Kaftan, then, escape the

dogmatic naturalism which determines the rules of this so-

called historical method, and does he seek to defend a truly

historical method free from dogmatic presuppositions of

this character? Not at all. This could be done only on

the basis of a metaphysics which should adequately ground

Christian supernaturalism. On the contrary he goes di-

rectly against his principle of open-mindedness to historical

investigation and to his statement that Christ and Christian-

ity are historical matters, by saying that the question

whether Christ is “from above”, that is, the question in

which the “old faith” is interested, is a matter of faith and

not of history, and that the “old faith” is independent of

historical criticism. This independence of the results of

historical criticism is impossible to maintain. The results

of the modern historical method, if consistently applied,

will issue in removing even the human Jesus from history,

as Kalthoff has shown over against Bousset. It will not

be possible for Herrmann to hold fast to the “inner life of

Jesus”, much less for Th. Kaftan to maintain his “entire

Biblical Christ”. Hence the “old faith”, through this asser-

tion of its independence of historical criticism, constitutes a

dogmatic limitation of the “modern” principle of keeping

open minded to its results.

It will now be sufficiently plain, we think, that Kaftan’s

“old faith” and his “modern theology”, are not harmon-

ious one with the other, and that, since faith and theology

are inseparable, each must curtail or destroy the other, when

a “modern theology of the old faith” is thus attempted.

And it is also evident that such a separation between faith

and theology as Kaftan asserts is not possible. If this is

so, and if the “old theology” is essential to the “old faith”,

then the only way to carry out this new program is to resort

to the method of the old Mediating Theology, that is, to

take the old doctrinal system and seek to modernize it. This

is what Seeberg and Griitzmacher have done.

Before, however, considering their “Modern Positive
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Theology”, the intermediate view of Beth must be briefly

considered. Seeberg’s position, it must be recognized,

is in certain respects very like that of Beth, and differs

somewhat from that of Griitzmacher. In fact, quite differ-

ent opinions have been held as to the general character of

Seeberg’s theology. Beth,^^ for example, finds that See-

berg has attempted anything rather than a “Mediating The-

ology”
;
that he has simply applied modern scientific

method to theology^—in which Beth accords with him.

Bousset, on the other hand, finds in Seeberg nothing but

a mediating theology which takes the old doctrines, and

simply changes them to suit modern ways of thinking.

The explanation of this difference of opinion, it seems to

us, results from the fact that Seeberg’s statement of his

fundamental principles resembles the position of Beth,

while his working out of these principles, as seen especially

in his “Fundamental Truths of the Christian Religion”, is

practically a return to the old Mediating Theology.

In general, this demand for a “Modern Positive Theol-

og}"” resembles that for the “Modern Theology of the Old

Faith”. According to Beth, each generation has its own

world-view, as has also Christianity. Hence a modern

theology must bring Christian truth into harmony with the

world-view of the particular age.^® A “positive” theology

is one that holds that the supernatural origin and resurrec-

tion of Christ, His deity and atoning death, are essential

to Christianity.^’^. A modem positive theology, therefore,

must take this as something given, and from its own stand-

point and method state this Christian truth in harmony

with modern thought. Similarly Seeberg^® holds that the

task of such a theology is to express the revealed truth of

** Beth, Die Moderne u. die Prinzipien d. TheoL, pp. I34ff.

“ Bousset, op. cit., 1906, p. 374.
*“

Cf. Beth, op. cit., p. 102. The term used is Weltbild, which is dis-

tinguished from Weltanschauung, the former being the view which sci-

ence takes of the world, recognized as not final,—and the latter denoting

an ultimate philosophical view.

Beth, op. cit., p. 105.

" Seeberg, Die Kirche Deutschlands u. s. w., pp. 305 ff.
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Christianity in the forms of thought of a particular age.

His idea of the specific problems of this theology is deter-

mined by two things. First, Christianity is a historical

religion, and therefore open to historical investigation. If,

then, one’s view of history is that of a naturalistic develop-

ment, the Christian idea of revealed truth is impossible.

Hence the theologian must face the problem of evolution

and revelation. Secondly, we “experience” revelation, and

in each age Christian experience will find some new truth.

Hence old ideas must be restated in the light of the soul’s

experience. It becomes, therefore, a question whether such

ideas are objectively valid. Thus questions of the nature of

religious knowledge also press upon modern theology.

Thus far there is a general agreement between these

theologians and Th. Kaftan. It is in respect to the under-

lying ideas of principle and method that the differences

emerge, and it is these points alone that we can stop very

briefly to discuss. Beth and Seeberg both agree with

Griitzmacher^® against Kaftan in asserting the possibility

of metaphysics and the necessary inclusion of a meta-

physical element in theology. They agree, moreover, in

affirming the “theoretic” or “scientific” and “objective”

character of theological knowledge, and its necessary con-

tact with scientific and philosophical knowledge. They

agree also as to the impossibility of “isolating” Christian

theology from the rest of our knowledge, in the way in

which this is done by Kaftan. On the other liand, both

Seeberg and Beth agree with Kaftan against Gnitzmacher,

in laying more emphasis on the distinction between relig-

ious and theoretic knowledge, and in denying Grutz-

macher’s contention that faith and theology are inseparable.

In this latter respect Griitzmacher has more reason than

they for preferring the term “Modern Positive Theology”

to “Modern Theology of the Old Faith” ; and this is one

reason why Herrmann and Schian prefer Kaftan’s name

for his theology, since it expresses the distinction between

Cf. Article already cited from Allgem. ev.-luth. Kirchenzeit., 1905.
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faith and theology. On these points Beth has expressed

himself more fully and clearly than Seeberg, and we shall

do best to examine Beth’s position in order to see whether

he is justified in going as far as he does with Kaftan, and

whether his position is free from the objections to which

that of Kaftan is exposed.

Beth,®” then, adopts Kaftan’s distinction between faith

and theology, and between religious and theoretic knowl-

edge. But he criticises Kaftan for confounding theological

knowledge with religious knowledge. The result of this

is, Beth says, that the scientific character of theology can-

not be maintained, and no adequate Christian Apologetics

is possible. In this respect Beth differs from both Th. Kaf-

tan and Griitzmacher. Beth’s philosophical position is

“critical realism”. By this he means to affirm, not simply

that we can know real objects in sense perception, but that

by a criticism of experience we can obtain a knowledge of

ultimate reality, that is, of God, self, and the world. Since,

therefore, in this extension of theoretic or philosophical

knowledge to the metaphysical sphere, this critical realism

claims theoretic validity for its knowledge. Kaftan’s sepa-

ration of theological knowledge from scientific knowledge,

is regarded as erroneous by Beth. Accordingly he rejects

Kaftan’s attempt to keep Christian theology out of relation

to science and philosophy, and demands an Apologetic which

shall bring Christianity and its world view into positive

relations with philosophy and science. But while in this

respect Beth agrees with Griitzmacher against Kaftan, in

another respect he differs from Griitzmacher, and agrees

with Kaftan. Beth affirms the sharp distinction and sepa-

ration between faith and theology, and between religious

and theoretic or scientific knowledge, which Kaftan asserts.

According to Beth theological knowledge is “objective”,

“scientific” and “theoretic”, and is not determined by “prac-

tical” considerations, whereas religious knowledge, that is,

the knowledge which faith has of its objects, is of a totally

“ Beth, op. cit., pp. 244!!.
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dififerent character, being “practically conditioned” in its

nature and neither demanding nor capable of objective

and scientific grounds. In this Beth finds the possibility

of a “Modern Postive Theology”, and argues, against

Griitzmacher, that when this distinction is not made, each

change in theological science means a change of the Chris-

tian faith.® ^ Theological knowledge must seek “theoreti-

cally and objectively valid” truths, while religious knowl-

edge is experiential and practical in character and cannot

be defended “scientifically” or “theoretically”. Religious

knowledge is not subjective in the sense of being illusory,

but in its independence of all theoretically or rationally

valid grounds. In a word, it is a matter of personal con-

viction.®^

“ Beth attaches his view to that of Lipsius, Lehrbuch der ev. prot.

Dogmatik^ 372, p. 68. Beth says: “Theological knowledge is scientific

knowledge, and differs thus essentially from religious knowledge, which

lies at its basis, and which is to be worked over by it. One can,

therefore, suppose, in regard to religious knowledge, that it is preemi-

nently practically conditioned, and is completed in a process in which

the primacy of the practical reason is to be acknowledged; nevertheless,

theological knowledge, as scientific, is of a theoretic character. It is not

any more dependent on subjective considerations, and cannot be so,

than other scientific knowledge, and it must work out objectively valid

truths”. Cf. Beth, op. cit., p. 257.
“ In the points where Beth differs from Kaftan, Seeberg agrees en-

tirely with Beth. He agrees, moreover, with Beth and Kaftan in em-
phasizing more strongly than does Griitzmacher the practical, experi-

ential character of religious knowledge. But on this point Seeberg

seems neither sufficiently clear nor self-consistent. He affirms that

Griitzmacher is right in his affirmation that the “Gospel” contains “theo-

logical” and “theoretic” elements, but immediately adds that the soul

which believes in these, experiences in them “no satisfaction of its

impulse for knowledge”. Cf. the passage quoted by Griitzmacher,

Studien, 1909, p. 124, from articles on Beth in the AUgem. ev.-luth.

Kirchemeit., 1907 : these articles we have not been able to obtain. Cf.

also Seeberg’s remarks on the nature of dogma in his Fundamental
Truths of the Christian Religion, E. T., pp. 120 ff. Here he approaches

very nearly the position of Sabatier in conceiving Christian doctrine as

but an intellectual expression of Christian “life” or “experience” con-

ceived as mere feeling. In this way Seeberg goes further than Th.

Kaftan in reducing the Christian consciousness to a state of feeling,

and Christian doctrine to a merely temporally conditioned statement
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In this respect Beth has gone too far with Kaftan and

the old Ritschlian theology, to be able to gain the end he

has in view. It is not necessary to repeat what has been

said by way of criticism of Kaftan on the impossibility

of this separation between Christian faith and theology,

and of the impossibility of constructing a theology on this

basis. We must ask, rather, whether Beth is consistent

as regards those points which differentiate him from Kaf-

tan, and whether he can thus overcome the weakness which

he finds in Kaftan’s position. This question, we think,

must be answered in the negative. Faith, subjectively, as

has already been said, is just a psychological attitude of

trust; faith objectively is a name for the objects trusted in

or the truths believed, that is, for the doctrinal content of

faith as a mental attitude. As Beth himself affirms, it is a

fact that in religious faith and experience, there is involved

a knowledge of the objects of faith, a knowledge, that is,

of God and Christ in relation to the world and self. Hence,

not merely in scientific theology, but also in religious knowl-

edge and faith, there is involved a series of “theoretic

assertions”, as Griitzmacher calls them. These assertions

relate, as has been said, to the objects with which science

and philosophy deal, and as a consequence involve a definite

relation of our faith or religious knowledge to the rest of

our knowledge. It is not, then, simply that theological

science conceived in a purely formal manner demands that

its objective validity be justified in relation to science and

philosophy, but the Christian faith and the Christian’s faith

themselves involve a view of God and the world, which must

be maintained as true in relation to science and philosophy,

that is, to so-called “theoretic knowledge”. In fact this

seems to be acknowledged by both Beth and Seeberg. Thus

Beth says,^® speaking of Griitzmacher, that if the latter had

of this life. This idea appears to be quite inconsistent with his actual

theological method, in which he follows Griitzmacher in accepting the

old Christian doctrine as containing an element of eternally valid truth,

and in seeking to modify this in accordance with “modern thought.”
“ Beth, op. cit., p. 254.
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said that in all the “doctrines of faith” (Glaubenssdtse) cer-

tain elements of philosophical knowledge (Wclterkennen)

are always involved, he could agree with him. But this is

precisely what Griitzmacher does affirm. In fact he points

out that Beth agrees with him on this point, and rightly af-

firms that Beth’s absolute separation between faith and theol-

ogy, and between religious and theoretic knowledge, cannot

be carried out in harmony with these admissions. In this re-

spect also Seeberg®^” makes statements in regard to the close

relation of “faith” and “theoretic thought”, which render it

impossible for him also to carry out the sharp distinction

which he, like Beth, draws between religious and theoretic

knowledge, and between faith and theology. And in point

of fact he has not carried this out in his theology.

If, then, faith involves a metaphysic or view of God
and the world, which renders necessary a Christian Apolo-

getics which shall relate Christianity to philosophy and

defend it in the light of philosophical thought, it will fol-

low that the distinction between religious and theoretic

knowledge, as held by Kaftan, is still less possible for Beth

and Seeberg. In other words if such an Apologetics as

Beth and Seeberg conceive is necessary, it is not because

theological science is formally like all science, but because

the Christian faith involves a metaphysical doctrine and

is inseparable from such doctrine. And if this is so, then

the separation between faith and theology, besides being

intrinsically impossible, is not in harmony with the position

of Beth and Seeberg on this point. If faith and theology

were so distinct and separate, not only would there result

the “isolation” of Christian faith in reference to the rest

of knowledge, but also the limitation of theology to the

ideas implicated in such faith, and, as a consequence, the

“isolation” of Christian theology in the same respects. In

a word the position of Herrmann and Th. Kaftan in this

respect is more consistent than that of Beth and Seeberg.

““ See the passage already cited in the footnote 52.
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Moreover, Griitzmacher®^ is right in calling attention

to the fact that Lipsius, to whom Beth attaches himself,

is more consistent than Beth. When Lipsius asserted that

religious knowledge necessarily assumes the form of “intui-

tive representations” (Anschauungsbilder)

,

he held that

these were true only as symbols of religious feeling (true

only “m unmittelbarer Einheit mit der Gefuhlsbestimm-

thcit”), and not adequate when considered as real expres-

sions of religious truth. That is, Lipsius concludes from his

view of the purely “practical” character of religious knowl-

edge, that theological knowledge which deals with these

religious truths can never attain ultimate truth. Hence the-

ology occupies a kind of Zwischcnland, to use Griitzmacher’s

term, between faith and knowledge. If the distinction be-

tween religious and theoretic knowledge is made after the

fashion of these theologians, it must affect the scientific

character of theology. If by faith we do not and cannot

know God in an objectively valid way, theological science

cannot bring us such knowledge of God, for theology deals

with the same revelation of God upon which faith and the

religious life rests.

If, then, it is impossible thus to separate faith and theol-

ogy, if it is seen that the Christian faith involves a theology,

then the only way in which a “Modern Positive Theology”

can be sought, is after the fashion of the old “Mediating

Theology”, which took over the old theology, and sought

to modify and modernize it, to suit what was then sup-

posed to be the “modern consciousness” or “modern

thought”. This is the way which Griitzmacher has taken,

and Seeberg also, in practice if not in theory.

Griitzmacher, generally speaking, is a disciple of See-

berg’s, and his theology is really a mediating theology.

This characteristic of his theological method can be clearly

perceived in his articles against Theodor Kaftan, already

cited. He distinctly rejects the idea of an entirely new

“ Cf. Studien, Heft 3, p. 129.

“ C/. Grutzmacher, Articles in the Allgem. ev. luth. K. Z., Nr. 44.
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dogma, and considers it the task of the “Modern Positive

Theology” to accept the old doctrinal system of the Chris-

tian Church, and to give it a modern form or to modify

it so that it can “assimilate” modern culture. Griitzmacher

expressly denies that, in this attempt, the modern thought

is the fixed norm in accordance with which the “positive”

element of revealed Christian truth is to be modified. On
the contrary, he affirms that the right of the “Modern

Positive Theology” depends on the fact that “modern cul-

ture” contains elements which can be assimilated by the

Christian revelation.® ® What he really attempts, however,

is to show a harmony between Christian doctrine and mod-

ern thought, and to restate the old truths in forms of

modern thought. Along with the recognition of the fact

that Christian truth rests on supernatural revelation and is

something fixed, is found the old rationalistic distinction

between the “form” and “content” of Christian truth, and

this is what makes possible Griitzmacher’s attempt at a

“Modern Positive Theology”.

His idea of what are the characteristics of a truly “posi-

tive” theology, he has set forth most clearly in the first

part of the third volume of his Studien.^’^ He has ex-

pounded his conception of a “positive” theology both from

its formal side and from the point of view of its ideas

about the nature of Christianity and specific Christian doc-

trines, and has set it over against those of the Ritschlian

school and the school of Comparative Religions. Much of

his criticism of these schools is valid, and his opposition to

them is clearly set forth. He shows how, in their respec-

tive views of theological method, they fail to do justice

to the essential nature of Christian truth; and passes on

to discuss his conception of the nature of Christianity, in

opposition to these two schools. Here he points out how
the “positive” theology differs from modern liberal theology

“ Cf. Griitzmacher, Die Forderung einer mod. pos. Theol.A^^M^ Kirch-

liche Zeitschr., 1904, pp. 271-273.

" Studien u. s. w.. Heft 3, 1909, pp. 1-40.
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in three fundamental points—the emphasis on the specifi-

cally religious character of Christianity in the place it gives

to the question of man’s relation to God, the assertion of

the finality of the Christian religion, and the determination

of the truths of Christianity from the Trinitarian point

of view. He seeks to point out how the school of Compara-

tive Religions, by reason of the naturalistic presuppositions

which govern its so-called historical method, has abandoned

the finality of the Christian religion, and how the Ritschlian

school leaves insufficient grounds for maintaining it. Over

against these two theological schools, he sets forth his

idea of Christian truth, accepting to a large extent the

Church’s doctrinal system. This is that “positive” element

which he thinks must be maintained and restated in the

light of modern thought. In the way in which he works out

his thesis, however, Griitzmacher differs from both Th.

Kaftan and Beth. In the article against Kaftan, already

cited, he criticises that scholar’s dependence upon Kant and

Ritschl
;

his separation between religious and theoretic

knowledge; and his separation between faith and theology.

He shows that faith involves theology, that this theology

contains a metaphysical element, and that Christian faith and

Christian theology must be related to the rest of our knowl-

edge. “Modern Positive Theology”, therefore, takes the old

doctrine and seeks to harmonize it with modern thought.

The modifications of Kaftan’s position, moreover, which

were made by Beth, Griitzmacher rejects also, and points

out that the mere emphasis on the theoretic or scientific

character of theological knowledge is inadequate and can-

not really escape the difficulties which attach to the position

of Ritschl and of Th. Kaftan.

In regard to what he thinks is “modern” also, Griitz-

macher differs from Kaftan and from the modern liberal

theology. If this theology is not “positive” enough, neither

is it sufficiently modern. These modern liberal theologians

who suppose that Kant, Goethe, and the great names of

Cf. Ibid., pp. 120 fif.
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German idealism are the determining forces of modern

culture, are verj^ far behind the times. They write, so

Griitzmacher says, from the standpoint of the “narrow”

(kleinen) German professor. And this is also true of

Th. Kaftan who goes back to Kant. Ibsen with his theory

of heredity, Oscar Wilde, Tolstoi, Gorki, and Nietzsche,

the mystics and theosophists—these are the truly modern

forces. A leaning toward mysticism and metaphysics, not

ethical rationalism, is the mark of the “modern man”. It

is not surprising that Herrmann should describe this as

“a somewhat motley crew” (einc ctwas Inmte Gesellschaft)

and that Bousset should disclaim all desire of being, then,

“truly modern”. And just at this point Griitzmacher’s

method of procedure makes a most unpleasant impression.

He believes that a modern theology must be modern, not

simply in the negative sense that its polemic is directed

against current forms of thought hostile to the Gospel, but

in the sense that a modern theology must find in modern

thought something which it can assimilate ; and Griitz-

macher has too clear a conception of the nature of Chris-

tianity to suppose that he can positively relate the truths

of the Gospel to a passing and decadent mood of modern

thought. Of course he does not attempt to do so. His

attempted mediation between the Gospel and modern

thought lies in quite a different direction. It would seem,

then, as if the mention of these names were only a .desire

or trick to antiquate, by an appeal to a pessimistic phase

of modern thought, those who adhere to what Bousset has

called “the heroes of Gennan idealism”, whose optimistic

doctrine of the natural perfectability of man, however, is

nearly as far removed from the truth of the Gospel as is

this wearied and decadent phase of modern thought. In

contrast with this it is, of course, easy for Griitzmacher to

magnify the great truths of Christianity and to hold up

the Christian revelation as a light indeed, shining in a dark

Cf. Herrmann, op. cit., p. 179; Bousset, op. cit._ 1907, p. 6.
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place. But it is very artificial to find in a doctrine of hered-

ity or in a pessimistic mood expressions of ideas which

can be related to the doctrines of original sin and represen-

tation; or to make use of Nietzsche or the modern evolu-

tionary theory as a means to get rid of the autonomy of

ethical rationalism; or to see in modern pessimism and

theosophy expressions of the need of the Christian salva-

tion. We agree with Bousset that these ideas and moods

are opposed to the Church’s doctrine, and only weaken the

sense of guilt and responsibility, and that modern pessim-

ism can lead to the doctrine of Nirvana, but not to the

Christian doctrine of salvation. It betrays an amazing

want of insight to seek “to harness Nietzsche to the wagon

of Apologetics”, to use Bousset’s words, and Griitzmacher

himself realizes that these modern tendencies are not the

ones of which he can make any positive use. It is, in fact,

for this reason that Schian has said that Griitzmacher has

made it impossible to discuss with him his idea of a “Modern

Positive Theology”.®®

In this, however, Schian does Griitzmacher an injustice.

It may be true that the use of such tendencies of thought

to show that Kaftan, Bousset, and Weinel are antiquated,

looks like a mere trick. Nevertheless Griitzmacher does

attempt a “Modern Positive Theology” in the sense which

he proposed. He has not worked out a system of Christian

doctrine in which a modern form of statement is sought

for each point of Christian truth; but he has singled out

one point as all important and determinative for a “Modern

Positive Theology”. In the articles cited and in the third

volume of his Studien,^^ he discusses the question of reve-

lation and evolution as the main problem of a modern

positive theology. “A Modern Positive Theology”, he says,

“will seek as its first task to give absolute recognition to

the facts which might lead to the assumption of an evolu-

“ Schian, op. cit., p. 8.

^ Cf. Neue Kirchliche Zeitschr., 1904, pp. 440 ff. ; and Studien, Heft

3, pp. 51-78.
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tion in the ethical and religious sphere”. Hence the main

task of a “Modern Positive Theology” is to show that the

idea of supernatural Revelation and the modern idea of

evolution as applied to the sphere of religious thought do

not contradict each other. This, he supposes, can be readily

done. His attempted harmony is, briefly, as follows : The
idea of evolution is by no means identical with a series of

blind mechanical causes. Even in the sphere of nature,

the idea of teleology is being recognized. And when we
come to the sphere of history and mental life, the character

of the causes at work brings out even more clearly the

purposive character of the evolution, so that this idea, as

applied to history, is simply that of the realization of pur-

pose by the causes at work in the process {zusammenhangen-

der Zweckverwirklichung)

.

From this point of view, so

Griitzmacher thinks, it is a simple matter to conceive of

revelation itself as being such a development by inter-

connected causes and effects, and to conceive of the entire

revelation itself as an element in the development of nature

and history, an element “conformable” to the rest of the

developing series. The determining point, he says,®^ which

usually leads to the idea that evolution and revelation are

contradictory, is the fact that it is customary to conceive

of evolution proceeding by “merely natural causes”, and

revelation by “supernatural” ones. But this assumption is

not necessary since the idea of evolution in natural science

is not the only possible kind of evolution. Hence, though

we may affirm that each element in the series is “causally

conditioned”, it may also be conceived as the result of

revelation. Moreover, the realization of purpose through

revelation, is not related as “something neutral” to the

realization of purpose in nature and history, but the latter

is subordinate to the former. Since all nature and history

exist for the sake of the Kingdom of God which is the

final cause of all revelation, “a unitary, grand development

spreads itself before our eyes : all nature and history in their

“ Cf. Neue Kirchliche Zeitschr., 1904, pp. 450 ff.
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unfolding serve for the realization of the purpose of the

Kingdom of God made known through revelation”. And
though revelation is “supernatural” in “origin” and “devel-

opment”, it is not foreign to the entire evolutionary pro-

cess,

—

{swdngt sie sich dock nicht als Frenidkorper in die

Weltentzvicklung hinein)

.

We have given Griitzmacher’s idea as nearly as possible

in his own language because his whole discussion of this

point is lacking in clearness to an extraordinary degree.

When he speaks of revelation being supernatural, he means

supernatural in both its cause and mode of occurrence, as

due to the immediate revealing activity of God, that is, as

supernatural in the highest sense. Of this, we think, his

language leaves little room for doubt. But his idea of the

harmony of evolution and revelation appears to hang on

the view that evolution, when conceived teleologically, does

not conflict with revelation. But this by no means follows.

The “modern idea” of evolution, as applied to the sphere

of religious thought, is marked by two characteristics. It

is an evolution which takes place through the operation of

purely immanent causes, to the exclusion of every tran-

scendent cause
;
and so to the exclusion of all direct intrusion

of the activity of God. And it is a continuous upward pro-

gress which takes no account of, and leaves no room for,

any process of degeneration or any effect of sin on the

human mind. It is evident that, so conceived, evolution,

even when teleologically conceived, does exclude supernat-

ural revelation,—in which case it is indeed simply a name

for divine Providence. The case is analagous to that of

creation and evolution. Creation implies the immediate

activity of God
;
evolution is simply the unfolding of things

by second causes under the divine control. One can speak

of creation and evolution, but it is only a confusion of

thought to speak of “creation by evolution” or “creative

evolution”. In this sense, they are mutually exclusive terms.

Just so supernatural revelation and evolution are mutually

exclusive. Where any thought about God is the product of
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evolution from other thoughts about God, it is not the pro-

duct of supernatural revelation in the sense in which Griitz-

macher maintains that revelation is supernatural. And sim-

ilarly, whenever any system of religious thought is the pro-

duct of revelation, it is not the product of evolution. To
conceive of the evolution of religious thought as part of a

teleological process, is not sufificient to make room for super-

natural revelation. When this is clearly kept in mind the

inconsequent character of Griitzmacher’s argumentation will

be evident. This its inconsistent character, moreover, is

all that can be called specifically new about this argumen-

tation. One need only recall the work of Reischle on this

same subject, to see that the problem has been seriously

discussed before.

Whatever may be new about Griitzmacher’s method

of harmonizing evolution and revelation, it is very

unsatisfactory. At one time he applies the idea of evolu-

tion to the history of revelation itself within the Old and

New Testaments, but not to the history of religious thought

in general, or to the Christian religion in relation to

this history. Here he separates religion into two entirely

distinct spheres. And here he even operates with the ideas

of an original revelation, the effect of sin on this, and of

a special soteriological revelation. All human religion is

but the gradual darkening of the natural knowledge of

God ;
the Christian religion, on the other hand, is the

product of a special supernatural revelation. He affirms,

moreover, that the modern liberal theology is not in earnest

with the idea of revelation, and that revelation is a dis-

closure by God, explainable by no purely immanent causes,

but on the contrary is “absolutely supernatural and miracu-

lous”. But in so conceiving revelation as applied to Chris-

tianity and other religions it is evident that he is not har-

monizing the idea of supernatural revelation and the modern

“Reischle, Wissenschaftliche Entwicklungsforschung und evolution-

istische Weltanschauung in ihrem Verhaltnis zum Christentum, Zeitschr.

f. Theol. u. Kirche, 1902.

15
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idea of evolution, but is parting company altogether with

the modern idea of an absolutely continuous evolution by

purely immanent causes. This evolutionary idea, then, is

only applied within the sphere of revelation, so that this

may be conceived of as a development, and one in which

there is a progressive correction of error. But again at

other times, though not so characteristically or frequently,

he speaks of revelation as an element “comformable to” the

evolutionary process, and of religion as one “unitary and

interrelated phenomenon”, and says that this implies that

each single element in this one development is “causally

conditioned”, that is, the product of preceding second causes.

In this case his idea of evolution is modern and is applied

to the progress of religious thought; but so applied as to

leave absolutely no room for supernatural revelation. In

this case he can only resort to calling the evolutionary pro-

cess teleological, in which sense Bousset would of course

be willing to affirm that revelation is supernatural and ex-

tends to all religions. In a word, Griitzmacher’s modern

idea of evolution and his idea of supernatural revelation

are mutually exclusive, so that he does not “harmonize”

the two, but in affirming that Christianity is the product of

supernatural revelation, he simply withdraws it altogether

from the sphere of evolution.

In this respect, moreover, Griitzmacher is far behind the

old evangelical theology and the modern liberal theology

in clearness and consistency, as Bousset has fully recog-

nized.®^ According to the “old theology” we have on one

side the religions of the world, their religious ideas being

the result of the natural knowledge of God mingled with

error due to sin, and on the other side Christianity and

Christian truth as the product of special supernatural revela-

tion and consequently free from error. Griitzmacher, how-

ever, has gone so far with the idea of naturalistic evolution

as to assert imperfection and error within the sphere of

special revelation in both Old and New Testaments alike,

—

“ Bousset, op. cit., p. 14.
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error which belongs to the “early stages” of revelation;

But with this concession he has removed the foundation

from his sharp separation of revealed religion from all

other religions. For if within the sphere of supernatural

revelation we find error in its early stages, and if this is not

inconsistent with its being a revelation from God, what is

to hinder our conceiving all of the other religions as also

first and imperfect stages in this one great process of the

evolution of religious thought, and all religion as due in

the same sense to revelation? This is the idea of Bousset

and Troeltsch, who extend the idea of revelation to cover

all the development of religious thought, and deny the spe-

cific character of the Christian revelation.

What Griitzmacher has really done is to refrain from

extending or applying the modern idea of evolution to the

question of the relation of the Christian revelation as a

whole to the rest of religious thought, and instead of this

to apply it within the sphere of special revelation. But

here again his application of the modern evolutionary idea

is inconsistent with his idea of the supernatural character

of revelation. A supernatural revelation in the high sense

in which Grutzmacher conceives it, since it is a revelation

unfolding in a historic process, will naturally be the sub-

ject of an organic development in which each stage, though

perfect as the bud is perfect, leads on to the perfection

of the full blown flower. Such an evolution in revelation

is not inconsistent with its being strictly supernatural. But

a growth in which the Old Testament errors are to be

corrected by the truer views of the New Testament, and

in which even the teaching of Jesus is considered imperfect

because not so full concerning justification as that of Paul,

such an evolution is inconsistent with the supernatural

character of revelation as that is defined by Grutzmacher

himself. And his views on this subject of evolution

within revelation are concessions to the naturalism which

is part of his “modern” idea of evolution.

Furthermore, just as Th. Kaftan goes too far with the
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Ritschlian theology to be able logically to escape its results,

so Griitzmacher goes so far with the old evangelical theol-

ogy as to cut away the basis for such a modern theology

as he attempts. If all that is essential to Christianity is

a life, and if Christian doctrine is only a temporally con-

ditioned and relatively valid expression of that life, as

Sabatier conceived it; or if the Christian revelation is

an inward impression from the so-called historical Christ,

and all Christian doctrine is an individual and personal mat-

ter, after the fashion of Herrmann’s conception; then the

“thought forms” which Christian theology employs will

be continually changing. Griitzmacher, however, rejects

the distinction between faith and theology. He recognizes

a dogmatic element as essential to the Gospel. He affirms,

moreover, that the “Gospel” rests on a divine revelation

which is supernatural in the highest sense. There is, there-

fore, a divinely revealed “dogma” or “theology”. How,
then, can this doctrine be changed and made to fit a “mod-

ern consciousness” which may be determined by “forms of

thought” inconsistent with those of the Gospel ? And how
can the “form” and “content” of Christian truth be any

longer kept separate on these presuppositions? If there

is a doctrinal element essential to the “Gospel” and if the

“Gospel” is a divine revelation, then the doctrinal content

of Christianity is given and fixed. If, on the other hand,

this doctrinal element is purely human and relative, then

how will it be maintained that the Gospel is divine? Any
theology which recognizes a dogmatic element as an es-

sential part of the Gospel, and then sets itself the task of

stating this in “forms of modern thought”, necessarily

becomes, to use a phrase of Traub’s, the “most miserable

mediating theology”.®® Such a theology can only ask how
much of Christian truth can be maintained in the light of

modern thought. And if the Christian truth is held to rest

on a divine and supernatural revelation, as is the case with

Griitzmacher, then the ground is taken away from even

*'^Traub, op. cit., p. 449.
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such a “miserable mediating theology”. The “modern con-

sciousness” and its evolutionary idea with which Griitz-

macher seeks to operate is predominantly naturalistic. It

is, therefore, only in opposition to it, not in harmony with

it, that the truths of Christianity can be maintained. They

have their own thought-forms which are essential and

which are through and through supernaturalistic. We
may follow the school of Comparative Religions and dis-

card these Christian truths as antiquated, in which case

we will have reduced Christianit}' to “natural religion”,

or we may retain the supernatural Christianity of the

New Testament. But Griitzmacher’s mediating theology

is inconsistent. It fails to satisfy the naturalism which is

lurking in the “modern thought” with which he operates,

and it fails to satisfy the supernaturalism of the Christianity

of the New Testament.

It would seem, then, that neither the “Modern Theology

of the Old Faith” nor the “Modern Positive Theology”

can fulfill the task of Systematic Theology as a science.

Let it not be supposed, however, that this is because “ancient

thought” is supernaturalistic, and “modern thought” nat-

uralistic. The so-called “modern world-view” which is

naturalistic, is not really modern. Only the form in which

it expresses itself and the method by which it is constructed,

can thus be characterized. From the first Christian centur-

ies there has always been a naturalistic view of God and

the world standing in opposition to Christianity and its

supernaturalistic world-view. Nor is Christian supernat-

uralism outworn or antiquated. The advance which modern

science makes in the knowledge of the method of divine

Providence can never affect the supernatural modes of

God’s action. And the greater and more adequate our

view of the Almighty God becomes, the more will our

minds see the greatness of the Christian view of God and

the world.

The Modern Positive Theology is unsatisfactory simply

because it does not undertake the necessary task of Sys-
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tematic Theology. The object of this science is God. And
since God is known only as He reveals Himself, revela-

tion becomes the principium of theology, and one’s idea

of the nature and method of theology is determined by

one’s idea of the. nature of revelation. Theology will be

scientific, therefore, and fulfill its function, only by deter-

mining its method from its idea of revelation. And in

doing this theology must use all the light of modern knowl-

edge in defense of its idea of the nature of revelation, and

in the exposition of its truths. If the revelation of God
is only through an inner experience produced by historic

facts, then theology must determine its method in accord-

ance with this idea. If, however, there is a doctrinal ele-

ment in revelation, and if revelation is supernatural, then

this idea of the nature of revelation will determine the task

and method of Systematic Theology. But in no case can

it be the function of Systematic Theology to mediate be-

tween the Gospel and that imposing abstraction—the

“modern consciousness”.

Princeton. C. Wistar Hodge.



THE ORIGIN OF THE FISH-SYMBOL.

II.

THE SIBYLLINE ACROSTIC.

Some time after the first quarter of the fourth century,

possibly as late as the reign of Justinian, an unknown com-

piler produced the collection of Greek hexameters in four-

teen books which is known as the Sibylline Oracles. These

are palpable forgeries, betraying their origin and period by

numerous allusions to events in the later empire. In spite

of their pretended oracular character, they contain none of

the oracles known to us from classical literature, but are the

productions of Alexandrine Jews, or of Jews and Christians

of Rome, and date for the most part in the first three cen-

turies of the Christian era. The third book contains the

earliest portion, but other parts are of the third century and

some sets of verses belong to a still later period. Nearly

every book is a mosaic of fragments whose origin is various

and difficult to determine.

The eighth book for example is divided by Alexandre^

into four parts, the first of which he assigns to the reign of

Antoninus Pius, the second to the times of Hadrian or

Trajan, and the third and fourth to the middle of the third

century. Between parts I and II and beginning with verse

217 comes a series of thirty-four lines. Of these the first

twenty-seven comprise a prophetic description of the Day

of Judgment, while the last seven are devoted to a symbolic

Praise of the Cross. These thirty-four verses compose the

famous Sibylline Acrostic, the initial letters of the lines

forming the words, which in the manuscripts are written

in large letters as a superscription to the poem: IH20T2
XPEISTOS 0EOT TIOS XflTHP STATPOS, i. e., “Jesus

Christ, son of God, Saviour, Cross.” The following trans-

Alexandre : Oracula Sibyllina, 1856, II, p. 344 and pp. 41911.
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lation of the acrostic aims to keep the mean between literal

accuracy and a semblance of English form

:

“For a sign of judgment, the earth shall sweat,

And from the sky shall come the King, that shall reign forever.

Coming Himself to judge all flesh and all the world.

220 Then shall mortals, believers and unbelievers, see God,

The most high, with His saints, at the end of time.

He judgeth the souls of mortal men upon the judgment seat.

When the whole world is fruitless and thorns come forth.

Men shall cast away their idols and all their wealth.

225 Relentless fire shall burn the earth, the heavens, and the sea.

And shall break the gates of the prison of hell.

Then all flesh of the dead shall come to the light of freedom.

The light of the saints; but eternal fire shall punish the wicked.

All things that one has done in secret, then shall he tell,

230 For God will open the dark breasts to the light.

And from all shall come the sound of wailing and gnashing of teeth.

The light of the sun shall fail, and the courses of the stars.

He shall roll up the heavens
;
and the light of the moon shall be lost.

He shall raise the valleys, and destroy the heights of the hills

;

235 And baneful height among men shall no longer appear.

The mountains shall be even with the plains ; and all the sea

Shall no more have sailing of ships. For the earth

Shall be parched, and its fountains; the dashing rivers shall cease,

The trumpet from heaven shall utter a sound of many woes

240 Crying the abomination of the wicked, and the ills of the world.

The gaping earth shall then reveal Tartarean chaos.

And all shall come to the seat of God the King.

A river of fire and brimstone shall flow from heaven.

Then a sign to all men, a notable seal

245 Shall be the cross upon believers, the longed-for horn.

The life of godly men, the stumbling block of the world.

Illuminating the elect with the waters of twelve fountains;

And the shepherding staff of iron shall rule.

This is our God, now in acrostics written,

250 The ever-living Saviour and King, who suffered for us.”“

’ The text as given in Geffcken’s edition {Die griechischen christ-
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The first portion of book VIII is placed by Alexandre in

the reign of Antoninus Pius, and about the same date is

assigned to it by other critics. It is a long prophecy of the

approaching fall of the Empire, the ruin of Italy, the contest

with the Antichrist and his defeat, the resurrection and

eternal blessedness of the just. The date is shown: (i) by

the play on Hadrian’s name in v. 52

:

“There shall be a king with hoary head, having a name

lichen Schriftsteller der ersten drei Jahrhunderte : Die Oracula Sibyl-

lina, Leipzig, 1902) is as follows (I have followed GefTcken in all

citations of the Oracles) :

iSpdxrei 8k Kptaeo><; a’yjp.eiov or karai.

"’HAi S’ oipav66ev (dacriXivs alQxriv 6 p.eX.\u>v,

SdpKa Traptdv Trao'av Kpivai Kai KOCTfiov airavTa.

220 ’’Oi/'ovTQi 8e 0€ov p.ipones ttkttoI /cat dmcrToi

Yi/acTTOv p.era tu>v dyttov km repp-a xpovoio.

^apKOcftopoiv 8 ’ dvSpmv km ^T]p.aTi Kpivfi,

H.epo'oi orav Trork Kocrp.o'i 0A.0S /cat dnavOa yevrjrai,

'Pti/tovcrtv S’ etSo/Aa /SpoToi /cat ttXovtov aTravTa.

225 ’EnKavafi Sk to irvp yrjv ovpavov rjSk OaXaccrav

’I^veSov • p/jw«t T€ m;A,as dp/CT'^s ’AtSao.

2dp^ Tore Tracra ve/cpolv es kXevOkpiov d>dos

Td)v dytouv • dv6p,ov<i Se to Jrvp alCjaiv kXky$eL.

Omrocra Tts irpd^a<; kXaOev, Tore Travra XaA.'^cret,

230 ^TTfOta yap ^o(f>oevTa 0€os cfxtXTTrjpariv dvoi$et.

@prjvo<: 8’ €/c TrdvTo/v karai kul /3pviyp,os oSovtcov.

E/cAeti^«t creXas rjeXLov aorptov tc )^opelai.

Ovpavov elXi^ei • p.rjvr]<; 8k re t^eyyos oXtLTai.

Yi/ttilcret 8k 0dpayyas, oX«t 8 ’ v{j/u)p.aTa jSovvwv ’

235 ’’Yi/tos 8 ’ ovK(Ti Xvypov kv dvdpmTroLcrt t^aveiTat.

’Icra 8 ’ optj 7re8tots ecrrai /cat Tracra OdXatraa

OvKfTi ttXovv e^€t. yrj yap (j>pv)(deicra tot ccrrai

TTTyyats, TTOTa/tot T€ Ka)^Xd^ovTe'; Xekij/ovaiv.

SdXrrty^ 8 ’ ovpav66ev cjxovrjv TroXvOprjvov dt^jjtrtt

240 Clpvovcra p,v(Tos p,eXku)v Kal Trrjp.aTa Kocrp-ov.

Taprapeov 8k x^os 8ek$€i tots yaia xavovcra.

"’H^oucrtv 8 ’ €Tr't fdrjp.a 0eov jSaaiXyoi d/ravTCS.

‘P«i/(T€t 8 ’ ovpavoO€v TTora/xos Trvpos rj8k Oeekov.

"SiripLa 8k Tot Tore rracrt ^poTots, crcZ/piyyls k7TL(Tr)p.os

245 To ^Xov TTlCTTOLi, TO /CCpaS TO TrO^Ot/ptCVOI/ €<TTai,

'Av8pC)v ei(Te/3ko)v Trp6aKopip.a 8k KocrpLov,

'’Y8a(ri (fxuTi^ov KXr/Tov<s kv 8u>8fKa rriyyats •

*Pct/88os TTOipLakvovaa (n8-qpeirj ye /cpaT^trci.

OvTOS 6 vDi/ Trpoypac^tts kv a.Kpo(TTi)(koLg $eos rjp,uiv-

250 ^<t>Trjp dOdvaTOi ySatrtXtds, o 7ra0a/v eve)(’ r)p.S)v.
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like the sea,”® an obvious allusion to the mare Hadriaticum;

(2) byw. 59ff.

:

“Grievous then the time, when the grievous one himself shall perish,

60 And the people shall say, “Thy power shall be fallen, O City,’

Seeing close at hand the evil day that is coming.

Then shall they mourn together, foreseeing thy bitter fate,

Fathers and infant children, and woefully in their grief

They shall wail by the banks of the Tiber.

65 After him, shall reign three, enduring till the last day.

Fulfilling the name of the Heavenly God

Of whom is the power both now and forever.

One, being old, shall sway the sceptre for long,” etc.*

Alexandre refers the mourning of the opening lines to

the death of Hadrian, and sees a play upon “Antonini” in

V. 66, arguing that the writer has the word Adonai in mind

when he says “fulfilling the name of the Heavenly God.”

The “one, being old,” is therefore Antoninus Pius, and the

reference to his age sets the date in the end of his reign.

Another phrase which aids in determining the date is the

“six dynasties” of v. 131, referring to the Caesars, Galba,

Otho, Vitellius, the Flavian emperors, and the sixth begin-

ning with Nerva, and continuing by adoption through the

Antonines. The Sibyllist sets the date of the end of the

world in vv. I48ff.

:

^ eercreT’ ava^ TroXiOKpavos ttAos owoyu,a'7rdvrou. Geffcken stars

this line as corrupt.

* aiAivos eKTore KaLp6<;, or' [AiAti/os airds]* oXeirai.

60 Kai 7TOT€ ipei' ,/xeya crdv Kparo'i, dcrru, TrecretTai"

€iS(ji)S evOv TO peWov ewep^opLevov kukov rjp.ap.

KOI TOT€ Trev0Tj(rov(rLv 6p.ov rrjv (rrjv TTpo^AeVovTcs

olKTpoTarrjv p-olpav varepfs Kai v^iria reKva •

alXiva 6p-qv^crov<TL Xvypol Trapa Gi5/x/8ptSos ox6aL<s.

65 TOV p.fTa Tp€l<S ap^OVOTL TTaVVCTTaTOV ^pap
ovvopa TrXrjpwo’avTv; iirovpavioio 0€oio,

ov TO KpaToi Kai vvi' Kai £ts atcdvas aTravras.

CIS pev 7rpccr/?is C(Lv (TKrjTTTpuiv ctti ttovXi) KpaTi^crei^ k.t.X.

*af\ivos ain-bf is a conjecture (Hase, Alexandre, and accepted by Geffcken)
for the reading in the majority of the MSS. : 8n Xlvos airbv dXeiTai.
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“Thrice three hundred and forty-eight years besides

Shalt thou fulfil, when thy terrible fate shall come,

Thy fate inevitable, that shall have fulfilled thy name.’”

The nine hundred and forty-eighth year of Rome brings

the date to 195. “That shall have fulfilled thy name” is a

play upon the letters of whose numerical values

when added together (P=ioo, <a=8oo, ^=40,77=8) give the

sum 948.

Part I of Book VIII may therefore be dated somewhere

in the latter half of the second century, even if we do not

care to be so specific as Alexandre, who believes that it was

composed between 154 and 156. But it has been generally

agreed by the critics that the acrostic is independent of Part

I, whose date therefore will not help us in determining the

date of the acrostic.

Alexandre® notices the incompatibility of the Laus Crucis,

which composes the last seven lines of the acrostic, with the

preceding description of judgment, and concludes that this

portion is a later addition to the acrostic, a conclusion sup-

ported by the STATP02 which these seven verses add to

the phrase spelled by the initials. But the Laus Crucis, he

argues, is closely connected with Part II of the eighth book

which follows it, beginning with v. 25 1

:

“Whom” (referring to “the ever-living Saviour and King”

of the last line of the Laus Crucis) “Moses typified, stretch-

ing out his holy arms,” etc.'^ Alexandre therefore believes

that whoever added the seven lines was also the author of

Part II of Book VIII. This part he dates® as early as the

reign of Hadrian, on account of its putative influence on

Cohortatio ad Graecos c. 38. The Laus Crucis is therefore,

according to him, no later than the reign of Hadrian. But,

® Tpi9 TpirjKoalov^ kul reccrapaKovra Kal oktw

Tr\r)p<i)(TeLS XvKa/SdvTai;, orav <roi Sucrpopos r)^rj

p.olpa reov ovvopa TrXrjpwo'aaa.

*Op. cit, II, pp. 335ff.

^ ov Mo)(r^s iTVTToicre TrporetVas (oXtyas dyvds k.t.X.

^Op. cit., II, p. 33 lff.
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if it was a later addition to the acrostic, if follows that the

acrostic proper, comprising verses 217-243, whose initials

spell the essential IHSOTS XPEIST02 ©EOT TIOE
2flTHP, is earlier still. Alexandre believes these verses to

be later than the earliest Christian portions of the Oraciila,

which he dates in the time of the Flavians, and therefore

arrives at the beginning of the second century as the date

of the Sibylline acrostic.

Renan'^i, in opposition to most critics, does not separate the

acrostic from Part I and dates both of them in the second

century. But his conclusion is supported by very superficial

evidence in the text itself, and his principal argument, the

supposed citation of the acrostic by the Cohortatio ad Grae-

cos, has been disposed of by Mancini, as we shall see later.

Harnack^*’, who finds no evidence to show that the Chris-

tian portions of the oracles antedate the middle of the third

century, dates vv. 1-216 shortly before 180 but considers that

they are of Jewish authorship. The rest of the book, includ-

ing the acrostic, belongs, according to him, in the third cen-

tury, on account of its affinities in content and style with the

post-Irenaeic period. Schurer’s“ treatment of the Oracles

affords no assistance on the problem of the date of the

acrostic.

Geffcken^^ ascribes portions of Alexandre’s Part I (i. e.,

vv. 1-216) to a Jewish author, others to Christians, dating

the whole of Part I in the latter half of the second century.

The rest of the book, including the acrostic, he assigns to the

period of the apologists, before 180. Whatever be the worth

of his arguments regarding the date of the other portions of

the book, he has nothing more to offer in support of so early

a date for the acrostic than his view that it arose from the

need felt in Christian circles for material wherewith to an-

’ Origines du Cristianisme, VI, pp. S32ff.

” Geschichte der altchristlichen Litteratur bis Eusebius, II. i, 1897,

pp. 581 ff.

^Geschichte des jiidischen Volkes, III, pp. 42iff.

^ Komposition und Entstehungszeit der Oracula Sibyllina {Texte und
Untersuchungcn, N. F., VIII Bd., 1902.
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swer pagan attacks on their pretended Sibylline prophecies,

such as that of Celsus, quoted in Origen {Contra Celsum vii,

53), and must be therefore assigned to the period of the

apologists. He finds, it is true, a similarity of style through-

out the eighth book, which convinces him that its various por-

tions cannot be of ver>' different date; but it is significant

that only one verse of the acrostic is included among the

stylistic examples which he cites in support of this statement.

In view of the inconclusive character of such arguments, it

may be said that Gefifcken has added practically nothing to

Alexandre’s case for dating the acrostic in the second cen-

tury.

Bousset^* does not accept Gefifcken’s date, but finds reason

to believe that the compiler of vv, 217 ff (which includes

the acrostic) must have been identical or nearly contempo-

raneous with the Christian reviser of Books I and II, whom
he places in the time of Odenathus and Zenobia or in the lat-

ter half of the third century.

Harnack,^^ again, combats Geffcken’s argument from

style, and emphasizes what seems to me to be the grave ob-

jection to Gefifcken’s view,—that it is hardly possible, if vv.

2
1
7-501 were written so early, that Theophilos (c. 180) who

cites V. 5 of the eighth book, should have failed to mention

so striking a piece of Sibylline literature as the acrostic.

Harnack therefore maintains the third century date for the

latter portions of the book and for the acrostic.

Another view of the question of date was brought for-

ward by Mancini^®, who has investigated the citations of

the acrostic in Christian writers. He disposes of the puta-

tive citation by Pseudo-Justinus : Cohortatio ad Graecos c.

38, on which Renan based his date for the acrostic, by show-

ing that where the author speaks of the Sibyl as “clearly

foretelling the coming of our Saviour Jesus Christ”, he is

“ S. V. Sibyllen und Sibyllinische Bucher in Realencyklopddie fiir

protestantische Theologie und Kirche, Bd. xviii, 1906.

“ Op. cit., pp. i87ff.

^^Studi storici, 1894, Studi italiani di filologia classica, IV, 1896,

PP- 537ff-
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not alluding to the coming of Christ for the judgment,

which is the motif of the acrostic, but to His incarnation.^®

He points out that Athenagoras (second half of the second

century) and Theophilos (c. 180), who frequently cite the

Sibylline oracles, make no mention of the acrostic. He might

have added that the omission is the more noteworthy in the

case of Theophilos because he actually quotes v. 5 of the

eighth book (Ad Autolycum, ii), and that the same silence

regarding the Sibylline acrostic is maintained by writers of

the third century, notably Clement of Alexandria (c. ,200)

who was acquainted with the Oracles. Coming to the fourth

century, he attacks the citations in Lactantius as a terminus

ad quern for dating the acrostic, showing that while Lactan-

tius cites four verses of it (v. 242 in Div. Inst. vii. 19; v.

239, ibid. 16; vv. 241, 242, ibid. 20), he does not mention

any particular Sibyl as would be the case were he quoting

from the Oracula, nor does he say anything of the acrostic.

The Sibylline acrostic is quoted in full in the Oratio Con-

stantini ad sanctorum coetum c. 18. This oration appears in

the works of Eusebius, but Mancini assigns to it a date later

than the time of that writer, and suggests that it is later than

Augustine, arguing that the acrostic is here quoted in a

more complete form (i. e., with the seven final verses) than

in Augustine, who, in De civ. Dei, xviii. 23, gives us the poem

in a Latin translation, but without the Laus Crucis. There-

fore, either the Sibylline acrostic as published in his time did

not contain the last seven verses, and these were added after-

ward, or if a version existed which contained the additional

verses, a second shorter version was also current. Mancini

thinks the former alternative more probable. Thus, having

eliminated the citations of Lactantius, and of Eusebius or

Constantine, and having determined a post-Eusebian date for

the Oratio ad sanctorum coetum, he arrives at the following

” It should be noted here, that while Mancini shows that the author

of the Cohortatio was not thinking of the acrostic, he does not take up

Alexandre’s use of the same passage in the Cohortatio to prove indi-

rectly the acrostic’s date by assuming that the author of the Cohortatio

had in mind, not the acrostic, but vv. 251!?., which follow the acrostic.
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conclusions: (i) That the acrostic of 27 verses, i. e., the

Dies Irae, is posterior to Lactantius, Eusebius and Constan-

tine, and therefore written after the middle of the fourth

century; (2) That the Laus Crucis in the last seven lines is

an addition, possibly later than Augustine.

The obvious questions aroused by Mancini’s arguments

are ( i ) how could Lactantius cite verses from the acrostic

if he were not acquainted with it, and (2) can the date of

the acrostic be considered apart from that of the portions

of Book VIII which follow it? Mancini answers the first

question by a suggestion which has much in its favor, name-

ly, that the acrostic was made up of verses taken here and

there from Sibylline oracles already existing, and that Lac-

tantius quoted the lines before they had been incorporated

into the acrostic poem. This theory not only accounts for

Lactantius’ apparent ignorance of the acrostic, but also for

certain peculiarities in the Oracles like the occasional lacunae,

of which many examples may be found in the eighth book

itself, and the discrepancy which sometimes occurs between

the position of verses as quoted by Christian writers and

their position in the Oracula as we know them now—a fact

not noted by Mancini. Thus Theophilos, who quotes VIII,

5, quotes it in a series of verses from Book III,—one of

the existing verses of the third book is omitted and VIII,

5 takes its place.

The question of the connection between the acrostic and

the subsequent portions of Book VIII brings us back to

Alexandre, who, I think, has advanced the only argument

for dating the acrostic in the second century which need be

seriously considered. It will be remembered that he argued

that the Laus Crucis of the last seven lines of the acrostic

was a unit with the following verses 251-429, that vv. 251-

429 were as early as the reign of Hadrian, and that inas-

much as the Laus Crucis was a later addition to the acrostic,

the acrostic proper or vv. 217-243, must be earlier still or of

the beginning of the second century. The dating of vv. 251-

429 is based upon its content, reciting the coming of Christ,
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His miracles, passion, death, descent into hell and resurrec-

tion, all of which, according to Alexandre, must have been

in the mind of the author of the Cohortatio ad Graecos,

when he wrote (c. 38). “(The Sibyl) who clearly and un-

mistakably prophesied concerning the approaching advent

of our Saviour Jesus Christ, and concerning all the things

which were destined to be done by Him.”^" Alexandre

points out that no other part of the Oracula answers to this

description
;
consequently it must have been suggested by vv.

251-429 to the writer of the Cohortatio. This he supposes

was Justin Martyr, and he therefore dates vv. 251-429 be-

fore him or anterior to the reign of Antoninus Pius. We
may note here that even if we accepted his conclusions, the

date would have to be changed, for Justin did not write the

Cohortatio, whose author was of later date and is placed by

Harnack between 180 and 240.^® However, if we agree

with Alexandre on the unity of vv. 251-429, this would still

permit the acrostic to be dated in the second or early third

century.

But vv. 251-429 are not a unit. The lines which imme-

diately follow the Laus Crucis, vv. 251-255 look to me
very much like a clumsy interpolation on the part of the

compiler to form a transition between the Laus Crucis and

vv. 256 ff., but I shall not enter into a discussion of this

point. Granting that they were written by the author of the

Laus Crucis, we cannot admit that the same author wrote

vv. 256 ff., for at V. 256 there is an unmistakable break.

Following the Laus Crucis come vv. 251-255, which read

as follows

:

“Whom” (referring to the “ever-living Saviour and King” of the

last line of the Laus Crucis),

’’ Trepi 8k TTjs ToS ^(j)TT]po^ rjfJLUiv ’IrjcroC ^purrov p.f\\ov(T7)<i eaecrOai

Tmpovo-tas, Kal nepl irdvrcov t!x)v vtt’ avrov ytvecrdai p.eW6vT0)V (radios Kal

<j)avepo)S Trpoava<t>(x)vov(ry.

“Harnack dates the portions of Book VIII which follow v. 217 after

the year 250 in accordance with his general view of the late origin of

the Christian parts of the Oracles.
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“Moses typified, stretching out his holy arms,

Conquering Amalek by faith, that the people might know

That the chosen and honored of the Father God,

Was the Branch of David, and the Stone which He promised.

On whom who believes shall have everlasting life.”'*

Here we have Moses introduced as a type of Christ

on the cross, alluding to the defeat of Amalek in Ex.

xvii, and two epithets of our Lord, the Branch of David

and the Stone “which the builders rejected” of Matt. xxi. 42

and Psa. cxvii. But v. 256 opens on an entirely new note,

the coming of Christ, the mystery of His incarnation, etc.

:

“For not in glory but as a moral shall He come to the world,

A man of sorrows, unhonored, unsightly, to give hope to the wretched,

And its true shape to corruptible flesh, and heavenly faith to the faithless.

And He shall restore the man that in the beginning

Was fashioned by the holy hands of God,

Whom the serpent led astray by his wiles, that he should come

To the fate of death and have knowledge of good and evil

And leaving God, enslave himself to mortal ways.”**

Then follows the incarnation. Verse 256 thus begins a

prophecy of the incarnation and life of Christ, which ill

accords with vv. 251-255, and the break between these

verses and v. 256 is clearly marked by the change from the

aorists “typified” and “promised” (iTvircoa-e and viria-Trj)

of vv. 251 and 254 to the futures of 256 ff. Moreover, if

ov Ma)0~^s tTviroxTt TrporetVas (oXcvas dyvas,

viKwv Tov ’AjuaX-^K TrtcrTet, tva Xads iiriyvw

eKkiKTOV TrapoL iraTpi 0c(o Kai rlptov elvai

TT}v pdpSov Aav'iS Kai tov \l6ov, ovirep VTreVrij,

255 €ts ov d Tno'Tfvcra'; ^<nr]v alwviov c^€i.

“ ovSe yap iv 80^77, dXX’ ojs ^SpoTOS €is kti<tiv

oiKTpds aTip.os dp,op(f>o<;, iv’otKxpots eX-TTiSa Sdcrer

Kai <f>0apry aapKi p.op<f>rjv Kai Trtcrriv aTrt(TTOL<s

ovpdviov SdxTfi Kai p.op4>w(Tei tov air ap^^ijs

260 avdp<t)irov irXacrffevTa 6eov iraXdfiai^ dytaicriv,

ov T 4ir\dv7](rev 0(i><s SoXiojs eirl potpav direXOeiv

TOV OavdTov yvivariv re Xa/Sciv dya6ov t£ kokov tc,

(Sore deov irpoXiirovTa XaTevpeiv rjOecri dvrjTol^.

16
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we assume with Alexandre that the author of the prophecy

of vv. 256 ff. also wrote the Laus Crucis we find that he

committed the absurdity of introducing a prophecy of the

incarnation with a “praise of the cross”. It is scarcely likely

that the creator of a homogeneous poem would have vio-

lated chronological sequence to this extent.

We are safe, therefore, in concluding that the author of

256 ff. did not write the Laus Crucis. As to the authorship

of vv. 251-255, we have several suggestions to choose from.

Achelis^^ thinks that the Laus Crucis and w. 251-255 to-

gether form an appendix to the acrostic proper of 217-243.

Geffcken^^ finds the break at v. 251 and assigns 251-323 to

a writer distinct from the author of the acrostic (including

the Laus Crucis). Lastly, it is my opinion that vv. 251-255

and vv. 256 ff. are pieces separate and independent of each

other and of the Laus Crucis, vv. 251-255 constituting an

interpolation intended to soften the contrast, pointed out

above, between the Laus Crucis and the prophecy of the

incarnation. Whichever of these explanations be accepted,

we are compelled to consider the Laus Crucis separately

from vv. 256 ff., and as Alexandre’s argument for dating the

acrostic depended on the content of 256 ff. and the assump-

tion of its common authorship with the Laus Crucis and

vv. 251-255, the destruction of this hypothesis throws his

theory out of consideration completely.

I have spoken of vv. 217-243 as the “acrostic proper” be-

cause the initials of these verses spell the essential IX0TS
formula: IH20T2 XPEI2T02 ©EOT TI02 XflTHP,

while the seven verses of the Laus Crucis look like a later

addition, although it is quite possible, as Achelis says, that

this appendix was due to the writer of vv. 217-243, the Dies

Irac. In this connection Achelis’ suggestion regarding the

addition of the Laus Crucis should be mentioned. “The diffi-

culty”, he says, “which is offered by the last seven verses

forming the acrostic o-rav/jo? is met by the assumption that

” Symbol des Fisches, p. 20.

” Komposition und Entstehungszeit, p. 43.
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perhaps o-ray/ao'? was a second explanation of the final letter

of IX0TS which was current along with awTrjp— an as-

sumption which gains color from the fact that interest

attaches only to the meaning of the first four letters, while

that of the last was more or less a matter of indifference.^®

To sum up, the weight of authority (Bousset, Harnack,

Mancini), and of evidence, now that Alexandre’s arguments

are found to be based on erroneous assumptions, places the

acrostic of Book VIII of the Sibylline Oracles no earlier

than 250, with the possibility, if we accept the conclusions

of Mancini, that it may have been written after the middle

of the fourth century. At any rate, it is impossible any

longer to consider it a product of the second centurjL Sec-

ond, the Laus Crucis is not an integral portion of the acros-

tic, being added later, or representing a variant explanation

of the final letter of IX0TS.
We may add, however, that if there were no other evi-

dence to this effect, it is clear from the acrostic itself that

its author did not invent the formula IH20TS XPEI2TOX
©EOT TIOS iliTHP. For he does not add the IX@TX
which is necessary to explain the symbolism of the formula,

but his acrostic simply gives us the formula in its

expanded form, thus leaving no doubt that he counted upon

an acquaintance with the formula on the part of his

readers. The formula is thus older than the version

of it given in the eighth book of the Sibylline oracles.

This is finally established by the reference to it in Tertullian’s

De BaptismOj which was written shortly before 200,®^ and

shows that the formula was invented at some time before

that date. Just when it was invented is uncertain, but it

seems probable that it could not have come into use much

“Achelis dates the Sibylline acrostic in the second half of the third

century, giving as his reason that it is first cited by Lactantius. He
cites Friedlieb: Die sibyllinischen Weissagungen [1852] in this con-

nection. Friedlieb's edition is dismissed as antiquated by Bousset

[op. cit., p. 269].

^ De Bapt., I. : sed nos pisciculi secundum IX0TN nostrum lesum

Christum, etc.
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before the end of the second century, inasmuch as the

second-century writers, with all their fondness for this kind

of imagery, do not mention it.

After Tertullian, leaving aside the Sibylline acrostic and

the Oratio ad sanctorum coetum as being of doubtful date,

the first author to use the ix^vi formula is Optatus Milevita-

nus (c. 370), who speaks of it in De schismate Donatis-

tarimi III, 2, without reference to the Sibyl. Jerome

(Epist. 7), also uses ixOv<i with obvious reference to the

formula, but Achelis^® thinks that the sentence in which

it occurs is a quotation from his correspondents, and that

they borrowed the symbol from Tertullian. Another wit-

ness of doubtful date, which will be considered later, is the

Pectorius inscription of Autun, which uses IX0TS in

acrostic form as the initial letters of the first five verses.

Augustine knew the lx6v<; symbol in its Sibylline form,

as will be seen from his discussion of it in De Civ. Dei,

xviii, 23, but the edition which he used contained only

the Dies Irae and omitted the Laus Crucis. The Sermo

Sancti Severiani, which Achelis^® dates indefinitely after

Augustine, has an obvious reference to the formula in the

words: “If Christ were not the fish (i. e., Jesus Christ,

Son of God, Saviour), he would never have arisen from

the dead”.^’^ Maximus of Turin (c. 460), in Tractatus IV
contra Paganos, cites the acrostic, attributing its invention

to the Sibyl. The author of De promissionihus et praedic-

tionibus Dei, who wrote about 440, does the same. Further

citation would lead me beyond the fifth century, which I

have set, following Achelis in this respect, as a reasonable

limit to this study.

Certain questions remain which may at least be stated

here, although the final answer to them must be postponed

until later. Was the acrostic a spontaneous invention or was

it prompted by something else? Were the words ’lr)aov^

“ Symbol des Fisches, pp. 22ff.

” Op. cit., p. 37.

" Si enim Christus non esset piscis, numquam a mortuis surrexisset.
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X/3to-T09 ©eoO Tto? so commonly used that an abbreviation

IX0T was employed and this suggested the addition of

the X ? Or was it an earlier fish symbolism which suggested

the acrostic? The spontaneous invention of such a for-

mula is possible, but not probable. Such a jeu d’esprit is

much more easily explained as the result rather than as the

cause of a symbol. And we have no evidence on which to

base even a guess that the Greek for Jesus Christ, Son of

God, was so common a phrase that its abbreviation might

have suggested IX0T2. If, however, it can be shown

that a symbolical concept existed at least as early as the mid-

dle of the second century, which associated the fish with

Christ, the evidence which I have offered here as to the

probable date of the origin of the acrostic formula will com-

bine with the general probabilities of the case to prove that

the acrostic was invented to give a new turn to a fish-symbol

already current, to crystallize an association of ideas into

definite dogmatic expression. That this earlier symbolism

existed I hope to show in subsequent portions of this treat-

ise.^®

Princeton University. C. R. Morey.

{To he Continued.)

“ Pestalozza’s article, II simbolo cristiano del pesce, published in the

Rendiconti del reale Istituto lombardo (Milan 1909) came to me too

late to be reviewed in the introductory chapter. Basing his premises

partly upon Abbe Loisy’s Quatrieme £va ngtle and Les Bvangiles

synoptiques. Pestalozza brings out the symbolical connection between

the Multiplication of Loaves and Fishes and the Supper at the Sea

of Tiberias, and the significance of the bread and fish in both as the

type of the presence of Christ in the sacrament. The fish “by reason

of its more characteristic form, and suitability to the exigencies of art”

succeeded in replacing the double symbol of bread and fish as the

type of Christ. Pestalozza’s suggestion, as will appear in the course

of this monograph, coincides with the writer’s own view of the sym-

bolism attached by the early church to the Multiplication and the Sup-

per at the Sea of Tiberias, and offers a partial, but by no means com-

plete, explanation of the disappearance of the bread from the symbol.

Unfortunately, Pestalozza’s treatment is too brief to be convincing

and, like many other theories, ignores the archaeological evidence.

He reviews, in the course of his article, S. Reinach’s theory (Com-
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ferences au Musee Guimet, Vol. xix. pp. 131 ff.), according to which

the fish symbol is derived from the worship of the fish in certain cults

of Syria and adjoining countries, and the imitation of their fish-eating

rites in the Lord’s Supper as celebrated by Syrian churches. Reinach

cites the patristic and liturgical use of “fish” to denote the Christian

and the ritualistic eating of fish suggested in the epitaphs of Abercius

and Pectorius. From this he concludes that the Syrian Christians

took over the pagan rite and celebrated a communion in which the

faithful took their name from the sacred victim, the fish, and ate it to

sanctify themselves and to identify themselves with it. The Qiristians

were thus called “fish”, as the priestesses of Demeter were called

“bees”, those of Zeus Dodnaeus “doves”, the maidens dedicated

Artemis Brauronia “bears”, etc.

The objections to Reinach’s view are (i) that it involves the im-

probability of conscious imitation on the part of the Christians of a

pagan cult, (2) that the use of the fish in Christian literature and on

Christian monuments can be explained more plausibly by almost any

other of the numerous theories regarding the origin of the symbol,

and (3) when this evidence is removed there remains nothing more
in favor of the theory except a rather doubtful parallel between the rites

of a very obscure pagan sect and the Christian sacrament.

Pestalozza also mentions Pischel’s theory (in Sitsungsberichte der

Konigl. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1905, pp. 5o6ff)

which is an amplification of Usener’s. According to Pischel, the

Christian .symbol is derived from the Indian fish, in its double capacity

of god incarnate and saviour, which originated in Nepol, passed

thence to Thibet and China and from there to Turkestan, where

Christianity found it and adopted it. The objections which have been

made to Usener’s theory are of course valid against that of Pischel,

but Pestalozza also points out that it is doubtful if the spread of

Christianity toward the East was so rapid as to justify the conjecture

that the Christians imported from Turkestan a symbol already in

common use in the Roman catacombs in the second century,—the word
“conjecture” being descriptive not only of the view of Pischel but of

that of Reinach in as much as there is no evidence for either save the

dubious parallels mentioned.



THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS
AND

HISTORICAL CRITICISM *

The primary documentary evidence for the resurrection

of Jesus is contained in the writings of the New Testament.

As there described, the resurrection is a miracle— that is,

an effect in the sphere of nature accomplished immediately

by the power of God.^ The Biblical conception of miracle

is indeed a broad one, including events in the ordinary

course of nature which excite the wonder or arouse the

admiration of man.^ But beside this conception there is a

higher and narrower view in which the miracle is conceived

as an event in nature wrought by the immediate efficiency of

God.®

The premises of this view are the Biblical conception of

God as the infinite, free, personal Spirit, the Creator and

Governor of the universe
;
and a well established and in itself

generally uniform natural order.^ The Biblical writers did

not possess the modern scientific knowledge of the orderly

,
structure and regular procedure in nature; but they were

not without a broad conception of the regularity of nature.

The Biblical doctrine of creation and of the transcendence

of God made possible the religious interpretation of nature,

* An address delivered (in substance) before the Ninth Council of

the Alliance of Reformed Churches holding the Presbyterian System,

New York, N. Y., June 21st, 1909; cf.. Proceedings, edited by Rev.

G. D. Mathews, D.D., LL.D., London, 1909, pp. 202-210. By a strange

typographical error in the Proceedings, p. 204, par. 3, line 4, i Corin-

thians XV is not classed as it should be with the four Gospels as part of

the primary documentary evidence for the resurrection
; cf. below, p.

25^Cline 4.

^On the definition of miracle, cf. C. M. Mead, Supernatural Revela-

tion, 2d ed., 1893, pp. 97ff.

* Ps. Ixxxix. 6ff.
;
xcvi. 3!!. ; xcviii. i ;

cvii. 8f.
;

cxviii. 23 ; cxxxvi.

4ff.
; Job V. pflF.

’The common view in the New Testament.

’Gen. viii. 22; Jer. xxxi. 3Sf. ;
Ps. cxlviii. sf.
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but excluded the confusion of God with the work of His

wisdom and power.

But, however limited the Biblical writers’ knowledge of

the order of nature may have been, the miraculous charac-

ter of the resurrection of Jesus as described in the New
Testament, judged in the light of the modern knowledge

of nature, is not lessened but enhanced. For the miracle of

the resurrection is not a subjective miracle due to inadequate

knowledge of the efficiency of natural causes. Modern nat-

ural science has discovered no force in nature adequate to

produce it
;
on the contrary, its careful study of nature has

only confirmed the New Testament representation of the

resurrection as an event not wrought by causes or forces

ordinarily operative in nature. Whatever disposition, there-

fore, the Biblical writers may have had to interpret nature

religiously and by omitting natural causes to ascribe an

event to the direct efficiency of God, the character of the

resurrection excludes the theory of mere “poetic descrip-

tion”. If, then, the resurrection be a fact, its cause must be

sought outside the forces in nature of which natural science

takes cognizance. This raises the fundamental premise of

the Biblical conception of a miracle, namely, the Biblical

conception of God. The possibility of miracle depends

on the existence of an adequate cause independent of na-

ture and yet free to produce in it effects which are inex-

plicable by natural forces. If the Biblical idea of God

be valid, there is no theoretical ground for denying the

possibility of miracle; but if this idea be surrendered for a

philosophy which excludes God from free and immediate

action in nature,® or for an agnosticism which either con-

° Spinoza’s denial of the possibility of miracle follows from his con-

ception of God. He says (Benedicti De Spinoza Opera, recog. J. Van
Vloten et J. P. N. Land, Hagae, 1882, vol. i, p. 449) : “Si quid igitur

in Natura fieret, quod ex ipsius legibus non sequeretur, id necessario

ordini, quern Deus in aeternum per leges Naturae universales in Natura

statuit, repugnaret, adeoque id contra Naturam ejusque leges esset, et

consequenter ejus fides nos de omnibus dubitare faceret, et ad Athe-

ismum duceret.” Likewise Strauss {Das Leben Jesu, 4te Aufl., 1840, ite

Band, p. 83) says: “Wenn hienach der Begriff Gottes eine unmittelbare,
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ceives of nature and its forces as exhausting reality or limits

our knowledge of cause to the forces inherent in nature, mir-

acle must be denied or transformed.

The occurrence of a miracle, admitting its possibility,

must be determined by evidence. Hume emphasized the

necessity of sufficient and Huxley the importance of com-

petent evidence. The evidence must, indeed, upon careful

examination, be found good and trustworthy
;
but not neces-

sarily of a kind to stamp unbelief with the stigma of being

miraculous,® or even expert in character.'^ For the miraculous

der der Welt aber eine bloss mittelbare Einwirkung Gottes erheischt;

Beides aber sich nicht durch Annahme eines Wechsels zwischen beiden

Wirkungsweisen vereinigen lasst : so bleibt nichts Anderes iibrig, als

beide sich stetig und bleibend vereinigt zu denken, so dass also die

Wirksamkeit Gottes auf die Welt immer und iiberall beides, sowohl

eine unmittelbare ware als eine mittelbare; was freilich auch wieder so

viel heisst, dass sie keines von beiden ist, oder diese Unterscheidung

ihre Giiltigkeit verliert. Fragt es sich, wie diess der Vorstellung

naher zu bringen sei, so ist, wenn man vom Begriffe Gottes ausgeht,

von welchem aus die Forderung eines unmittelbaren Wirkens auf die

Welt entstand, fiir Gott die Welt jederzeit als Ganzes da; umgekehrt,

vom Standpunkte des Endlichen, der Welt, ausgegangen, ist diese

wesentlich ein Getheiltes, Vereinzeltes, und von hier aus ist uns die

Forderung eines bloss mittelbaren Eingreifens Gottes entstanden; so

dass man sagen muss : auf die Welt als Ganzes wirkt Gott unmittelbar,

auf jedes Einzelne in ihr aber nur durch Vermittelung seiner Wirk-

samkeit auf alles andere Einzelne, d. h. vermittelst der Naturgestze.”
* Hume says (Essays, Moral, Political and Literary, edited by T. H.

Green and T. H. Grose, 1875, vol. ii, p. 94) : “The plain consequence is

(and it is a general maxim worthy of our attention), that no testimony

is sufficient to establish a miracle, unless the testimony be of such a

kind, that its falsehood would be more miraculous than the fact which

it endeavors to establish : And even in that case there is a mutual

destruction of arguments, and the superior only gives us assurance

suitable to that degree of force which remains after deducting the

inferior.” In concluding his essay on “Miracles” Hume says (Ibid.,

p. 108) : “So that, upon the whole, we may conclude that the Christian

Religion not only was at first attended with miracles, but even at this

day cannot be believed by any reasonable person without one. Mere
reason is insufficient to convince us of its verity ; and whoever is

moved by Faith to assent to it, is conscious of a continued miracle in

his own person, which subverts all the principles of his understanding,

and gives him a determination to believe what is most contrary to

custom and experience.”

’ In criticising Hume’s argument, Huxley admits the possibility of a
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character of an event depends not on the evidence,—which

establishes simply the occurrence of the event, or on the opin-

ion expressed in the evidence,—which may be erroneous,

but on the causal judgment.®

But although the possibility of miracle be admitted and a

reasonable view of the character of the evidence necessary

to accredit it be held, still our knowledge of miracle is not

experiential but is based upon the experience of others.

To us the course of nature appears uniform and the splendid

structure of modern science is built upon this hypothesis.

Lotze says ‘Tt is only to the modern conception of Nature

miracle as “a conceivable event”, but changes its nature by resting in

agnosticism regarding any cause which transcends nature. He says

{Collected Essays, vol. vi, Hume, with Helps to the Study of Berke-

ley, 1894, p. 157) : “To sum up, the definition of a miracle as a sus-

pension or a contravention of the order of Nature is self-contradictory,

because all we know of the order of Nature is derived from our

observation of the course of events of which the so-called miracle is a

part. On the other hand, no conceivable event, however extraordinary,

is impossible; and therefore, if by the term miracles we mean only

‘extremely wonderful events’, there can be no just ground for denying

the possibility of their occurrence.” In order to prove the occurrence

of a miracle Huxley insists upon competent or expert testimony {Ibid.,

p. 163).

*lf it could be shown that an event established by adequate historical

evidence and described as a miracle was really explicable by purely

natural causes, it would cease to be a miracle. Spinoza sought to

interpret the Biblical miracles as poetic descriptions in which the sec-

ond causes were omitted {op. cit., pp. 4S3f. : “ostendi enim, Scripturam

res non docere per proximas suas causas, sed tantum res eo ordine

iisque phrasibus narrare, quibus maxime homines, et praecipue plebem,

ad devotionem movere potest; et hac de causa de Deo et de rebus

admodum improprie loquitur, quia nimirum non Rationem convincere,

s.ed hominum phantasiam et imaginationem afficere et occupare studet.

Si enim Scriptura vastationem alicujus imperii, ut historici politic!

solent, narraret, id plebem nihil commoveret; at contra maxime, si

omnia poetice depingat et ad Deum referat, quod facere solet.”). On
the relation of the evidence for miracle and the causal judgment, cf.

B. B. Warfield in Bible Student, vol. vii, April, 1903, p. 194, and Rothe,

quoted by C. M. Mead, op. cit., p. loi.

’Microcosmus. Translated from the German by E. Hamilton and

E. E. Constance Jones, 1885, vol. ii, pp. 478f. Wernle says {Einfiih-

rung in das theologische Studium, 1908, p. 38) : “Was das Wort Gesetz
naturwissenschaftlich bedeutet, daruber muss einer klar sein ein fiir
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that a miracle seems really miraculous, for this conception

recognizes no impulse of which the result does not follow

necessarily and according to general laws from a pre-ex-

isting collocation of conditions. At the same time, those

who hold this view of Nature are in a position to admit the

general possibility of miracles in as far as the idea corre-

sponds to a mental need, although they may lack faith to

believe in them as recorded in Scripture. For to them, too,

the whole course of Nature becomes intelligible only by

supposing the continual concourse of God, who alone medi-

ates the action and reaction going on between different

parts of the world. It is only as long as this concourse takes

place in similar ways that it (being then a constant condition

in the course of events) does not appear as a condition of

change
;
and as long as this is so the course of nature seems

allemal. Es gilt alles M,etaphysische daraus zu verbannen : das Gesetz

erklart nichts, es wirkt nichts, es ist eine beschreibende Formel, mit

der wir eine Anzahl konstant ubereinstimmender Beobachtungen auf

den kiirzesten Ausdruck bringen. Aber diese Beschreibung bean-

sprucht liickenlos zu gelten, wo immer dieselben Bedingungen vorhan-

den sind. Der Astronom kann mit dem Gesetz jahrtausende vorwarts

und riickwarts die Bahnen der Planeten berechnen mit absoluter

Sicherheit. Es kann die Wirkung einer Kraft durchkreuzt, kompen-

siert werden durch eine andere Kraft, aber dann ist das Ergebnis bloss

die Resultante beider Kraftwirkungen und keine Aufhebung, sondern

die Bestatigung des Gesetzes. Das gilt im ganzen Bereich der

Kdrperwelt, von den Himmelskdrpern bis zu den pbysikalischen und

chemischen Vorgangen der allerkleinsten Lebewesen. Und nun kommt
hinzu die weitgehende Uebereinstimmung, ja Identitat der hochsten

aufgefundenen Gesetze, und die durcb die Erforschung bestatigte

Aufstellung des Grundgesetzes der Erhaltung der Materie und der

Erhaltung der Kraft. Kein Wunder, dass dieses Naturgesetz die Stelle

Gottes sich erobert hat und der Versuch gewagt wurde, von ihm aus

eine Metaphysik der Gesamtwelt zu entwerfen. Strenge Wissenschaft

hat darnit nichts zu tun, sie weiss, dass jede gewonnene Erkenntnis ihr

neue Aufgaben und Ratsel stellt und dass das Unbegrenzte ihr Feld ist.

Aber was sie exakt leistet, ist gerade genug, um den Theologen

einzupriigen, was fiir ein dem Urchristentum samt Jesus giinzlich

unbekanntes Erkenntnisgebiet uns hier erschlossen ist, das fiir jede

Weltanschauung und so auch die religiose, ernste Wiirdigung verlangt.

Das alte Weltbild von Wunder und Willkur, mit dem der christliche

Glaube aufwuchs, ist fiir immer zerbrochen.” And again (Ibid., p.

276) ; “Erst durch die allgemeine Klarstellung der starren Naturge-
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to be a self-contained whole, that does not need, nor experi-

ence, nor admit interference from without. But any view

which admits a divine life that is not fixed in rigid immuta-

bility, will also be able to understand the eternal divine con-

course as a variable quantity, the transforming influence of

which becomes prominent at particular times, showing that

the course of nature is not independent. And this being the

case, the completely conditioning causes of miracles will be

found in God and Nature together, and in that eternal action

and reaction between them, which is not simply ordered ac-

cording to general laws
;
it is this idea only, and not the idea

of complete fortuitousness and arbitrariness, which the mind

frames of a miracle when it would see in it an object of

reverence. But the recognition of this general thought does

setzlichkeit mit ihrer erdriickenden Allgewalt wird der hohle Auf-

klarungsoptimismus und Monismus erschiittert, die Sehnsucht nach

Freiheit und Erldsung, nach realem Gotteserlebnis erweckt, und der

Durchgang geoffnet nach der Ewigkeitsseite. Gerade der historische

Relativism us muss dazu dienen, die Menschheit nach bleibender

Wahrheit und ewigen Werten schreien zu machen, und ihr die Auge zu

offnen fiir die Herrlichkeit des Glaubens und des in ihm begrundeten,

frohen, festen Kindesgehorsams.” And again, reversing his order

{Ibid., p. 272) : “Nicht Materialismus—das ist selbst ein Rest alter

Metaphysik—sondern Positivism us, strikte Beschrankung auf das

Erfahrungswissen mit hochstens hypothetischem Vorausgreifen, ist

ihre [die Naturforschung] Signatur. Der oberste Eindruck aber dieses

Erfahrungswissens, der unwillkiirlich zur Weltanschauung treibt, ist

derjenige der absoluten Gesetzmassigkeit, des luckenlosen Kausalnexus

von Ursache und Wirkung nach dem Gesetz der Erhaltung der

Energie und des Stoffes. Dadurch ist nicht der Gottesgedanke in

irgendwelchem Sinn ausgeschlossen, wohl aber der Glaube an irgend

ein Freies, Schopferisches, Erldsendes, und damit das Geheimnis der

Religion. Und wo nicht klare philosophische Ueberlegung sich einge-

steht, dass ja diese ganze Naturerkenntnis die Realitat des erkennen-

den Bewusstseins, also des Geistes, voraussetzt, da schwindet not-

wendig auch der idealistische Glaube und ist die Wirkung des natur-

wissenschaftlichen Positivismus derjenigen des Materialismus gleich;

auch der in der Psychologie eine Zeitlang offiziell gewordene psycho-

physische Parallelismus liiuft auf eine strikte Naturalisierung des

Geisteslebens hinaus, die jedes Freie und Neue zu blossem Schein

eines solchen herabdriickt. Also nicht um biblische Wundergeschich-

ten, . . . handelt es sich heute . . . sondern um die Realitat des

Geistes und die Mdglichkeit und Wirklichkeit freien, realen und erlo-

senden Verkehrs zwischen Gottes Geist und unserem Geist.”
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not suffice to lead Natural Science to a recognition of the

reality of miracles in the form in which religion generally

demands it. So immeasurably preponderant is the weight

of all experience in favour of a steady development of all

natural occurrences, each step preparing the way for that

which succeeds it, that even this general admission prepares

the mind to believe only in a noiseless, ceaseless working of

God in Nature, not in sudden interruptions of the estab-

lished order by occasional interferences of divine power.

Such a belief could only arise if the ideal significance of

miracles in the system of the universe were sufficiently clear

and important to cause us to regard them as a turning point

in history, for which the efficient forces of the universe had

always been preparing unperceived.”

Rightly to understand the miracle it must be viewed in

its relation to an order of which it forms a part. As an ef-

fect in the external world wrought immediately by the

power of God, it is not less rational than the order of na-

ture. It is, therefore, improperly described as “arbitrary”

and “fortuitous”, as a “sudden interruption of the estab-

lished order by occasional interferences of divine power”.

Equally with the order of nature, the order of grace has

its origin, stability and efficiency in the wisdom and power

of God. But the order of grace is manifested in the order of

nature because the purpose of the one includes the other.

For the order of grace is related to the ethical and religious

welfare of man, and man has part in the order of nature.

The deepest principle of miracle,—that in which its pur-

pose and significance, its ultimate reason, appears, is the

saving will of God. This principle gives to miracle its ideal

significance; it unifies the Biblical miracles and constitutes

the ground of their preeminent claim on the attention of

men
;
and as the highest expression of it, the resurrection of

Jesus is just “the turning point in history for which the ef-

ficient forces of the universe had always been preparing”.^®

“ Leibnitz, as quoted by A. Campbell Frazer in Philosophy of

Theism, 2d ed., 1899, p. 303, says: “I hold that when God works
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Historical Criticism cannot avoid the principial question in

regard to the possibility of miracle. If Historical Criticism

be defined as a science and its principles be thought inade-

quate to solve the question, adequate principles must be

sought in some philosophy of history. These will determine

the point of view from which the investigation of the evi-

dence for any miracle must be conducted. If this point of

view be fixed by a philosophy based upon the Biblical con-

ception of God, Historical Criticism must admit the possi-

bility of miracle. The occurrence- of any particular miracle

must then be decided by the evidence. In this sense Lotze’s

view that God and nature are the two conditioning elements

in the miracle is true : for only on a theistic view of the uni-

verse can the possibility of miracle be maintained, and only

by evidence for the occurrence of such an event in nature

can the reality of the miracle be established.

In studying the origin of Christianity, Historical Criti-

cism has to investigate and pass judgment upon the evidence

for the resurrection of Jesus. The results of this investiga-

tion will differ necessarily as the underlying philosophy dif-

fers. But even if the validity of the theistic point of view

be admitted, there may still be difference of opinion in re-

gard to the sufficiency of the evidence either in quantity or

in quality. For the possibility of miracle may be admitted

as a reasonable, or as a highly improbable, or, in respect of

its relation to Christian faith of today, as an altogether un-

important hypothesis;—and the issues at this point concern

just the nature of Christianity or what is commonly called

the “essence of Christianity”.^^

miracles He does it, not in order to supply the wants of nature but

those of grace.” Dr. A. Kuyper also says (Encyclopedia of Sacred

Theology, translated from the Dutch by J. H. De Vries, 1898, p. 428) :

“Creation and re-creation, nature and grace, separate, so far as the

concrete appearance in the practical application is concerned, but both

in the counsel of God and in the potentialities of being they have one

root.”

“What was and what is the object of Christian faith? What the

efficient cause of Christianity? What significance has historical fact

for doctrine? What the relation of doctrine to fact and what the value
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There is little difference of opinion about the extent of the

documentary evidence for the resurrection and there is gen-

eral agreement in regard to the inferior quality of the ex-

tra-canonical.^^ I Cor. XV and the four Gospels constitute

the primary evidence.

The New Testament writings, from the earliest epistles

of Paul, witness pervasively to the belief of the primitive

Church in the resurrection of Jesus. The fact underlying

this belief was regarded as so certain that Paul made its

admission the premise of his argument against those who
denied the resurrection of believers (I Cor. xv. I2ff). In

respect of this fact there is no trace of any difference of

opinion between Paul and the original Apostles or the Jeru-

salem Church. In his first epistle to the Corinthians, written

about 55 A. D., Paul reminds the Corinthians that this fact

constituted an element in his preaching and in their faith

when he was first with them, and that even at that time his

preaching of it was the expression not merely of a conviction

of each for Christian life? These are some of the fundamental ques-

tions involved in the issue. On this subject, cf. especially: W. Herr-

mann, Warum bedarf unser Glaube geschichtlicher Thatsachen? 1892;

M. Kahler, Der sogenannte historische Jesus und der geschichtliche,

biblische Christus, 1896; R. A. Lipsius, “Die Bedeutung des Historischen

im Christentum” in Glauben und Wissen, 1897, PP- mff:; A. Har-
nack, “Christentum und Geschichte”, 1896, in Reden und Aufsdtze,

1904, 2te Band, pp. iff., and Das Wesen des Christentums, 56 bis 60.

Tausend, 1908, especially Neunte Vorlesung, pp. pdff. ;
M. Reischle,

“Der Streit iiber die Begriindung des Glaubens auf den ‘geschicht-

lichen’ Jesus Christus”, in Zeitschrift fur Tlieologie und Kirche 1897,

pp. I7iff. ; Th. Haring, “Gehdrt die Auferstehung Jesu zum Glaubens-

grund?” etc., Ibid.j pp. 332ff.
;
Th. Haring and M. Reischle, “Glaubens-

grund und Auferstehung”, Ibid., 1898, pp. I29ff.
;

G. Vos, “Christian

Faith and the Truthfulness of Bible History” in The Princeton

Theological Review, 1906, pp. 289!?.; C. W. Hodge, “Fact and

Theory” in Hasting’s Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels, i, pp. sdaff.

“ On the extra-canonical evidence cf. A. Meyer, Die Auferstehung

Christi, 1905, pp. Spff.

“i Thess. i. 10; iv. 14; Gal. i. i
;

i Cor. vi. 14; xv. 4!!. ;
2 Cor. iv. 14;

V. 15; Rom. i. 4; iv. 24f.
; vi. 4f.

;
viii. ii

;
x. 9; Phil. iii. 10; Col. ii.

12; Eph. i. 20; 2 Tim. ii. 8; i Pet. i. 3, 21; iii. 21; Acts i. 22; ii. 24, 32;

iii. 15, 26; iv. 10, 33; V. 30; X. 40f.
;

xiii. 30, 33f., 37; xvii. 31; Matt,

xxviii. iff.; Mk. xvi. iff.; Lk. xxiv. iff.; Jno. xx. iff.; xxi. iff.
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grounded in his personal experience, but also of a tradition

which he had received. There is no reason to doubt that

Paul received this tradition from the Jerusalem Church

through its leaders. He was acquainted with the Chris-

tian movement before his conversion and had been present

three years afterwards in Jerusalem, where he had associated

with Peter and had seen James, the brother of the Lord,

—

the two men whose names appear in his report of this tradi-

tion (I Cor. XV. 5ff

;

cf. Gal. i. i8f).

The four canonical Gospels contain accounts of the resur-

rection. The Synoptic Gospels were written not later than

70-80 A. D., and probably about 60-70 A. D. They embody

a still older tradition, and it is impossible by literary criti-

cism to get back of them to a source containing an account

of Jesus’ death without an account of Plis resurrection.^®

Whatever may be the literary relations of the Synoptic Gos-

pels in other sections, in these sections the form of the resur-

rection narratives makes the theory of direct dependence or

dependence on a common source extremely improbable. The

Fourth Gospel, though written toward the close of the first

century, contains a supplementary tradition coming from

the Apostle John. All the Gospels, beside their testimony

to the fact of the resurrection, witness also to the fact that

His resurrection as well as His death entered into Jesus’

conception of His Messianic work.^®

The original ending of the Gospel of Mark has been lost.^'^

“This is maintained by Weizsacker, who, however, argues from

Paul’s silence against the primitive character of the Gospel narratives

(Das apostolische Zeitalter der christlichen Kirche, 2te Aufl., 1892,

pp. 4ff.).

“ Ramsay’s view that “the lost common source of Luke and Mat-

thew’’ [Q] “was written while Christ was still living’’ (Expositor, 1907,

i, p. 424), as well as Harnack’s view that this source did not contain

an account of the passion (Spriiche und Reden Jesu, 1907), seem

to me untenable. Cf. Burkitt in Journal of Theological Studies,

1906-7, p. 454.

“Matt. xii. 40; xvi. 21; xvii. 9, 22; xxi. 32; Mk. viii. 31; ix. 9, 31;

X. 34; xiv. 28; Lk. ix. 22; xviii. 33; Jno. ii. 19, 22.

” The phenomena of the transmitted text are opposed to the view

of Rohrbach (Der Schluss des Markusevangeliums, 1894; Die Berichte
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The Gospel ends abruptly after the account of the resurrec-

tion and the appearance of the angel to the women. Two
other endings have been transmitted. The longer ending,

preserved in a double form, is composite in character, de-

pendent on Luke and John, and was added (in its more prim-

itive form) to the Gospel early in the second century. The
shorter ending was added at a later time. The Gospel of

Peter, after a docetic description of the resurrection, breaks

off in the midst of an account of the disciples preparing to

go fishing. The Gospel according to the Hebrews de-

scribes an appearance to James, the Lord’s brother (cf. i

Cor. XV. 6). The Syriac Didascalia (c. 300)^® recounts

an appearance to the disciples in the house of Levi. The Chris-

tian recension of the Ascension of Isaiah (2nd cent.)^® iii.

I3ff., gives an account of the resurrection similar in some

respects to that of the Gospel of Peter. A Coptic Gospel

(2nd cent.) narrates an appearance to Mary and Martha at

the sepulchre and, like the longer ending of the Gospel of

Mark, emphasizes the unbelief of the disciples and Jesus’ re-

buke,—Peter and Andrew sharing with Thomas the dis-

tinction of receiving from Jesus tangible evidence of the

reality of His resurrection-body.^^

iiber die Auferstehung Jesu, 1898) and Harnack (Gesch. d. altchr. Lit.

ii, Die Chronologie, i, p. 696), that the original ending of the Gospel

was intentionally removed. Cf. Gregory, Das Freer-Logion, 1908, pp.

28f.

“Achelis und Flemming, Die dltesten Quellen des orientalischen

Kirchenrechts, Zweites Buch. “Die syrische Didaskalia” in Gebhardt und

Harnack, Texte und Untersuchungen, N. F., x. B. H. 2, 1904, Cap. xxi,

pp. loyff
; cf. A. Meyer, Die Auferstehung Christi, 1905, p. 76; Hennecke,

Neutestamentliche Apokryphen, 1904, pp. 292!?.

Charles, Ascension of Isaiah, 1900, pp. i8ff.
; cf. A. Meyer, op. cit.,

p. 78.

“ C. Schmidt, “Fine bisher unbekannte altchristliche Schrift in kopt-

ischer Sprache” in Sitzungsberichte der Kgl. Preuss. Akademie der

Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1895, pp. 70Sff. ;
Harnack, “Ein jiingst

entdeckten Auferstehungsbericht” in Theologische Studien B. Weiss

dargebracht, 1897, pp. iff.; Hennecke, op. cit., pp. 38f.
;
A. Meyer, op.

cit., pp. 81 ff.

” Cf. also the reading in the old Latin MS. k in Mk. xvi. 4 in

17
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There is little difference of opinion about the relative

value of this evidence. The genuineness of I Corinthians is

generally admitted and its date is fixed approximately. The
primacy of its witness is widely recognized. The early date

of the other New Testament writings and the fact that the

Synoptic Gospels embody a still earlier tradition is also gen-

erally admitted. In comparison with these 4;he Apocryphal

Gospels possess only secondary value,—reflecting ideas of

the second century or later, their character also making it

extremely improbable that any elements of primitive tradi-

tion which they may contain have escaped distortion.

The Gospels contain prophetic announcements by Jesus

of His resurrection on the third day
;
and all the primary evi-

dence is agreed in representing Jesus as put to death by

crucifixion, as buried, as rising on the third day, and as ap-

pearing to various persons and bearing witness to His resur-

rection. The Gospels mention the empty grave and the book

of Acts a period of forty days^^ between the resurrection

and the ascension. The disciples, though at first doubting,

were convinced of the resurrection and, in confident faith in

Jesus as the risen Messiah, founded a Messianic community

in Jerusalem which, recognizing Jesus as Lord, looked to

Him for the forgiveness of their sins and the glorious con-

summation of the Messianic kingdom.

The documentary evidence for the resurrection is the same

in kind as that by which the mode of Jesus’ death is wit-

nessed.^® Both events belong to the order of grace and the

Tischendorf, Nov. Test. Gr. ed. viii crit. mai., cited by A. Meyer,

op. cit., p. 78 .

“Acts i. 3.

“ In respect of the Gospels, it is impossible to get back to a source

which contained an account of the death without an account of the

resurrection of Jesus, whatever may be thought of the content of Q.

Lake, writing on “The Date of Q” in the Expositor for June, 1909,

pp. 494ff., argues that this source (or sources) of Matthew and Luke
comes from a time when the resurrection had little if any personal

importance for Christians. He seems to favor a date before i Corin-

thians, but hesitates about a definite date because of the uncertainty

concerning Q’s relation to Pauline ideas. He definitely rejects Ram-
say’s view (p. 502; see above, note 14), but thinks it theoretically
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totality of evidence that supports the reality of God’s re-

vealing and redemptive intervention on man’s behalf in the

establishment of true religion in the world raises a strong

presumption in favor of the reality of the resurrection. The
Old Testament conception of religion as an ethical relation

between God and man grounded in God’s own gracious act,

and the Messianic ideas prophetic of a future in which God
would manifest His saving power, entered into the thought

of Jesus in the work that He did in introducing the kingdom

of God. Equally with the Pauline and Johannine concep-

tions, the portraiture of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels is not

marred but only completed by the resurrection. As the cul-

mination of the progressive revelation of God’s saving will,

the resurrection is the fact on the basis of which the Gospel

message of God’s redemptive love began its course in the

Christian Church. This fact alone brings to its triumphant

conclusion the death of Jesus for men; it alone adequately

explains the origin and character of the primitive Christian

faith and message
;
and it alone makes possible a consistent

account of the early Christian literature, in which it is so

firmly embedded.

possible that Q might have been written on the day of the resurrection

(P- 503). He is not certain that Q contained no account of the passion

including the resurrection, but constructs his view of its date on this

hypothesis (p. 498). Yet he admits that Q implies knowledge of and

belief in the death and resurrection (p. 502) ;
only it represents a stage

of thought when the resurrection was not a matter of importance,—

a

very early stage. During this time the thought of the early Christians

was dominated by the expectation of the coming of the Messiah in

glory. The duration of this period cannot have been long, if there

ever was such a period. The thought of the resurrection of believers

was expounded to the Thessalonians very shortly after the founding

of the Church there. Apparently Lake thinks a much longer interval

elapsed in Jerusalem, although he appeals to the Thessalonian Epistles

in support of his general hypothesis.
** Writing on “The Gospels in the Light of Historical Criticism”,

F. H. Chase says {Cambridge Theological Essays, 1905, p. 401) : “If

we seriously believe in the Resurrection, we regard it as an event in

which the ultimate realities of the world and of life are involved; it

is a reconciliation of the antitheses of spirit and matter.

“Of two further considerations historical criticism is bound, if it
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The faith of the disciples in Jesus as the Messiah was the

principle which differentiated early Christianity from Juda-

ism. This faith rested ultimately upon the self-revelation of

Jesus. It included a firm conviction respecting two facts,

—

the death and the resurrection of Jesus. The different forms

of Historical Criticism which do not deny the existence of

Jesus generally agree that the fact of Jesus’ death lies at the

basis of one of these elements of primitive Christian faith;

but in respect to the factual basis of the other equally dis-

tinctive and equally primitive element they reach divergent

results.^®

faces the whole position, to take account. It cannot overlook the fact

that the Lord was morally no ordinary man
; that He claimed to be in

a unique relation to God and to men, and to reveal God to men. And
in the second place it must take into account the sequel of the Resur-

rection. The Resurrection is the one explanation of the existence of

the Christian Church. On the basis of a belief in the Resurrection

the Christian Society arose and has lived, at times seeming to sin

against its first principles, yet surviving; again and again in the hour

of its apparent decrepitude renewing its youth, proving itself a moral

power able to regenerate men of every type, of every race, of every

age. The Resurrection cannot be separated from the effects which have

flowed from it through all the Christian centuries.

“The whole historical evidence for the Resurrection of our Lord,

critically examined, is, I solemnly believe, adequate. But no historical

evidence can compel men to believe that an alleged event in the past

actually took place. From the nature of the case such evidence can

only establish its probability. If the alleged event belongs to the

sphere of religion, when historical criticism has done its work, the

result becomes the material on which religious faith works. Faith in

the living God alone enables us to discern the congruity of the Resur-

rection, to realise it, and to know in our lives its power.”

“Wernle says (Einfuhrung in das theologische Studium, 1908, p.

159) : “Aber zur ausseren Geschichte werden von vielen Wunderfrage
und Auferstehungsproblem gerechnet, da es sich hier um Facta, nicht

um Glaubensgedanken handle. Nun, gerade das ist die Frage. Was
namlich im Kampf um die Geschichtlichkeit aller dieser Wunder, die

Auferstehung eingerechnet, als ausschlaggebendes Material vorliegt,

sind ja nie und nirgends jene wunderbare Facta selbst, sondern immer
nur der Wunder gl a ube, der aus den Zeugnissen redet. Dariiber sollte

man sich allmahlich von beiden Seiten klar werden : nicht die Facta

selbst, sondern spatere Zeugnisse gliiubiger Schriftsteller dariiber sind

uns gegeben. Diese Zeugnisse von den Wundern, diesen Wunder-
glauben soil die Forschung zu erklaren suchen. Die konservative
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1

The fundamental point at which the two generic forms of

Historical Criticism diverge is not the belief of the early dis-

ciples in the resurrection or even the cause of that belief, but

the truth of the belief,—its correspondence with reality- The
positive theories agree with certain forms of the negative

theories that Jesus was Himself the efficient cause of the dis-

ciples’ belief, but they differ in respect to the validity of the

form of this belief.^®

Forschung glaubt, zu dieser Erklarung geniige der Rekurs auf die

Wahrhaftigkeit der Zeugen und dementsprechend auf wunderbare

Facta, die der Bericht wahrheitsgetreu wiedergebe, wahrend die Kritik

eine Menge anderer Faktoren : die wunderglaubige Disposition, die

Mdglichkeit der Verschiebung des Tatbestandes von einem Bericht

zum andern, den Einfluss fertiger Wunderbilder aus AT und anderen

Religionen, iiberhaupt die verschiedensten Formen der Tauschung und

Entstellung mit in Betracht will gezogen haben, welche die Geschichts-

forschung fiir jedes andere Gebiet selbstverstandlich in Rechnung

zieht. Dariiber ist nun ein Jahrhundert lang gestritten worden und

wird auch kiinftig gestritten werden, da auf beiden Seiten dogmatische

Oder philosophische Axiome sich gegenuberstehen.”
“ The theory of objective visions permits a causal relation between

the activity of Jesus within the sphere of supersensible, spiritual real-

ities and the faith of the disciples in the resurrection, but it explains

the reality underlying this faith in terms of immortality. Wernle says

(^Die Anfdnge unserer Religion, 2te Aufl., 1904, p. 82) : “Das Urteil

iiber diese Erscheinungen [t. e., “zuerst in Galilaa, dann in Jerusalem”,

Ibid., p. 81; but cf., on the place of the appearances. The Princeton

Theological Review, 1907, iff.] hangt ab vom Zutrauen zu Paulus und

seinem Berichterstatter, mehr noch vom philosophischen und relig-

idsen Standort, vom ‘Glauben’ des Beurteilers. Rein wissenschaftliche

Erwiigungen konnen da nicht entscheiden, wo es sich um das Ja oder

Nein der unsichtbaren Welt und die Mdglichkeit des Verkehrs mit

Geistern handelt. Dauber sind auch alle Erklarungsversuche, deren

Grundlage das Axiom bildet, dass unsere sinnenfallige Welt die einzige

Realitat ist, notwendig und iiberzeugend nur fiir den Erklarer selbst.

Der christliche Glaube rechnet immer mit der Realitat des Jenseits,

das unser Ziel ist; es macht daher fiir den Christen gar keine

Schwerigkeit, das wirkliche, durch eine Vision vermittelte Hinein-

ragen Jesu in unsere Welt fiir den Grand des Auferstehungsglaubens

anzunehmen.

“Aus einem anderen Grand kann sich der Historiker mit dieser

Annahme, selbst wenn er sie billigt, nicht begniigen. Der blosse Glaube

an dieses Wunder macht die Entstehung des Christentums von einem

Zufall abhangig, als ware ohne diese Geschichte die Sache Jesu unter-

gegangen. Aber in der Person Jesu war eine so gewaltige, siegesmach-
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The negative theories seek by means of certain methods of

Historical Criticism to get back of the witness of the pri-

mary documentary evidence to a more primitive tradition

and back of this to its factual basis. And as the factual

basis of primitive Christian faith is dissolved, the difficul-

ties of accounting for Christianity and the literary docu-

mentation of its faith are increased. Help is sought on

every hand. The older theories of fraud or swoon soon

gave place to the theory of visions, subjective or objective;

and the theory of legendary origin from Old Testament

influences is now being enriched from the treasures of

oriental mythology.

The regressive methods of this form of Historical Criti-

cism are exemplified by P. W. Schmiedel in the articles on

the “Gospels” and on the “Resurrection- and Ascension-

Narratives” in the Encyclopedia Biblica, and by Arnold

Meyer and Kirsopp Lake in their recent books on the resur-

rection.^'^ The competency of these methods to validate

tige Erloserkraft, die durch den schmachvollen Tod doch auf keine

Weise zu vernichten war. . . . Mag er [i. e., Jesus] daher auch

durch Erscheinungen zur Sammlung {i. e., der Junger] geholfen

haben,—dass diese Erscheinungen wirkten, war die Folge des friiheren

erldsenden Eindrucks, der durch den Tod nicht zu zerstoren war. Der
Auferstehungsglaube ist die Frucht der Erlosung durch Jesus.”

^Arnold Meyer, Die Auferstehiing Christi, 1905. Kirsopp Lake,

The Historical Evidence for the Resurrection of Jesus Christ, 1907.

The distinguishing feature of Lake’s book is the attempt to solve the

problems of Historical Criticism by means of the eminently sound

methods which characterize the work of Westcott and Hort in Textual

Criticism. These methods, however, are subjected to some modifica-

tion and in their application in another sphere by Lake they escape the

numerous objective tests which made them productive of such valuable

results in the reconstruction of the text of the New Testament. For

the determ.ination of the traditional and intrinsic probability of differ-

ent historical traditions coming from different sources is a much more

subjective process than the determination of the transcriptional and

intrinsic probability of divergent texts, descended from a common
original by ordinary transmission and represented in numerous manu-
scripts, versions, etc. Transcriptional probability is based upon a wide

induction of scribal methods; and intrinsic probability upon a careful

study of an author’s thought and expression. In its application this

method passes from readings to manuscripts and then to groups and

all this is supplemented by genealogical evidence, the final decision
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the results of the negative theories must be tested in their

concrete application.

The negative theories cannot and do not rest simply in

the judgment that the evidence is insufficient to establish

the fact of the resurrection. They seek also to explain the

origin of Christian faith and of its literary embodiment.

In this constructive work they endeavor to disclose an ade-

quate cause for an admitted effect. In doing so they have

to show not merely a possible but an actual, or, at least, a

highly probable relation of cause and effect. The insuffi-

ciency of the subjective vision hypothesis to explain the

faith of the disciples is partially overcome by the hypothesis

of objective visions. But this does not explain all the ele-

ments in the documentary evidence and fails to account

for the form of the disciples’ belief. The mythological

theories are now seeking the origin of Christian faith in

some pre-Christian sketch of Jesus, in the Babylonian

Gilgamesh epic,-® in the solar myth of Bel or Marduk,®®

or generally in the syncretism of pre-Christian Judaism.®^

in each case being reached only as the result of a testing which seeks

to establish both the general character and the particular value of each

witness to any variant from a supposedly common and homogeneous

original.

“Cheyne, Bible Problems, 1904, p. 128; cf. W. B. Smith, Der Vor-

christliche Jesus, 1906, pp. iff., and Gunkel, Zum religionsgeschicht-

lichen Verstandnis des Neuen Testaments, 1903, p. 93.

“Jensen, Das Gilgamesch-Epos in der Weltliteratur, 1906, especially

pp. I024ff. Jensen says (Ibid., p. 1029) : “Ja, Jesus von Nazareth, an

den, als an Gottes Sohn und Erldser der Welt, wenigstens seit bald

zwei Jahrtausenden, aber vielleicht schon viel liinger, eine Christenheit

glaubt, und in dem auch die fortgeschrittenste Wissenschaft unserer

Tage wenigstens noch einen grossen Menschen sieht, der einmal als

ein hohes Vorbild auf Erden wandelte und starb, dieser Jesus hat

niemals auf Erden gewandelt, ist niemals auf Erden gestorben, weil

er ja Nichts wie ein israelitischer Gilgamesch ist, Nichts wie ein

Seitenstiick zu Abraham, zu Moses und zu unzahligen anderen Ges-

talten der Sage.”
°° Zimmern-Winckler-Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das alte Tes-

tament, 3te Aufl., 1903, pp. 377ff. H. Radau, Bel, The Christ of

Ancient Times, 1908, pp. 3 iff.

“Gunkel, Zum religionsgeschichtlichen Verstandnis des Neuen Tes-

taments, 1903, pp. 76ff.
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And these theories are supposed not to impoverish but to

enrich Christianity. Gunkel says “Christianity is a syn-

cretistic religion. Powerful religious influences, which had

come from foreign sources, are preserved in it and transfig-

ured, both oriental and Hellenistic. For the characteristic,

we may even say, the providential thing about Christianity

is the fact that it experienced its classical period in the

world-historical hour when it passed from the oriental to

the Hellenic world. . . . Immediately after the death

of Jesus these foreign religious influences must have

streamed into the Christian community. . . . The

Christianity that was destined to be preached to many peo-

ples was not itself the product of one people only, but grew

out of a great and extremely complex history of many peo-

ples. ‘Judaism was the retort in which the different ele-

ments were collected.’ If, therefore, Christianity ‘is recog-

nized as the necessary product of the evolution of the re-

Ibid., pp. 95fif. “Das Christentum ist eine synkretistische Religion.

Starke religiose Motive, die aus der Fremde gekomtnen waren, sind

in ihm enthalten und zur Verklarung gediehen, orientalische und

hellenistische. Denn das ist das Characteristische, wir diirfen sagen,

das Providentielle am Christentum, dass es seine klassische Zeit in der

weltgeschichtlichen Stunde erlebt hat, als es aus dem Orient in das

Griechentum iibertrat. . . . Unmittelbar nach Jesu Tode miissen

diese fremden religiosen Motive in die Gemeinde Jesu eingestromt

sein. . . . Das Christentum, das bestimmt war, vielen Volkern

gepredigt zu werden, war selber nicht von einem Volke erzeugt

worden, sondern war aus einer grossen und vielverschlungenen

Geschichte vieler Volker erwachsen. ‘Das Judentum aber war die

Retorte, in welcher die verschiedenen Elemente gesammelt wurden’

(Bousset, Religion des Judentums s. 493). Wenn demnach das Christ-

entum ‘erkannt wird als das notwendige Entwicklungsprodukt des

religiosen Geistes unserer Gattung, auf dessen Bildung die ganze

Geschichte der alten Welt hinstrebte, in dessen Ausgestaltung alle

geistigen Ertragnisse des Orients und Occidents ihre Verwertung und

zugleich Veredelung und Harmonisierung gefunden haben : dann ist

das’, so sagen wir mit Pfleiderer {Urchristentum 2te Aufl. i. s. vii),

‘die grossartigste und solideste Apologie des Christentums, die sich

[auf geschichtlichen Standpunkt] denken lasst’. Dann sieht man, dass

es kein Zufall gewesen ist, wenn dieser Glaube die Welt iiberwunden

und eine neue Epoche in der Geschichte der Menschheit heraufgefiihrt

hat, sondern dass sich darin eine hohere geschichtliche Notwendigkeit

offenbart”.
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ligious spirit of our race, toward the forming of which the

whole history of the ancient world was striving, in the shap-

ing of which all the spiritual attainments of the orient and

Occident have been made useful and at the same time en-

nobled and harmonized; then that is,’ so say we with Pfleid-

erer, ‘the grandest and most solid apology for Christianity

that can be conceived [from the historical standpoint]’. For

we can see that it was not mere chance that this faith over-

came the world and brought in a new epoch in the history of

mankind, but that therein was revealed a higher historical

necessity”.

To those who conceive of Christianity as “the necessary

product of the evolution of the religious spirit of our race”

there is much that is attractive in this theory of the univer-

sal origin of what was destined to become universal in effect.

But the theory does not enrich,—it simply changes the New
Testament conception both of the origin and of the nature

of Christianity. And this is the ultimate issue in the ques-

tion concerning. the resurrection of Jesus. The evolutionary

conception of Christianity changes the nature of Christian-

ity from a supernatural to a natural religion, from a relig-

ion grounded in the revealing and saving activity of God to

a religion which is the expression of human thought and as-

piration accompanying man’s sense of dependence on a

higher power. And it does this not by liberating Christian-

ity from a hurtful association of the “eternal truths of rea-

son” with “accidental truths of history”, or by freeing it

from an antiquated view of God’s relation to the order of

nature, but—in the historical sphere—primarily by chang-

ing the Christian conception of the person and work of

Jesus and of the ground of Christian faith.

In the New Testament conception of Jesus’ person and

work the resurrection forms an essential element. If this

element be eliminated the whole conception must be trans-

formed. In reviewing recent results in the Historical Criti-
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cism of the Gospels Jiilicher says “All of our tradition

about Jesus, Mark and Q not excepted, shows primitive his-

tory and new faith in inseparable union; the portraiture of

Jesus in our Gospels not only manifests painful gaps
;

it is

throughout covered with a varnish that here and there no

longer permits the original features to appear.” Under crit-

ical examination “the difference between Mark and his two

successors has been astonishingly diminished”.®^ “A great

gulf separates not only the Johannine writings from the

Synoptic Gospels, . . . but also the Synoptic from the

real history of Jesus”.®® According to Harnack even Mark

“has made of Jesus almost a divine ghost, or had found such

a view already in existence”.®®

^Neue Linien in der Kritik der evangelischen Uberlieferung, 1906,

pp. 7off. “Alle unsre Uberlieferung uber Jesus, Marcus und Q nicht

ausgenommen, zeigt alte Geschichte und neuen Glauben in unldsbarer

Vereinigung: das Jesusbild unserer Evangelien weist nicht bloss

schmerzliche Liicken auf, es ist durchweg von einem Firnis iiberzogen,

der stellenweise von dem Urspriinglichen gar nichts mehr durch-

scheinen lasst.” Cf. also F. C. Conybeare, Myth, Magic, and Morals,

1909, pp. i4of. : “At best, perhaps, we can only hope to see Jesus, as it

were, through the mist, ever thickening, of the opinions which the

second and third generations of his followers formed of him. Between

ourselves and him intervenes—earliest of our sources in point of time

—

Paul, with his apocalyptic preconceptions of what a Messiah had to be,

with his turbid, swirling flood of obscure fancies, his epileptic ecstacy

and private revelations. Next after him in order of time we have the

non-Marcan document, in which, as we have seen, we have almost

certainly echoes, perhaps more than echoes, of his teaching. Nearly

contemporary with this must be the saner parts of Mark’s Gospel, for

the greater part of that Gospel is the work of someone who was by

instinct and predilection a miracle-monger. Finally, we have the

Fourth Gospel, hardly less fabulous than the apocryphal rigmaroles

of the second and third century.”

" Ibid., pp. 69f. “M,it einigem Staunen sieht man, wie die Forschung

der Neuesten den Abstand zwischen Marcus und seinem beiden Nach-

folgern vermindert.”
^ Ibid., p. 70. “

. . . ein tiefer Graben dagegen trennt nicht

bloss, was noch im 19. Jahrhundert ausreichend erwiesen war, die

Johannesschriftstellerei von der synoptischen, sondern nicht minder

die synoptische Geschichte Jesu von der wirklichen.”

“Quoted by Jiilicher, ibid., p. 70. “
. . . er [Marcus] schon hat

aus Jesus nahezu ein gdttliches Gespenst gemacht oder eine solche

Auffassung schon vorgefunden. ...”
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Thus the critical analysis of the Gospels discovers traces

of the influence of Christian faith on the Gospel portraiture

of Jesus—or, in other words, the existence of elements of

the Christian conception of Jesus—in the earliest sources of

Gospel tradition. But it insists that the real Jesus was dif-

ferent. Whence then came this Christian view? F. C.

Conybeare finds its origin in the ecstatic visions of Paul

others in the religious enthusiasm of the early Christian

community in Jerusalem; others in pre-Christian mythologi-

cal influences. When the effects of this view have been re-

moved from the Gospel portraiture of Jesus, what is the na-

ture of the real historical Jesus? According to Wellhausen,

he was a Jewish rabbi, limited by the thought of his time;

according to Schweitzer, a religious enthusiast, dominated

by an erroneous dogmatic conception received from Jewish

apocalyptic sources;®® according to Kalthoff, this critically

reconstructed Jesus has no reality, and the origin of the

Gospel conception of Jesus is explained as the personification

of religious ideals engendered by the hardships of social ex-

perience,—ideals which were pre-Christian in their begin-

nings, but especially wide-spread among the lower classes of

the Graeco-Roman world and definitely formulated on Ro-

man soil in the first and second centuries.®® Even Wellhau-

sen admits that the real historical Jesus of his own critical

construction is an altogether inadequate cause of the Chris-

tian religion.^® For the Jesus thus reached is merely a hu-

man Jesus,—a Jewish teacher. He did not even proclaim

the Gospel of the Gospels
;
much less afford in himself a suf-

ficient ground for the Gospel of the Epistles
;
for the Gospel

means Christianity, and Jesus was not a Christian but a

Jew. Yet while he was not free from the limitations of his

time, he so far transcended them that the human in him was

Myth, Magic, and Morals, 1909. Cf. Expository Times, 1908-9,

vol. XX, no. 9, pp. 39of.

^ Von Reimarus zu Wrede, 1906, especially pp. 327!?.

Das Christus-Problem, ate Aufl., 1903; Die Entstehung des Christ-

entums, 1904; and Was wissen wir von Jesus, 1904.

Einleitung in die drei ersten Evangelien, 1905, pp. io8ff.
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more characteristic than the Jew. His person indeed made
more impression than his teaching

;
but it was his martyrdom

that made him historical. Nevertheless, it is quite impossible

to understand Jesus apart from the historical effect which

he produced, however little of this may have formed part of

his intention. “Whence comes the faith that Jesus is the re-

ligious ideal except from Christianity? . . . Without the

Gospel and without Paul, Judaism still clings to Jesus. . . .

We cannot go back to him even though we would. ... For

that which we lose in giving up the Gospel, the historical

Jesus regarded as the foundation of religion is a very doubt-

ful and insufficient substitute. . . . The impression made

by his career rests on the fact that it was not terminated, but

rudely interrupted when it had scarcely begun.”^^

Manifestly the real creative force of Christianity was

either such a person as the Gospels describe or the idea of

such a person which had its origin in some other source.

Does the resurrection of Jesus enter then into the ground

of Christian faith, or is it only a more or less indifferent ele-

ment in the content of faith,'—a part of that conception of

Jesus which indeed made Christianity, but is itself of doubt-

ful origin and certainly untrue of the so-called historical

Jesus?

In this issue the central principle of Christianity is in-

Ibid., pp. ii4f. “Der historische Jesus wird, nicht erst seit gestern,

zum religidsen Princip erhoben und gegen das Christentum ausgespielt.

Reichlicher Anlass dazu, seine Absicht von seiner Wirkung zu unter-

scheiden, ist allerdings vorhanden. Trotzdem kann man ihn nicht ohne

seine geschichtliche Wirkung begreifen, und wenn man ihn davon

ablost, wird man seiner Bedeutung schwerlich gerecht. Woher stammt

uberhaupt der Glaube, dass er das religiose Ideal sei, anders als aus

dem Christentum? . . . Ohne das Evangelium und ohne Paulus

bleibt doch auch das Judentum an Jesus haften, an dem er festhielt,

obwol er ihm entwachsen war. Wir konnen nicht zuriick zu ihm, auch

wenn wir wollten. . . . Fiir das was mit dem Evangelium verloren

gcht, ist der historische Jesus, als Grundlage der Religion, ein sehr

zweifelhafter und ungenugender Ersatz. Ohne seinen Tod ware er

uberhaupt nicht historisch geworden. Der Eindruck seiner Laufbahn

beruht darauf, dass sie nicht abgeschlossen, sondern jah unterbrochen

wurde, nachdem sie kaum begonnen hatte.”
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volved. This principle has its source in the saving purpose

of God
;
its occasion in the sinfulness of man

;
its revelation

in the order of grace
;
and its realization in the life and work

of Jesus. The final purpose of the life which was laid down
on Calvary was the salvation of men. For Jesus came to

seek and to save that which was lost and to give His life a

ransom for many. In His triumph over death, the work

which He did for our salvation was completed. Henceforth

repentance and remission of sins were preached in His name.

The resurrection of Jesus stands with His death in the cen-

ter of the Gospel of salvation by grace. The “Easter faith”

in the immortality of Jesus without the “Easter message”

of His resurrection rests upon a different conception of the

purpose of Jesus’ life and work.^^ He came indeed to teach

men the love of their heavenly Father; but he did not mani-

fest in himself the power of that love to save. God alone

is Saviour; and faith, stimulated by Jesus’ message and life

and faithfulness in death, lays hold upon God in the hope

of His mercy and goodness. But faith in the risen Jesus

receives Him as Saviour in the confidence that God’s saving

love was perfectly manifested in Him. The object of this

faith is Jesus as a personal Saviour and all that belongs

to Him as Saviour is part of the ground of faith. The

resurrection cannot be separated from the spiritual benefits

of this faith as a merely formal help to primitive Christianity

or treated with indifference as a fact of some uncertainty

and therefore to be excluded from the ground of Christian

faith and certitude. The psychological genesis of faith in

the individual may be differently occasioned, the content also

of individual faith may differ, and it is not claimed that mere

assent to an historical fact is Christian faith
;
but objectively

considered, in respect of the realities lying at its basis and

constituting its adequate grounding, not only the death but

also the resurrection of Jesus belongs to the very essence of

Christian faith.

“Harnack, Das IVesen des Christentums, 56. bis 60. Tausend, 1908,

pp. loiff.
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If Christ be not raised, then is Christian faith vain and

for the sin of the world there is no message of peace. But

now is Christ risen and become the author of spiritual life

to those who receive Him as Saviour in simple faith.

Princeton. William P. Armstrong.

“Dr. James Denney’s, Jesus and the Gospel, 1909, reached me after

the preparation of this address; but reference may here be made to

its discussion of the resurrection (pp. 98-143) and to its contribution

to the subjects indicated in foot-note ii.
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Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. Edited by James Hastings,

M. A., D. D. Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute, Mem-
ber of the Council of the Palestine Exploration Fund, Editor of

‘Dictionary of the Bible’ and ‘Dictionary of Christ and the Gos-

pels’; with the assistance of John A. Selbie, M. A., D. D., and

other scholars. Volume II: Arthur-Bunyan. New York:

Charles Scribner’s Sons; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1910; 4to;

pp. xxii, 901.

The first volume of this great undertaking, which appeared in the

autumn of 1908, was noticed in the number of this Review for April,

1909 (VII, ii., pp. 326-332). If any of our readers are as yet unin-

formed of its general features and character, they must be referred

to that notice; where also they will find suitable admiration expressed

alike for the comprehensive conception of the work and the general

excellence of its execution. Here we can only say that the second vol-

ume fully sustains, perhaps more than sustains, the promise of the

first. If we can trust the catalogue given in the list of authors (and

our rapid counting), there are something like 265 separate articles

in the volume, which yields the large average apiece of three and a

third pages of about 1,500 words each, that is to say of about 5,000

words to the article. These 265 articles have been written by about

169 authors, the majority of whom (125) are represented by only a single

article apiece. These authors belong to no single nation, though the

majority of them are, as is natural, British. About twenty of them
are Americans : G. A. Barton, J. B. Carter, J. L. Gerig, L. H. Gray,

H. D. Griswold, T. C. Hall, E. W. Hopkins, A. V. W. Jackson, T. B.

Kilpatrick, D. B. Macdonald, W. T. Marvin, J. C. Murray, L. B. Paton,

Josiah Royce, C. G. Shaw, G. Showerman, E. D. Starbuck, B. B. War-
field.

Having mentioned our own name here, we take the liberty of pausing

to ask the reader to correct an error which has crept into the article—
that on “Augustine”— which we have contributed to the volume. On
p. 223, first column, line 7, instead of “William of Occam’s Defensor
Pacts and”, read: “William of Occam, the Defensor Pacts and”. As
we correct this error, we are led to remark on the exceedingly good
proof-reading which the volume exhibits. In some rather extensive
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reading in it we have not chanced upon another instance of obvious

typographical error. The whole workmanship of the volume is, indeed,

very fine. We make an exception of Professor Von Dobschiitz’s long

article on the “Bible in the Church”, which has been very disagreeably

translated. A certain inconsequence in the consecution of the sen-

tuces in the former half of this article, making the sense obscure, we
conjecture to be due to the translator. We can safely attribute nearly

anything to a translator who makes his poor author speak of a “concord-

ance” when he means a “Harmony” (p. 588a), and of “Alcuin’s inter-

change of letters”, when he means his whole “correspondence” (p.

595b), as well as reproduce suggestio rerum et verborum, by “the mat-

ter and the method” (p. 589a), represent “Passover” as a Hebrew
derivative (Dr. von Dobschiitz means “Pask”) (p. 6iib), and talk of

Griesbach and Hug “labouring more fully the scheme of text-recen-

sions” (p. 594a, cf. p. 590a)—whatever that may mean. We have not

noted similar incompetences in the translation of other foreign articles.

The strength of the volume—perhaps this is characteristic of the

whole work—does not lie in its articles on subjects connected with the

Christian religion. These do not take a place in the volume propor-

tionate to the importance of Christianity among the religions; nor are

they always written with the objectivity which characterizes those

which deal with topics connected with other religions. The great

article in this volume appears to us to be Professor Otto Schrader’s

comprehensive and careful study of “Aryan Religion” (pp. 11-57).

Contrast with this, whether in method or in presentation, the articles

on the “Bible”—the chief articles on a Christian theme in the volume.

There are three of these, all written from the same one-sided stand-

point of hostility to the Bible’s own account of itself and the historical

belief of Christians as to their Sacred Books.

The fundamental one of these three articles, bearing the simple title

of “Bible”, is from the facile pen of Dr. William Sanday, and is written

with all his wonted grace and skill. It is, nevertheless, let us say it

frankly, a most disappointing article, presenting merely the current

“critical”, that is to say, destructive, view of the composition of the

Bible, punctuated here and there with an individualism of Dr. Sanday’s.

In working out his view of the origination of the Bible, Dr. Sanday

does not hesitate to invent facts when he needs them in order to

“naturalize” supernatural occurrences: “Just as there survived through-

out the East the indistinct memory of a great destructive flood of the

Euphrates or the Tigris, so also within a narrower circle there must

have survived the memory of some portentous volcanic eruption, which

the folk-lore of Israel came to associate with the greatest event in its

religious history” (p. 565a). Probably it does not mean quite so much
in his mouth as it would in other circumstances, therefore, when he

remarks of the codifiers of Israel’s law : “The writers do not hesitate

to set down not only what is, but what they think ought to be” (p.

566b). Nor does it seem to shock him as it shocks us when he feels

bound to say that when Moses gave out his own decisions and laws as
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“oracles of God”, this was true of them only as it is true of the

decisions and laws of all legislators; that is to say, as the immanently

working God is in all attempts to do righteousness : “The laws given

by Moses were not given in his own name but in the name of God, and

they were accepted in the same sense by the people as coming from

God. In precisely the same way Hammurabi is represented as receiving

his laws from the seated sun-god Samas, ‘the judge of heaven and

earth’. . . . It is the common ancient conception to which all the

habits of thought are adapted; and who shall say that it does not

express substantial truth” (p. s65b-566a) ? That Dr. Sanday still at-

taches to such a book as he conceives the Bible to be the quality of

“Inspiration”, means, thus, very little : of course, he reads out of that

term all that it has been understood hitherto to express. To speak of

such a book as infallible were absurd : nor can it be thought of as “in

the strict sense authoritative” (p. 578a). But it may remain to us a

religious book, even an intensely religious book. And that is the fact

which Dr. Sanday wishes “to express in the doctrine of Inspiration”.

We may be thankful that he leaves us even so much, and we gladly

cite the very strong words in which he asserts the uniqueness of the

Bible’s religious character : “There is impressed upon the writings

which make up the Bible a breadth and variety, an intensity and purity

of religious life, that are without parallel in any other literature in the

world” (p. 579a). Dr. Sanday does not, of course, in this article tell

us how he conceives the religion of Israel to have come into being.

Readers of his article “God” in the Illustrated Bible Dictionary will

be prepared to meet, however, with hints that he looks upon the

process as essentially a naturalistic one. We quote a single passage in

which he expresses the remarkable view that idolatry is not a natural

but an artificial crime, created only by positive law : the religion of

Israel “began, like the religions of the nations around, with the cult

of sacred stones and trees; it tolerated the use and worship of images.

. . . . These things should not be thought of as idolatry. They
did not begin to be idolatry until the revelation contained in the

Second Commandment had been clearly given and clearly apprehended”

(p. 564a). How little this accords with the Bible’s own view of the

matter, those who remember the philosophy of idolatry set forth in the

first chapter of Romans will not require to be reminded. If we con-

ceive all religions as the product of the functioning of the religious

nature, and all functioning of the religious nature as intrinsically

admirable, we cannot avoid coming into flat contradiction with the

whole Biblical point of view which sets in sharp contradiction to one

another God-given and man-made religions.

By the side of Dr. Sanday’s article is placed the extensive article

on the “Bible in the Church” (pp. 579-615), by Professor Von Dob-

schiitz, the bungling translation of which we have already been led to

mention. The scope of this article is very wide, essaying no less a task

than the exhibition of the whole “influence which the Bible has exerted

upon the Christian Church and the life of Christian peoples as a

whole”; and the mass of interesting facts which it accumulates is very
18
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impressive. But it is not only badly translated, but ill-organized, and
cannot be said to rise to the height of its great argument. In its earlier

sections it parallels Dr. Sanday’s article, the views of which on the

origin and authority of the Bible it repeats. Near the end it has a

section on “Misuse of the Bible”, which is in turn paralleled by the

third article on the Bible, Professor A. Dorner's article on “Bibliolatry”

(pp. 615-618). On p. 6i6b, near the bottom, “Reformed Churches”

should be “Reformation Churches”.

Next to the articles on the Bible, the most extensive articles on a

Christian subject are those on “Baptism”. There are three of these,

too, and the division of the subject here too has not been managed
without some lapping. To Professor J. V. Bartlet has been assigned

“Baptism” in the New Testament (pp. 375-379) ; to Professor Kirsopp

Lake, “Early Christian Baptism” (pp. 379-390) ;
and to Mr. Herbert

G. Wood, “Later Christian Baptism” (pp. 390-406) : while articles on
so-called Baptism among other religions precede and follow. Professor

Lake has interpreted his commission in such a manner that he traverses

again the whole ground covered by Professor Bartlet, and, indeed,

formally divides his article into two almost equal parts, treating respect-

ively of Baptism in the New Testament and Baptism in the first and

second centuries. It is curious to note the agreements and divergencies

of the two writers, each working on strictly “scientific” lines in the

same field. They are agreed that baptism was derived by the Christians

from the Jews, through John the Baptist, and very decidedly that it

was not instituted by Christ, both writers appealing to i Cor. i. 16-17

as a decisive proof that Christ could not have spoken the words attrib-

uted to him in Mat. xxviii. 19,—a view which overlooks the double

fact that baptising is a subordinate matter in Christ’s commission and

the denial by Paul that he was sent to baptise is only relative. Pro-

fessor Bartlet thinks that with the stress laid on the family as the

social unit in New Testament times, it is perfectly certain that infants

were baptised,—the only possible doubt being whether the child might

not be regarded as vicariously baptised in the baptism of the parent.

Professor Lake holds, on the contrary, that “there is no indication of

the baptism of children” in New Testament times. With respect to the

mode of baptism, the two writers agree that not much stress was laid

on it in New Testament times: Professor Lake considering that,

though immersion was doubtless “regarded as an ideal”, “it must

remain doubtful whether it was ever actually practiced”, while Pro-

fessor Bartlet holds that, though “the form was not held essential”,

yet “immersion seems to have been the practice of the apostolic age”.

In the course of his remarks on Later Christian baptism Mr. Wood
makes it evident that he believes primitive Christian baptism to have

been by immersion and not to have been administered to infants,

sketching what he believes to be the rise and progress of the practices

of affusion and of infant baptism in later ages. In these sketches he

mistakes phases of the later history of these practices—as, for example,

the legislation in the fifth century making infant baptism obligatory,

in correction of the reaction against it due to the deep sense of the
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pondus baptismi which had grown up—for signs of the late origin

of practices the antiquity of which they presuppose.

Besides these articles, there are few of doctrinal interest in this

volume. These include a somewhat rambling article on “Atheism”, a

very informing article on “Asceticism”, excellent articles on “Blas-

phemy”, “Body”, and “Blessedness”, interesting articles on “Brotherly

Love”, “Book of Life”, and “Assumption and Ascension”, and a medi-

ocre article on “Backsliding”. The articles on “Belief” treat it purely

from the philosophical and logical standpoint, “Faith” being postponed

for later discussion. There is a short descriptive article on “Beatifi-

cation”. On the whole, the impression is received that the Encyclo-

paedia is not particularly strong on the doctrinal side.

On the other hand, the biographical articles strike us as particularly

attractive. Some of these—perhaps relatively too many—are given to

Oriental names. “Buddha” was, of course, inevitable, as likewise

“Bab”, and so possibly was “Asoka” : and all of these are treated

interestingly. We might possibly have spared “Asvaghosa” and

“Atisa” and “Badaragama”, “Al-Ashari” and “Baquilani”, if they

were to crowd out greater names of the West. Of the leaders of

Western culture, we begin with “Berosus”, of whose History of Baby-

lonia a serviceable brief account is given. A good article is given to

“Basilides’ and the “Basilidians” (pp. 426-433). Among the Church

Fathers only “Athanasius” (a careful rather than striking article) and

“Augustine” find a place; and among the mediaevals, only “Berengar”

and “Bernard”,—both good articles,—^together with the Arab philos-

ophers “Avicenna” and “Averroes”. An informing article is given to

“Jacob Boehme”, a disappointing double- headed one to “Richard Bax-

ter”, and an altogether admirable one to “John Bunyan”. “Bacon”,

“Berkeley” and “Bain” among the philosophers are adequately dealt

with. And finally there is an interesting account of “Banerjea”. We
do not profess to possess the clue to the principle which has governed

the selection of names for insertion, by which, for example, in an

Encyclopaedia of this kind, Berengar and Bernard alone of the mediae-

vals are chosen, and Bonaventura, say, is left,—Alexander Bain and K.

M. Banerjea alone of moderns are chosen, and Jeremy Bentham, say, for

example, left. We confess we expected to find Boetius among the

chosen; perhaps also Baius and Balmez and Bellarmine and Bossuet,

and Baader; certainly Joseph Butler, and indeed even Beza and Butzer.

It is to be acknowledged that if we are deprived of some articles

we might have expected, we are given in this volume, too, a number of

articles we should scarcely have anticipated would find a place in an

encyclopaedia specifically of religion and ethics. The very interesting

article with which the volume opens, on “Arthur, Arthurian Cycle”,

is one of these, its interest lying purely in the region of literature.

The article on “Biology” (pp. 621-635) is one of the most informing

conceivable; but we are sorely puzzled to know on what grounds it

claims a place for itself in an encyclopaedia of religion and ethics. We
would not have missed reading the instructive article on “Blindness”,

but we should never have looked for it here. The same must be said
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of the admirable articles on “Atomic Theory”, “Axiom”, “Attraction

and Repulsion”; of such purely psychological articles as those on

“Association” and “Attention”, and of such purely biological ones as

those on “Atavism” and “Biogenesis”. We are not saying that the

editors may not have a reason for including such articles and excluding

others which to us seem more proper to the particular scope of this

encyclopaedia. We are only saying that our stupidity has not divined

this reason. We frankly confess it—were we editing such an encyclo-

paedia we should have made a place for an article on “Beatific Vision”,

even at the expense of the no doubt very excellent article on “Atrophy”.

We must not close without saying a word in appreciation of the care

with which the “Literature” which follows each article has been com-

piled—a care which extends not only to the choice of the books which

are recommended to notice, but to the accurate indication of the

bibliographical details.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

The Child and His Religion. By George E. Dawson, Ph.D., Pro-

fessor of Psychology, Hartford School of Religious Pedagogy.

8vo.
; pp. ix, 124. Chicago ; The University of Chicago Press.

1909.

“The material of this” attractive little “book is largely drawn from

magazine articles and addresses already given to the public.” Never-

theless, it does not, as the author fears, lack unity. “To bring the so-

called natural processes of life and education into harmony with the

religious processes” is manifest throughout as “the central aim of the

writer”.

Chapter I discusses “Interest as a Measure of Values” and shows how
important it is that in education generally, and particularly in religious

education, the likes and dislikes of children should be considered. This

is not to overlook the fact that much of life must be uninteresting. It

is to recognize that “interest increases effort”; and that “if the life

has been made strong through achieving its ends along the lines of its

desires, it will face the occasional hard and uninteresting tasks in the

joy of mastering difficulties”. To us this doctrine, while easily and

often abused, breathes the same spirit as the petition which our Lord
taught us to offer, “Lead us not into temptation”.

Chapter II treats of “The Natural Religion of Children”. It finds in

them an instinctive belief in spirits, in God, in immortality, and in faith

and goodwill. There could scarcely be more striking illustration of the

universality of the religious nature than we observe in these pages. It is

interesting, too, to note that it is in the instinct of causality that the

author discovers the root of the child’s belief in a personal God. Thus
one at least of the often depreciated theistic proofs is confirmed at his

hands.

Chapter III treats of “Children’s Interest in the Bible”. After the

manner of the psychologist of religion, it presents a mass of statistics

setting forth the preferences of children of both sexes at different

ages for different parts of the Bible. These statistics are fairly con-
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elusive, are rationally interpreted, and probably indicate how the

Scriptures should be used, if we would employ them as we should to

stimulate the interest of children in religion. For example, “from 9
years on to 13 or 14 children are more interested in the Old Testament”,

whereas “in the adolescent period they show a decided interest in the

New Testament”.

Chapter IV discusses “The Problem of Religious Education”. This

impresses us as the most valuable part of the book. Its treatment of

“the aim”, “the material”, and “the method of religious education”

should be helpful to everyone interested in children. It should be

specially so to all parents and Sunday-school teachers. They have

much to learn from religious pedagogy. Perhaps they need most to

learn that religious development is not the less the work of God
because we are discovering the methods which he follows and the

processes which he employs.

We wish that we could pause here, but fairness compels us to point

out blemishes as well as excellencies. Of these blemishes the author

seems himself to be aware. In his Preface he says : “If the book appears

somewhat controversial in places, it is a fault of style rather than of

spirit.” If so, it would seem that it could the more readily have been

corrected. It is not, however, the controversial tone to which the

reviewer objects, but the fact that the controversy has its occasion in

ignorance. Thus a belief in “innate depravity” does not imply, as

Professor Dawson supposes, the belief that human nature is essentially

bad. For example, nowhere are we taught more emphatically than in

the theology which excites his ire that creation and, therefore, man as

he came from God, was “very good”; and that his fall, however it has

defaced, has not destroyed the divine image and likeness in him. In

so far, consequently, as we can discern the truly natural in man do

we discern the really good. This is very different from the doctrine

that man is essentially bad. It is just because he is essentially good
that his fall was so terrible, that his salvation is so urgent, and that his

education, and particularly his religious education, is so hopeful. If

man were essentially bad, he would neither be worth saving nor could

he be saved and continue man. In a word, our author would seem to

be so bitter against orthodoxy as to impute to it a belief which, instead

of holding, it repudiates as vigorously as does he. Once more, he is

equally befogged in his view of the relation of the Supernatural to the

natural and in his understanding of the orthodox position with refer-

ence to it. “If the processes of nature”, he asks, p. no, “can be changed

by the request of a clergj^man or Sunday-school teacher”, who prays,

we will say, for rain, “what assurance has a boy that there is enough

fixity in natural law to insure his own safety?” He would seem not to

know that even a miracle does not involve any violation or even sus-

pension of natural law, but the introduction of a new force, that of'

God himself
;
and that this new force proceeds on and in this sense

presupposes the continuance and even “the fixity” of natural law.

Moreover, he would seem not to know that the answer to prayers for

rain, to use a typical case, does not involve a miracle at all, that is.
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does not imply the entrance of a new force, that of God’s own arm,

into the complex of natural laws. If a petition to the governor of a

state can prevail on him to order heavy discharges of artillery and
thus rain can be produced even in a time of drought, though the

governor has wrought and could work no miracle; why cannot he who
is omnipresent and omniscient and omnipotent, who created the laws

of nature, who upholds them, and who, while transcendent above them,

is ever immanent in them, do as much? To hold that he must interfere

with the uniformity of nature to do so, that is, that such answer to

prayer would involve a miracle, is to regard God as less than man
; and

the miracle, if we may use that word in the sense of a wonder, is that

there are any who do not see this.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

GENERAL THEOLOGY.
The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge.

Based on the Third Edition of the Realencyklopadie, founded by

J. J. Herzog and edited by Albert Hauck. Prepared by more
than six hundred scholars and specialists under the supervision

of Samuel Macauley Jackson, D.D., LL.D., with a distinguished

staff of associate and department editors. To be complete in

twelve volumes, large quarto. Funk and Wagnalls Company, New
York and London. $5.00 per volume in cloth. Volume V. Goar

to Innocent XIII.

The preceding volumes of this Encyclopedia have been noticed in

the Princeton Review with high commendation, though with such

mention of difference of view as the case seemed to call for. The
present volume is worthy of a warm welcome, equally with its prede-

cessors. It has an especial interest for many of us from the fact that

in this part of the alphabet are included such names as those of Wil-

liam Henry Green and the three Hodges and Ashbel Green and Wil-

liam Brenton Greene; and also from the fact that among the contribu-

tors are Professors John D. Davis and B. B. Warfield and Francis L.

Patton.

Let the remainder of this notice deal with details—details selected

almost at random, and illustrating the strength and the weakness of

certain religious ideas now prevalent.

The first important article is that on “God”. It consists of a treat-

ment by Professor Kostlin—not the article in the old Schaff-Herzog

but one much fuller and stronger—supplemented by a presentation

from an English and American point of view, by Professor C. A. Beck-

with. From the point of view of systematic theology there is some

lack of point and positiveness in the theism presented in these articles

;

but possibly that is a virtue rather than a vice, inasmuch as the value

of the articles is mainly historical and descriptive, rather than dogmatic.

The volume contains a useful article on the Harmonies of the Gos-
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pels. It should not have omitted entirely the Harmonies that have

been published on the historical books of the Old Testament.

Professor Buhl in the article on the “Hebrew Language and Litera-

ture”, speaking of the common use of Aramaic among the Jews, ignores

entirely the recent discoveries of Aramaic papyri in Egypt, together

with the other material of this sort. It is gratifying to find Dr. Buhl

using such language as the following: “the epic, which is hardly con-

ceivable in a prophetic atmosphere that as a rule excludes every myth-

ological element” (p. 189, col. 2). It would make a marvelous differ-

ence with some critics if they should rigidly apply this rule that the

prophetic atmosphere excludes mythological elements.

In its bibliography this article omits the particularly valuable work
of Dr. W. H. Cobb, “Criticism of Systems of Hebrew Metre,” Claren-

don Press, 1905.

In the article on the Epistle to the Hebrews we are told that the

title “goes back to the beginning of the circulation of the Epistle”,

that “it cannot be shown that the Epistle was ever read without this

title or with another”, but that “the title is, of course, not of the

author’s writing”. What is there to justify this last statement?

The article on the Hexateuch is in two halves, the first half by

Professor H. L. Strack, and the second by Professor John D. Davis.

Dr. Strack thus defines his position : “The present writer is convinced

that in the future neither the old traditional views nor those of the

‘advanced critics’ will hold the field” (p. 263, col. 2). In his history

of the opinions that have been held he starts with the fact that the

books of Ezra and Nehemiah, followed by two thousand years of con-

sensus opinion, attribute the authorship to Moses, which of course

means to Moses and his associates. In combating this view he uses

the same prejudiced interpretations, strained inferences, baseless as-

sumptions which characterize the Wellhauscn school. He omits the

giving of reasons for the late dates assigned to the several parts.

By the fact that Dr. Strack precedes him Dr. Davis is freed from

the necessity of dealing with the history of the discussion of the sub-

ject. In this region he confines himself to a brief mention of some
recent conservative scholars. His work is mainly a treatment of the

contents and structure and origin of the Hexateuch on the hypothesis

that the record in the Scriptures is correct. Men who attack what

Dr. Strack calls “the old traditional views” often represent them as

being of a very mechanical and wooden character, and advocates of

those views sometimes allow themselves to be trapped into an accept-

ance of the definitions given by their opponents. Dr. Davis has not

fallen into this trap. He has historical perspective. He recognizes

the reality of miracle, but avoids unduly extending the function of

miracle so as to make it a mechanical substitute for God’s working

through natural sequences. He knows something of the events of

those early days. He knows the processes by which institutions and

legal usages commonly arise among human peoples. In a thoroughly

reasonable way he works out the problem on the basis of the evidence.

The conclusions which he reaches are essentially those which the
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Church and Synagogue have held for two thousand years, though free

from the crudities and absurdities which some persons have sometimes

regarded as a part of the tradition.

It is a familiar fact that the last six chapters of the book of Zech-

ariah are different in literary character from the first eight chapters.

If a person accepts the tradition that the priestly legislation of the

Pentateuch originated mainly with Ezra and later, and makes this

tradition the basis of all his other critical positions, he is compelled

to date the second half of Zechariah much later than Ezra, inasmuch

as these chapters presuppose the priestly legislation. In the Schaff-

Herzog the writer on “Hadadrimmon” follows this tradition, making
Zechariah xii contemporary with Chronicles. But the same writer,

in his article on “Hadrach”, commits himself to views inconsistent

with this. He identifies Hadrach with the Hatarika of the Assyrian

inscriptions of Asshur-Dan HI, and of the Tiglath-Pilezer who reigned

a few years later, regarding this view as so evident as to justify the

rejection of all others. If he is correct how can one resist the con-

clusion that the situation in Zechariah ix-xiv is that of a time in or

near these reigns—that of the reign of Uzziah and his near successors?

These chapters represent Assyria as the world-power (x. lo, ii).

They group Hadrach, Damascus, Hamath, Tyre, Sidon, and four

Philistine cities, Gath being significantly omitted (ix. i ff). Northern

Israel has political existence (ix. lo, 13, x. 6-7). There have been

deportations, and the deported are to be returned to Gilead and Leban-

on (x. 10 cf. 2 Ki. XV. 29; I Chron. v. 26). Among the prophet’s

hearers are persons who fled before the earthquake in the time of

Uzziah (xiv. 5). In these and other particulars the situation fits the

only time in history when we have records concerning Hadrach; while

all alleged later dates are misfits.

The article on Hosea consists of a “conservative view” by Professor

W. Volck, and a “critical view” by Professor J. F. McCurdy. Professor

Volck begins by denying the truth of that part of the title which says

that the career of Hosea extended to the time of Hezekiah, on the

ground that “it is hard to explain the omission to mention the Syrian-

Ephraimitic war”. This procedure does not give one a high estimate

of Professor Volck’s judgment in the valuing of evidence.

The book of Hosea as it stands presupposes explicitly and specifically

all the parts of the Hexateuch as these parts are divided by the critics

of the Wellhausen school. If this evidence stands, Deuteronomy and

the priestly laws were not written at the late dates which that school

assigns to them. Dr. McCurdy meets this emergency by asserting

that about 40 per cent, of Hosea iv-xiv consists of later additions.

If the article on Hammurabi had been published three years ago, it

would then have been better up to date than it is now. It says that the

“generally received date for this king” is 2250 B. C., and regards this as

irreconcilable with the biblical date for Abraham and Amraphel, with

whom Hammurabi is commonly identified (Gen. xiv. i). But the

numeral thus given has lost standing since the publication, in 1907, of

Dr. King’s Chronicles concerning Early Babylonian Kings. It is now a
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settled fact that the so-called second Babylonian dynasty was contemp-

oraneous with other dynasties, so that its 368 years must be deducted

from the 2250. This makes the date B. C. 1882, based on assumptions

which give B. C. 931 as the year of the death of Solomon. Ussher,

following the biblical data, places the death of Solomon 44 years earlier

in years B. C, and the coming of Abraham to Canaan in 1921 B. C.

Deducting the 44, in order to conform his scheme to the other, his date

for Abraham is B. C. 1877. These numbers do not give the final exact

truth in the matter; but, modify them as you may, they exhibit one

indubitable fact. Placing Abraham in accordance with the biblical

data, and Hammurabi in accordance with the authentic Assyrian and

Babylonian data, the two were synchronous. This fact is important, and

may henceforth serve as a fixed point for adjusting other chronological

data.

The Schaff-Herzog article represents wide reading on the subject of

the comparison of the legislation of Hammurabi with that of the Penta-

teuch. Its compend of the matter is concise, and is cautious and not

positive, as must necessarily be the case with a compend based on the

existing literature on the subject. On its merits, however, the evidence

warrants conclusions that are more positive.

The article says : “A decision is made more difficult because the

Hebrew legislation is of at least three different periods, the early

kingdom (Ex. xx-xxiii. 20), the seventh century B. C. (Deuteronomy),

and the Exile or later (the Priest-Code).” It says further that “the

agreements of the later codes of Moses with Hammurabi are generally

of the same kind as that of the earliest, and in the same class of

cases”. What these facts really indicate, when stated in this general

way, is that the Hammurabi legislation stands in strong disproof of

the critical theories which represent that the pentateuchal legislation

was framed at three or more widely separated periods, the earliest

some centuries after Moses. These theories are largely based on the

allegation that the pentateuchal laws are such as could not have been

framed in the early time when Moses lived, and that they differ in

such ways as to prove that some of them were framed generations

later than others ; the Hammurabi code decisively proves that many
of these legal usages existed, and that those of all three classes coex-

isted, centuries before the time of Moses. The assumption that the

pentateuchal laws are of late date, and of widely separated dates,

creates difficulties in the way of comparing them with historical facts

with which it is natural to compare them; this is in itself an argument

against the assumption.

These general probabilities are strong, and they increase in strength

when we examine the details. Rightly valued the comparison indicates

that the pentateuchal legislation, unlike that of Hammurabi, was for-

mulated among a people whose usages had not yet been greatly modi-

fied by city life, and commerce, and the agriculture of a thickly settled

region
;
and from ideals immeasurably loftier than those of Hammurabi.

Auburn, N. Y. Willis J. Beecher.
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APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY.

The Religious Attitude and Life in Islam. Being the Haskell Lec-

tures on Comparative Religion delivered before the University of

Chicago in 1906. By Duncan Black MacDonald, M.A., B.D.

Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1909. Pp. xvii, 317.

Whatever we may think of the marvellous and the occult, it is always

interesting, whether in literature, science, or religion. And from the

days when as children we entered by The Arabian Nights the world

of oriental mystery and spiritism, the charm of the occult as practised

in the world of Islam has probably been greater than that of the same

practises on any other soil. The jinn, the transformations, the sor-

cerers’ circles, the speaking heads : these are among the choicest prop-

erties on the stage of magic. When, therefore, we come upon a book

on Islam, written by a professor in an American Protestant Theological

Seminary, which handles these beloved old properties in a familiar,

matter-of-fact way, it is a decided surprise. But it amounts to a

shock when we learn that with all his matter-of-factness the professor

actually believes in man}^ of the queerest of them as firmly as we
believed in them when aged eight.

He is kind enough, however, to prepare our minds for the shock in

a preface that gives his confessio fidei. “Orientals,” says this preface,

“have kept a mind for infinite possibilities, and the infinite

possibilities have continued to come to them.” (We are reminded of

Mohammed and his mountain, where, however, the infinite possibilities

refused to “come”). “It was necessary, therefore, in the search for

interpretative analogies, to turn, not to our metaphysical systems, or

to our religious philosophy, but rather to what we call commonly, in

jest or earnest, the occult But my use of these analogies has

been so extensive that, in order to avoid misconceptions, some state-

ment of my own views is necessary. So far then as one may who
has had no first-hand experience, I am driven to regard telepathy as

proved. Again, so far as one may who is neither a physicist nor a

conjurer, I regard the proof of what Dr. Maxwell has called telekinesis,

movement of objects at a distance without contact, as approaching

certainty. Of communications by discarnate spirits, on the other hand,

I know of no satisfactory proof.”

This is a book on religion, and references to the occult are grounded

in the indubitable fact that for Islam this is a large part of “the

religious attitude and life.” It is not strange, therefore, that there

should be a place for these wonders. on the pages of this book. But

it is strange that all this should be treated, not in the purely objective

manner of the scientific observer, which would seem to be the most
appropriate manner; nor even in the frankly subjective manner of

the Christian missionary, let us say, or apologist, who in connection

with a candid statement of the phenomena, enters his plea against

them, or at least shows their harmony or disharmony with the truths

he himself believes. But here we have a strange mixture of the

subjective and objective. In the midst of the review of some Muslim
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religious teacher, we find injected not a little of what the lecturer

thinks of this or that marvel, of this or that method of sensing the

divine, of this or the other theological doctrine. So that it is often

difficult to decide what is Al-Ghazzali and what is Prof. MacDonald.

It is not in the preface, with its subjective rights, but in the course

of the book that we read, for example, such sentences as these : “This

. . . . is precisely the theory which lies behind the ‘mental science’

and ‘Christian science’ of our own day. It is also involved in the in-

finitely more scientific ‘metapsychical’, to use Dr. Maxwell’s word,

investigations which are now going on. There lies in it an indubitable

element of truth.” (Pp. 116 f). “In the case of an Oriental it

is impossible to separate between his religion and what we have, in

a somewhat narrow spirit, got into the habit of calling ‘superstition’,

or, more liberally, ‘folk-lore’”. (P. 118).

The largest part of the material reviewed in these lectures is derived

from the writings of the two great Muslims, Al-Ghazzali (died iiii

A.D.) and Ibn Khaldun (died 1406 A.D.). The former in his “Life,”

his “Revivifying of the Sciences of Religion”, and his “Madnun”, and

the latter in his “Muqaddima” or preface to his Universal History,

have supplied a rich store of fact and opinion for the student of per-

sonal religion in Islam. Of this material Prof. Macdonald has made
good use. In the main he has succeeded in the difficult task of being

faithful to his originals and yet also clear to his readers. Yet there

are many places in his book where one could wish he had framed his

language more clearly. This is true even when he is not hampered by

translation. Such sentences as the following are discouraging to the

reader : “I will here attempt only some bits of personal experience,

and the like, which may make living for you the conception in the

broad.” (P. 139). “Further, all that is said here of men holds of

women as well, down to the present day, even, as regards lay member-
ship.” (P. 164). The interest is successfully maintained, however, and

the author is happy in his effort to brighten the otherwise abstract sub-

ject of mysticism by flashing into it as many gleams of the personal

and biographical as possible.

An index makes the volume more widely useful than it would be

without it, for the names and works mentioned are none too familiar

to the average American reader.

The following errors have caught the reviewer’s eye
;

quotation

marks are missing on p. 124, 1. 7; lieu commune for lieu comrnun, p. 144,

1. I ;
place for peace, p. 150, 1. 22; trading for treading, p. 167, 1. 7; the t

in sainthood, p. 193, 1 . 6; the first h in Shah, p. 204, 1 . 9; 4 for 5, p. 299,

1. 19.

Princeton, N. J. J. Oscar Boyd.

Testimonium Animae, or Greek and Roman Before Jesus Christ.

A Series of Essays and Sketches Dealing with the Spiritual Ele-

ments in Classical Civilization. By E. G. Sihler, Ph.D. New
York, G. E. Stechert & Co., 1908. Pp. x, 453 ;

with an index.

Whether approached from the standpoint of the classicist or from
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that of the historian of religion and morals, this work is equally stim-

ulating, independent, virile. “It is not the hasty production of a young

student aspiring for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy,”—to use the

language of a previous reviewer,
—

“but the mature work of one who
for well-nigh forty years has been delving in both the beauties and the

deformities of classical literature.” Its author has in fact for this long

period been a teacher of the classics to American college men.

There is no more striking proof that a book is written out of unusual

depth of knowledge and by compulsion of inward necessity, than when
it proves to be something other than what the writer first intended

it to be. And this phenomenon is true of Professor Sihler’s book.

Probably every reader will have in some measure the same experience

that the reviewer had as he read chapter after chapter, sketch after

sketch—for the sub-title is an accurate description of the loose and

sketchy construction—and, at length, finding himself nearing the end,

asked himself, where then is the road I expected to travel in company

with the author?

Professor Sihler is not unaware of this effect. For he has written

in a letter : “I did not intend to write the kind of book I have actually

written. M3' purpose and design was largely positive; if, after travers-

ing the entire literary tradition, the negative and unsatisfactory and evil

features are projected far more strongly upon the screen, I cannot

help that.” The outstanding impression left upon closing this book, is

not, in fact, what one would expect from its inscription : “To all lovers

of historical truth, especially to classicists and clergymen, with the

earnest hope that the large extent of their common domain may be

more clearly seen”
;
that impression is rather the unanswerable indict-

ment of facts—the facts of classical literature—against Hellenic and

Roman morals and religion.

“I cannot help that” : these words from the author open a clear vista

into his psychological attitude toward his subject and the relation to

it of this product of his life-study. The author’s personality is stamped

on every page : his Teutonic thoroughness, his American sense of the

present, his scholarly breadth of acquaintance, his critical perception

of weakness—especially in fellow-critics—above all, his Christian, yes,

evangelical, Hebraic, orthodox, Christian world-view. Yet he is entirely

justified in asserting, in the above-mentioned letter, “The book is per-

sonal, but very far from subjective.” Prof. Sihler could not sit down
to spin a book on the classics out of his own opinions, pronounced as

these are. His type of mind is dominated by the objective. Facts,

—

things, words, people, events, dates,—^these are his passion,—no matter

how minute. The tangible result of this is a book crammed with facts.

Its very sketchiness and looseness is due, more than to anything else,

to the mere collocation of pertinent facts—in the form of quotations

—

with a minimum of concatenating comment. But where the comment
comes it is incisive and convincing, because it strikes the mind with

the freshness and cogency of an induction.

Especially is this negative character of the Testimonium Animae
evident in the author’s strictures upon the neo-Hellenism or neo-
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paganism of the Winckelmann-Goethe-Arnold-Symonds-Pater type.

His indictment of this class of writers is not simply that they magnify

aesthetics and degrade ethics : this is the old familiar charge, and

one that belongs rather to the philosopher or theologian than to the

classicist; but the more startling charge, that the “Greekdom” which

they extol is a fiction, an unreal abstraction to which nothing in his-

tory ever corresponded; and, still more fundamentally, that the world

in which the classical authors moved was not the world that for the

most part they portray. Speaking of such ultra-humanists of the

twentieth century, another reviewer has well said : “They will not

learn anything new from Professor Sihler, but it is possible that they

may be affected by the way in which he emphasizes facts which they

are disposed to ignore.”

“My book,” writes the author, “certainly exhibits the historical fact,

that classical antiquity does not constitute any Praeparatio evangelica.”

Yet, however negative this result, he has certainly achieved the aim

set forth in his preface, of “setting forth for younger or older scholars

what was the course and character of the religion and worship,

of the morality and conduct, of the Greeks and Romans among whom
the church of Christ came up in short, whatever we may desig-

nate as the spiritual elements in classic civilization.” What must com-

mand the respect and sympathy of every truly Christian reader, is the

clearness and iteration with which, in these days of compromise, uncer-

tainty, eclecticism and confusion under the honored name of Christian-

ity, this author, this life-long classicist, avows his faith in the one

supreme revelation of God to man in Jesus Christ for his salvation

from sin, and in the unshared power of that gospel to realize what

humanity should be and shall be.

Princeton J. Oscar Boyd.

Religion and the Modern Mind, and Other Essays in Modernism.

By Frank Carleton Doan. Sherman, French & Company, Bos-

ton, 1909. Pp. ix, 201. Price $1.10 net.

Our attitude toward this book is largely one of dissent. The first

and chief objection to it is its low and degrading conception of God.

The author is an advocate of “humanism in religion”, which means, in

simple language, that God is brought down to the human level. Prof.

Doan says we have dwelt too long on the perfection and infinitude of

the Divine Being. We must place more emphasis on the fact that “he

is in the deepest, intensest and noblest sense human and finite”. “God,

if not merely human, is at any rate essentially just that.” We must

learn to “discover in the human the essence and aroma of the divine.

The difference between your you and your God is in the main a gross

quantitative matter. The larger Life is larger than you in very obvious

fact but not diviner.” “Do you ask then whether God is simply the

spirit of humanity? I reply that God is essentially and simply just

that.” “He moves in human destinies, writhes in all our human bestial-

ities ( !), ascends in all our flights of justice and righteousness.” “God
is a Man and nothing human is foreign to him,” not even sin. “The
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divine struggle against its devastating and death-dealing breath is in

principle and in fact uncertain ! Except the battle be real to men and

Gods, there is no glory in the victory.” It is not necessary for us to

comment on these extracts. They speak for themselves. We pause

only to ask, “Is not this carrying ‘humanism in religion’ too far?”

Another objection to the book is its deification of the vague. Like all

other mystics, the author opposes every attempt to render our con-

ceptions definite. “He \vho would know God must sacrifice on the altar

the very instruments of knowledge itself.” God is “too unseen to be

dogmatically defined”. He is “the unseen, unknowable, undefinable”,

the great “That”. Surely, this mystical apotheosis of the vague and

indefinite will satisfy the demands of the modern scientific mind just

as little as the demands of Scripture.

A third objection, closely connected with the preceding, is the

author’s rejection of all “historic religion”. Prof. Doan warns us

against confusing the historic with the eternal in religion. The modern
man is “unbound by historic forms and terms”. He “cannot accept

any historic religion as final, or even as expressing essentially the

height and depth of his modern insight”. Christianity, therefore, can

lay no claim to finality. “The Christian religion, as Christian, is his-

toric, ethnic. The time is perhaps remote, but it approaches when
Christianity, as historic, will be classed among ‘religions of the past’.”

A final objection is the author’s bold assertion of the right of the

human will to make demands upon reality. “There is a region of

being—what the philosophers call the Unknowable—where the facts

are undetermined, where your poor human ‘say so’ counts tremendous-

ly!” Here man has “the right to pull from out the everlasting white-

hot fires of being all that his soul does most genuinely require”. “Enter

the free region of the Unknowable and stake out your claims ! Assert

your right to find in God what your human life most profoundly

needs 1 Stake your life upon the trustworthiness of the eternal 1 Hold
fast to that ! Demand what you need of that I Believe in that I And,

as God lives, that will come true in the end !” What an arrogant,

imperious attitude for weak, helpless man to assume; as though, by

thinking, he could add one cubit to the measure of being. We do not

believe that man’s will can change one jot or tittle in the great book

of reality. Surely, he that sitteth in the heavens will laugh at the

defiant self-assertiveness of his impotent creatures.

Princeton, N. J. Royal J. Smalley.

EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

The Illustrated Bible Dictionary. Edited by the Rev. William C.

PiERCY, M.A., Dean and Chaplain of Whitelands College. With
colored maps and 365 illustrations. New York: E. P. Dutton and
Company. 1908. 8vo pp. xvi, 975. Price

:
$5.00 net.

It is sufficiently striking that three single-volume Dictionaries of the

Bible, of high quality, should be given the English speaking public
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simultaneously, near the opening of the year 1909. The manner in

which they unanimously seek to commend themselves to that public is

still more striking. They all wish it to be understood that they are “con-

servative”—of course, “in the right sense of that much misunderstood

term”. And they all wish it to be equally understood that they embody

everything of value that “criticism” has discovered,—of course, again,

in the right sense of this much misused term. Naturally neither asser-

tion is worth making—except from the standpoint of the bookseller,

who wishes to commend his wares to all classes and conditions of men.

Both terms, 'conservative”, “critical”, are without determinative mean-

ing, and vary in their connotation with every user of them. Every

man and every standpoint, seeking to be true, is at once both conserv-

ative and critical, and will rightly resent any intimation to the con-

trary. The descriptive employment of these terms, especially when set

in opposition to one another, has therefore become thoroughly question-

begging and misleading, and persistence in it can end only in making

each of them an empty boast on the lips of half the world and a term

of opprobrium on the lips of the other half.

In point of fact, none of the three Dictionaries of the Bible of

which we have spoken is “conservative”, in the sense which that word
bore when it still possessed something like a distinct meaning. That is

to say, none of them occupies the standpoint of entire confidence in the

testimony of the Bible (whieh supplies the subject matter with which

they deal) whether to its own nature or origin, or to the events and

teachings which it records. All of them are so far “critical” as at

numerous points—some of them of the most far-reaching importance

—

to traverse the statements of the Bible and to set down as ascertained

facts, views and opinions which directly contradict them. The pro-

portion of “conservative” and “critical” elements admitted differs nat-

urally from one to another, and perhaps from this point of view

one may be called “relatively conservative”, another “relatively critical”.

Dr. Hastings’ one-volume Dictionary of the Bible is, perhaps, in this

sense the most “critical” of the three. Mr. Piercy’s Illustrated Bible

Dictionary is, perhaps, in the same sense the most “conservative” of the

three. Dr. Jacobus’ Standard Bible Dictionary occupies, perhaps, a

position between the other two. This relative “conservatism” of Mr.
Piercy’s book must not be understood, however, as in any way
approaching absolute “conservatism”. Dr. William Smith’s Dictionary

of the Bible, of which it is, in some sense, the most recent representa-

tive, was for its time—the early sixties of the last century—very dis-

tinctly “critical”; and Mr. Piercy’s book marks no retrogression from
the standpoint then assumed. On the contrary it advances on the

“critical” road, and far more freely than the earlier book calls Scrip-

tural statements in question, and as well, of course, reflects a more
“advanced” position of “critical” opinion when it admits “critical”

conclusions. It declares, indeed, that it is “a sacred duty of the Church
of God” to “defend Holy Scripture”; but it feels quite free to discard

substantial parts of “Holy Scripture” as it has been transmitted in

“the Church of God”, and very free indeed to reject much of what
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it finds written in the “Holy Scripture” which it retains. The Second

Epistle of Peter, for example, it does not care to defend as part of

“Holy Scripture” (p. 676, b.). It does not hesitate to set aside the

express assertion of the Synoptic Gospels that our Lord instituted the

Lord’s Supper at the Passover meal (p. 262, a.). It is not even con-

sistent with itself in the “conservatism” which it retains. If in the

admirable articles on the “Pentateuch” and its constituent books the

untenableness of the conclusions of the Wellhausen-Graf criticism is

exhibited; those very conclusions are assumed as a matter of course in

the article on “God”. Let any one compare what is said on the use of

the divine name “Jehovah” in the article on “God”, which is written

from the standpoint of naturalistic evolution, and what is said on

the same subject in the article on “Jehovah”, which is written from

the standpoint of the trustworthiness of the Biblical declarations, and

observe the gulf which lies between. It is meaningless to talk, with

respect to such fundamental differences, of the advantage of printing

“varying opinions and conclusions upon matters of detail”. Here are

not “alternative views” on “matters of detail”, but diametrically contra-

dictory views on matters of fundamental principle. Shall the fountain

send forth from the same opening sweet water and bitter? There is

thus little to choose between the three Dictionaries in point of “con-

servatism”. All of them are “conservative” in spots, and “critical” in

splotches : and our preference among them on this score will depend

merely on our taste in the distribution of the spots and splotches.

Each of the three Dictionaries has, however, a character of its own
which it is interesting to take note of. The one more particularly before

us puts itself forward in its title as specifically “The Illustrated Bible

Dictionary”. This is no doubt one of its distinguishing features

:

Dr. Hastings’ Dictionary has no illustrations and Dr. Jacobus’ compara-

tively few. We thoroughly believe a Dictionary of the Bible should

be illustrated. Speaking broadly, we should say all objects treated

should be represented to the eye
;
and the principle may be profitably

extended to scenes. So far as we can judge, the illustrations in

this volume are well chosen and will be useful. But it is not in them

that its destinctive peculiarity lies. Of the three Dictionaries, one is of

Scotch, another of American, and this one of English origin; and

each takes its tone and color from its origin. It may be going too far

to say of the other two that the one is of a Presbyterian and the other

of a Congregationalist coloring. The so-called “liberalism” of the atti-

tude assumed by each goes far to wash out distinctions, and the variety

of the authors called to his aid by Dr. Hastings (there are more than a

hundred of them) still further in the case of his Dictionary obscures

what after all may be detected as an underlying suggestion. In the

case of Mr. Piercy’s Dictionary, however, we can have no hesitation

in saying that it is through and through Anglican. He has engaged

for his assistance, it is true, a very large number of contributors,—some

ninety-five in all, if we have counted rightly. But these are not widely

distributed either geographically or ecclesiastically. There are a couple

of Jewish scholars among them (J. D. Eisenstein, Esq., and Harold M.
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Wiener, Esq.), a half-dozen Scotchmen (The Rev. Drs. J. A. McCly-

mont, James Orr, James Robertson, J. E. H. Thompson, and the Rev.

Messrs. James Millar and T. H. Weir), and a single, each, German
(Pastor W. Moller), Frenchman (Prof. E. Naville), and American

(Prof. G. F. Wright of Oberlin). Beyond this scant dozen all the con-

tributors are Anglicans; some of them already of high reputation where-

ever scholarship is esteemed
;
others of them, it may be thought, as yet

little known outside their native land and Church. They may be of dif-

ferent parties in their Church, though we suppose the majority of them
are of Evangelical tendencies. But they are all unmistakably Anglicans

and speak from the Anglican point of view. A disposition is even be-

trayed to make capital for Anglican peculiarities. Thus, for example,

quite unwarrantably such passages as Acts viii, 17, ix, 12, 17 are repeat-

edly (e. g., pp. 92, 468) converted into warrants for the rite of confirma-

tion, and one is startled to see Weinel’s somewhat cynical attribution to

Paul of a very crass heathen doctrine of the Sacraments adduced with-

out comment as really the Pauline doctrine (p. 662).

Perhaps, however, the most remarkable effects are produced by

the attempt to impose on the New Testament the three-fold ministry

of the Anglican Church. It is, indeed, allowed that in the New Testa-

ment there is no distinction between “bishops” and “elders” (pp. iii,

895), but this is not permitted to stand in the way of finding both

offices in the New Testament. Thus, in outlining the contents of the

Pastoral Epistles, we are told : “The principle underlying this three-

part Manual of Pastoral Care is individual headship in each district,

—

Timothy at Ephesus, Titus in Crete—the principle as we know it of

diocesan episcopacy". Not a suggestion is let fall of the obvious fact

that neither Timothy at Ephesus nor Titus in Crete was a permanent

officer, but a visitant Missionary establishing churches with permanent

officers, which permanent officers include among them nothing which has

the slightest resemblance to a diocesan bishop. How little the Apostolic

polity can be made to fit the Anglican is thrown out in a very lurid

light, however, by another sentence on the same page (p. 895) : “Tim-

othy, as one of the apostolic successors (‘bishops’ we call them now),

is to select ‘bishops’ t ‘priests’ we call them now, or ‘presbyters’), and

‘deacons’ to assist him”. How that sentence could be penned without

the writer becoming aware of the violence he was doing to his text

is one of the marvels of the controversial spirit. And when we look

into the matter of the remark we marvel even more : scarcely a word
or implication in it is free from inexactness. Timothy was not

“one of the Apostolic successors”; he was one of the Apostle’s helpers

in the Gospel, that is in the evangelization of the Roman Empire,—in

a word, an Evangelist, a term very fairly explained under its own
heading (p. 265). Men like Timothy are not called “bishops” now,

but Missionaries. The “bishops” he was to select, we—at least out of

the prelatic churches—do not call “priests” now, but “pastors” and

“elders”. The “deacons” he was to select were not the “deacons” of

the Anglican communion, that is, inchoate presbyters, but officers of

charity. And these “bishops” and “deacons” were not selected by him
19
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“to assist” him—but to form the permanent officers of the churches

which he founded and organized and was to leave to their own self-

government : the temporariness of the stay of Timothy in Ephesus

(or of Titus in Crete, Titus iii, 12) is expressly intimated (II Tim., iv.,

9, 12) and his successor in his missionary work there (as also Titus’

successor in Crete) named.

The “conservativeism” of Mr. Piercy’s Dictionary is thus a distinc-

tively Anglican “conservatism”. It is intensely “conservative” in Angli-

can peculiarities. Among these peculiarities is devotion to that narrow

circle of Christian truth which was worked into clear conception during

the first ages of the Church and received formulated statement at the

hands of the great General Councils; and we thankfully recognize the

firmness of the defence in this Dictionary of such great fundamental

verities as the Trinity, the Incarnation, the Virgin Birth and Bodily

Resurrection of our Lord. When we pass beyond the topics of Theol-

ogy Proper some vacillation, not to say confusion, enters. There is a

“conservative” article on the Fall but sin seems to be treated as

always “wilful straying”, and “original sin” reduced to a “pre-

disposition to sin” (p. 834). The article on Faith is poor and, therefore

happily, short: in it occasion is taken to reject “the theory of sub-

stitution and vicarious punishment” with respect to the work of Christ.

Accordingly, in the article “Atonement”, by the same writer, it is denied

that Christ’s sacrifice is expiatory and His work is explained as solely a

keeping of the law for us, that, the law being kept by Him, we may
be forgiven its penalty (so again in article “Salvation”). Some of the

most important theological topics—e. g., “Predestination”, “Justifica-

tion”—are treated by a layman, W. H. Moberley, Esq., Fellow of Lin-

coln College, Oxford, who quite vindicates his right to a place among
the theologians. His touch is not perfectly clean-cut, and a certain

vacillation is noticeable in his discussion which leads us to observe

that he avoids for this Dictionary the reproach he brings against Dr.

Hastings’ larger Dictionary of the Bible that opposite views are ex-

pressed in the two articles “Election”, “Predestination” by himself

putting both views into his one article. Some odd notions find occa-

sional expression. For example, we are told (p. 367) that “self-com-

munication is the essential characteristic of Deity”, and again (same

article) that the “ultimate purpose” of the Incarnation of our Lord

“is to invigorate weak mankind by the infusion of the spiritual principle

of His own glorified humanity”. There falls in with this a strong

tendency, which is exhibited here and there, to treat our Lord’s human-
ity not as an individual human nature, but in some inexplicable sense as

humanity in general. Thus we read (p. 518) that “the necessity of

the case was that One should be born Who could become the new
Head of the human race. Who should become related, not to one human
personality but to human-kind in general”—though the idea is much
more clearly stated elsewhere. With this tendency the denial of a penal

atonement has its obvious connection.

He who should take this Dictionary as a guide to Christian truth
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would, then, be likely to be led into some devious ways. It does not,

however, shrink, from asserting the reality of supernatural intervention,

and that is a great thing in this anti-supernaturalistic age. One is

startled, however, by the calmness with which the article on “Miracles”

opens by explaining the whole category of miracles out of existence

(P- 547)- It begins in a manner which recalls the treatment of J. T.

Beck in his Einleitung in das System der christlichen Lehre, by dis-

tinguishing between miracle “in the scientific sense, as a portent (rtpas)

an abnormal event not explicable by known natural laws”, and,

miracle “in the religious sense, as a sign ( o-rmeMv), an event sug-

gesting the presence and direct action of God”. Beck’s object, in his

somewhat similar distinction, was to avoid placing the criterion of

miracles solely in their character as works of power ; since power is

not the characteristic of the divine. He therefore remarks that it is

only the negative characteristic of miracles that they are not the result

of second causes; their positive characteristic is their high moral-relig-

ious, divine-spiritual character in which is reflected the glory of God.

Every man who has sound sense, he declares, will recognize the abnor-

mality of the miraculous; we need only our own natural understanding

for that. The divinity of the miraculous is the verdict, on the other

hand, of “our transcendent knowledge of the moral powers and forces”,

and “presupposes a sense for pure, free religious truth, love and holi-

ness”. The fly in the ointment of our Dictionary’s apothecary lies in

the introduction of the word “known” before “natural laws”, and a

certain looseness in the use of the word “direct”, in the next clause,

before “action of God”. “As knowledge of natural laws advances”, he

argues, “the sphere of miracle in the scientific sense is proportionately

narrowed”. But this brings no loss. For since a miracle is not merely

a portent, but a sign, it may cease to be a portent without ceasing to be

a miracle. “The religious is the only vital sense” erf a miracle. Let it

be allowed then that all miracles may be “explicable by natural laws”

—

we may still see in them the hand of God. Accordingly he complacently

says : “We define a miracle, then, as a ‘special providence’, an act sug-

gesting either in itself, in its results, or in the person who performs

it the direct action of God, revealing His will and His purpose towards

mankind, whether or not it can be fitted into the known course of

nature.” A miracle in other words, is, then, just no miracle at all; for

a “miracle” and a “special providence” are specifically differing things,

the one being the product of God through and the other the product

of God apart from second causes. The odd thing is that, after having

thus elaborately explained miracles away, our author proceeds to

develop a pretty good apologetic for them. But this vacillation, or

“fumbling”, is rather characteristic of the theology of this Dictionary,

as it is of most recent Anglican Theology.

We have purposely dwelt upon the theological aspect of this Dic-

tionary because that is its characterizing side. Of course, however,

theology forms but a small portion of its contents. The great mass
of the articles deal with matters of fact. These articles record the
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name of every “person” and “place” mentioned in the Bible and also

of all the “things” needing explanation, and give a succinct but ade-

quate account of them all. Such articles present, however, little that

distinguishes this Dictionary from others of the same general compass.

We have been impressed by the completeness of its vocabulary and

the general excellence of the treatment; and when that it said all is

said that needs to be said. The articles on the several Books of the

Bible are carefully written and are generally sober in their point of

view; they as a rule pay particular attention to the contents of the

several Books, often giving an analysis of their contents and frequently

discussing their characteristic teaching. Both the scholarly and lit-

erary quality of the book is high, and it is written with comforting

reverence for the sacred things it handles and in a tone of genuine

devoutness. It is distinctly a religious book. The biographical

articles seem particularly attractive. The reader is struck with the

constant reference to recent English works in Biblical learning, to

the relative exclusion of German—the book is, in this aspect of it too,

distinctively an English work. The reader is benefited by this fact

to the extent that the literature to which he is referred is a relatively

accessible literature. And he is led to reflect upon the richness of

the English literature in all branches of Biblical learning. The Church

of England should be proud of the multitude of her sons who are

proving themselves able and willing to give themselves to a serious

study of the Word of God in all its phenomena. The debt the world

of Biblical scholarship owes to them for their literary product is

inestimable.

Princeton. B. B. Wasfield.

Die Beziehungen zwischen Israel und Babylonien. Six lectures

by the Late Justus Koberle, D. Theol., Professor of Theology in

Rostock. Edited by Prof. D. Walther. Wismar i. Meckl. 1908.

Pp- 95 -

It is with a melancholy pleasure that the reviewer assumes the task

of reviewing this little book. For Prof Koberle, whose six popular

lectures on The Relation Between Israel and Babylonia are thus given

to the literary world, had been the personal friend of the reviewer

since 1895 when both were students of the Old Testament together at

Erlangen. The charm of Koberle’s personality, with its German
warmth and seriousness, together with his remarkable attainments in

his chosen line of research, constituted a broad basis for both respect

and attachment, so that when those days of association were ended,

correspondence continued the bond of friendship through the years

until death suddenly severed it, in February, 1908.

This is not the place to review the principles or the achievements

of his brief but brilliant career. In estimating this one little product

of his energies, however, it would be a positive omission to overlook

his faithful maintenance to the end of that evangelical belief with
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which he set out upon his Old Testament studies. Called to teach,

first at Erlangen, then at Rostock, at just the epoch when the infalli-

bility of Wellhausen was all but universally accepted in the circles of

German Old Testament scholarship, he never allied himself with that

school, but to the end, as these lectures show, maintained the essential

reliability of the Biblical records of Israel’s history and religion.

These six lectures, delivered in Rostock in July 1907 as part of a

popular course of advanced study, and destined for publication in

some such form as they have now received at the hands of the editor,

prove unmistakably their author’s conviction of the uniqueness of the

revelation and the redemption vouchsafed through Israel. In the

first two lectures Kdberle reviews the history of Israel, from Abraham
to the exile, in the framework of general Asiatic history, as modern
research has enabled us to reconstruct it with a knowledge of Egypt,

Babylonia and Palestine wholly impossible a few decades since. In

the next three lectures, which constitute the real kernel of the book,

the author compares, first the civilization, and second the religion, of

Babylonia and Israel, and third the mythology of Babylonia with the

earliest history in the Bible. In the final lecture the yield of the

Babel-Bible controversy is discussed.

A representative assertion from each of these last four chapters

will show at once the soundness of the author’s judgment and the

strength of his convictions.

When comparing the two civilizations Kdberle speaks, among other

particulars, of their literary side. Of Babylonian letters he says;

“Nothing is more marked in the religious literature cultivated by the

priests than its rigid immobility and its retrospective character. There

is merely a further transmission of what has been transmitted from

primitive times All this is quite in harmony with the historical

development of Babylonia : the really productive period of this civili-

zation lies at least a millennium back of Hammurabi”. Then of Israel’s

literature : “How mobile and up-reaching, on the contrary, is the

character of Hebrew literature! We have, it is true, plenty of

anonymous literature in the Old Testament, but along with this a whole

series also of sharply drawn literary characters of definite type, who
cannot be understood save in the light of their particular time and

its conditions Judaism knew perfectly where its strength lay,

not in the domain of culture, but exclusively in that of religion
;
and

inasmuch as it suffered its religious knowledge and the ethical accom-

paniments thereof to develop—as we are convinced, under the guidance

of the divine Spirit—it made a contribution to humanity that is com-

mensurate with Babylon’s achievements in civilization. Even the man
who rejects our attitude toward the Old Testament must still in the

face of this history concede that it is not size, nor greatness, nor

power, but in the last analysis spiritual forces, which determine most

effectually the fate of nations. The strongest thing in the world is

thought”.

In the lecture on Babylonian and Biblical religion, after illustrating
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the force of the monotheistic idea in Israel, our author says ; “All

this was not the secret doctrine of the priests
;
every Israelite could

and should know it. We see that it is a sort of practical monotheism

that here forms the foundation, and this monotheism is in the first

instance calculated for the people as a whole. It is not satisfied to be

the secret doctrine of priests, or an expression of political imperialism

;

it is bound to become the religion of the nation The monotheism

of Israel developed in direct opposition to Canaanitish tendencies. I

say ‘developed’ without meaning by this to say that it was the product

of a natural development. Yet we can in part trace its origin by his-

torical stages But it was Israel, not Babylon, that gave human-
ity the monotheistic faith.”

Babylonian mythology and the beginnings of Biblical history are

compared in the next lecture, in which Prof. Kdberle condenses and

exhibits in masterly manner the material common to Genesis and the

cuneiform tablets of creation, the deluge, etc. In it there is a pas-

sage noteworthy for its grasp of the fundamental problem of this

comparison : “It ought particularly to be observed, how in the earliest

narratives of the Bible all these primary recollections of the human
race are taken up into a unitary story of primitive humanity. This

story is the counterpart of that one living God in whom Israel be-

lieves. Israel’s monotheism displaced and banished Babylonian myth-

ology. In the framework of this religion there was no place for myth-

ology; here the principles of religion and morals could not but work
themselves out to a complete transformation of the whole world-view.

Thus it happens that just at the point where the apparent points of

contact are most intimate, we find also the profoundest differences

between the thinking of Israel and of Babylon. Highly interesting

those Babylonian myths may be, certainly ! But they belong to the

past. They no longer work upon humanity. Marduk no longer rules

the world
;
his city lies in ruins. But that God of whom the Biblical

narrative speaks is also our God. It is He whom Christendom con-

fesses, and whom one day all the world shall confess.”

Kdberle’s estimate of what the Babel-Bible controversy yielded in

the way of results is stated in the concluding lecture with characteristic

clarity and breadth. “In its spiritual as well as material culture Israel

stands wholly within the sphere of that culture common to the ancient

orient which was essentially determined from Babylon. We may
without reserve reckon this as a firm and fixed result of the contro-

versy This must not be merely grudgingly conceded, but earn-

estly accepted. The Old Testament does really need to be understood

by the spirit of the old oriental civilization. Hence every find in the

soil of Mesopotamia or of Egypt that illuminates for us the nature

and character of this civilization is of value also for the understanding

of Israel’s history. But, now for the other side ! As surely as Israel

stands in the midst of the general Asiatic civilization so surely does

it stand therein as an independent historical quantity It has

often been assumed that the relation could only be this : on Babylon’s
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side the source, the original
;
in Israel only dependence and imitation.

But it stands to reason that this is only one possibility. For whilst

foreign influences may lead to imitation and adoption of what is

foreign, they may quite as readily lead also to internal opposition, to

reaction against the foreign, to the strengthening of what is individual

and peculiar. Hence we must reckon as one outcome of the Babel-

Bible controversy one that stands as Arm as the former—that Israel

developed its religious individuality in opposition to the religious

culture around it, in particular to that of Babylon.” Then, after

a striking review of the history of the Jehovah-religion from Abra-

ham through Moses, Samuel, Elijah, down to the prophets and Juda-

ism, under the aspect of a protest against the polytheistic and immoral

religions that surrounded it, the lecturer sums it up in two sentences:

“The understanding of the history of this nation is impossible, if its

religion is regarded as only a chapter in the general history of Asiatic

religion, and if one overlooks the fact that Israel from the very begin-

ning moves, or rather is led, in its religious development along peculiar

and independent paths. It is not resemblance, the analogies and bor-

rowings, but opposition, the rejection of influences issuing from the

environment, that is here the characteristic thing”.

With the following confession of his faith this champion of Israel’s

unique religion closes his lecture and his posthumous book—fit end-

ing for a life that now has passed from faith to sight !
—“Yet we regard

these historical processes” (those, namely, through which Israel’s

religion developed) “from another point of view as well. They are for

us not only a unique religious development, but more : we recognize

in them the tone and actual guidance of God, His sway in history, and

His real divine revelation”.

Princeton, N. J. J. Oscar Boyd.

The Religion of the Old Testament. Its Place Among the Religions

of the Nearer East. By Karl Marti, Professor of Hebrew and

of Theology in the University of Bern, Editor of the “Kurzer

Hand-Commentar zum Alten Testament”. Translated by Rev.

G. A. Bieremann, M.A. Edited by Rev. W. D. Morrison, LL.D.,

New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons. London: Williams & Nor-

GATE. 1907 (Crown Theological Library, vol. xix.) Pp. vii, 251.

The aim of this volume is to give an account of the nature of the

religion of the O. T., especially of those features which specifically

differentiate it from the other religions of antiquity. This is done,

however, in the form of a history of the religion, and the principles on
which the history is constructed are those of the Graf-Wellhausen

School. Hence we meet with the stereotyped division brought into

vogue by this school : The Nomad Religion, the Peasant Religion, the

Religion of the Prophets, the Legal Religion. Prof. Marti is well

qualified to be the spokesman of this still widely-prevailing view of

the religious history of Israel. His redaction of Kayser’s “Alttes-
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tamentliche Theologie”, which in its later views became virtually an

independent work under the title “Geschichte der Israelitischen Religion”

and his authorship of several parts of the “Kurzer Handkommentar
zum A. T.”, of which he is the editor, are sufficient guarantees of a

thorough familiarity with the field traversed both exegetically and

constructively. For those who desire a brief and reliable statement

of the hypothesis, the present volume will prove serviceable. It gives

the Graf-Wellhausen tradition in its old unadulterated form. A few

statements like “the thought of reward apart from the fulfilling of

the divine will is altogether foreign to the prophets” (p. 157) ;
“both

(the Sabbath and circumcision) had been rejected by the prophets”

(p. 208) ;
“the real Messianic prophecies are to be declared as products

of the legal stage of the religion” (p. 215), sufficiently characterize

the author’s position. The “pure ethical Monotheism” in which writers

like Marti find the valuable essence of the O. T. religion, forms an

antithesis to the principle of redemption, and that, apart from its

naturalistic principles in the question of origins, is the main reason

why this critical hypothesis is inconsistent with the historic faith of

the Church.

The writer takes some account of the recent entrance of Assyriolog-

ical and Babylonian research as a factor to be reckoned with in the

controversy about the Old Testament. His conviction evidently is that

it has left the central positions of Wellhausenianism untouched.

The translation is well done. On p. 49 “rights” is a misprint for

“rites”.

Princeton. Gerhardus Vos.

Echtheit, Hauptbegriff UNO Gedankengang der Messianischen
Weissagung. Is. 9, 1-6. Von Lie. Dr. Wilhelm Caspari.

Gottes Angesicht Von Lie. Dr. J. Boehmer (Beitrage zur Forderung

Christlicher Theologie xii. 4).

Giitersloh : Druck und Verlag von C. Bertelsmann.

The former of these two pieces is a careful investigation of the

Messianic prophecy. Is. 9 : 1-6, whose genuineness has been denied by

Hackmann, Cheyne, Marti, a. 0. Caspari suggests that through the

work of Gressmann and Procksch, eschatology and Messianism have

been restored to their legitimate place in the older texts of the Old

Testament, and that conservative criticism may revoke the concession

it had already begun to make of placing the rise of Messianic proph-

ecy in the post-Davidic, prophetic, if not in the legalistic period. Gen.

49, Numb. 24 and 2 Sam. 7 may be set down as material Isaiah

could have built upon, if he actually penned our passage. Thus the

discussion about the genuineness has entered upon a new stage. It is

further the author’s opinion that by way of more penetrating exegesis

something can and should be done to mediate between the two opposing

views. By this is meant that the objections to the genuineness have

a certain basis of justification in the fact that the conservative exegesis
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has unduly magnified or even deified the figure of the Messiah here

depicted. While many excellent points are made and the discussion is

very stimulating, we must confess that it leaves us unconvinced of the

necessity or even possibility of such a conciliatory interpretation. Cas-

pari endeavors to show that the Messiah is not conceived by the proph-

et as a king, but merely as a sort of administrator or vezir. This

would, indeed, meet the critical objection derived from the polemic

attitude of prophecy towards the idea of the kingdom. But in our

view this critical contention has no basis in fact. And even if it had

we could not see our way clear towards removing it after the manner
proposed. Vs. 6 says in so many words that the promised one shall be

upon the throne of David and over his kingdom. To put into this the

sense that his rule, as something non-royal, shall take the place of the

then superseded kingdom, seems a forced exegesis. Nor has the author

successfully met the point that to describe the accession to office of a

mere administrator or vezir the words “a child is born, a son is given”

are unsuitable. The reference to a “birth” clearly indicates, that the

Messiah inherits the dignity to which he is called. It is true that some
of the expressions imply the subordination of the ruler, but they do this

only with reference to God, so that royal sovereignty in other relations

is not thereby excluded. We also hesitate to follow the author in his

rendering of El-Gibbor as “God is a Hero”, so that it ceases to char-

acterize the Messiah, and makes him merely bear a name expressive

of what God is. Caspari himself admits that this places it out of anal-

ogy with the other three names. To appeal to Jer. 23:6 (Jehovah Zid-

kenu) is useless, because here there are no accompanying names to

raise the point of analogy. Interesting, but also short of carrying con-

viction, is the way in which the writer meets the critical objection that

the prophecy, if Isaianic, ought to have left traces in subsequent proph-

etic literature. He finds such traces in the use of the word Shalom
as characterizing the message of the false prophets in Jeremiah’s

time, on the view that their idea of Shalom was a misinterpretation

and abuse of Is. 9 :6. This occurrence of Shalom is, however, so

natural under the circumstances that a derivation from some concrete

passage is quite superfluous.

The second contribution of this “Heft” deals with the Old Testament

phrase “the face of God”. In regard to this a usage connected with

the cultus, and an anthropomorphic usage are distinguished. The com-
bination of “the light of the face of Jehovah” is traced back to the

conception of God’s Kabod, and the latter is said to be originally

associated with the sun. In this is sought the explanation of the

phrases “to lift up the face” and “to lower the face”, of which the

former, as taken from the ascent of the sun, is used in sensum bonum,

the latter, as taken from its decline, in sensum malum”. Both the cul-

tic and the anthropomorphic significance of “the face of God” have

their roots in this mythological identification of the deity with the sun.

In Ex. 33:12-23, the author finds the actual hypostatizing of “the face

of God”, which in the last analysis this mythological origin of the
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phrase makes intelligible. In his view, however, the present form of

this pericope, is too confused to be accepted as a unit. Hence an

attempt at dissecting and rearranging it. The text is admittedly difficult

but we do not think that the difficulties are exegetically insolvable and

such extreme measures necessary. Nor do we believe that “face” has

actually become a separate hypostasis. It is simply Jehovah in revela-

tion. It ought to be added that the author does not ascribe to the Old

Testament consciousness in its higher and later levels any remembrance

of the primitive mythological association of the phrases in use. They
had become in course of time wholly spiritualized.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.

What We Know About Jesus. By Charles F. Dole, D.D. Chicago.

The Open Court Publishing Co. 1908. Pp. xiii, 89.

Life and Ministry of Jesus. According to the Historical and Critical

Method. By Rudolph Otto, Lic.Th. Translated from the third

unaltered edition by H. J. Whitby, B.D. Chicago. The Open
Court Publishing Co. 1908. Pp. 85.

These two little books might well be read consecutively
;
for in dis-

cussing much the same subject they afford interesting material for

comparative study,—in point of view, in principles and spirit, in meth-

od, and in results. Both are fundamentally naturalistic in point of

view, and both seek to conserve for the life and teaching of their

human Jesus a certain ethical and religious value. Of the two Dr.

Dole’s book is the more subjective in method and reveals less direct

acquaintance with the problems, evidence, methods, and results of the

historical criticism of the Gospels. Both books follow the procedure,

now familiar in certain circles, of setting aside the Fourth Gospel

and of tracing the Synoptic Gospels back to their two principal sources

(Mk. and Q.)—although Otto lays a firmer basis for the historical

construction and its defence against the radical criticism in the explicit

or inferential information which is contained in the major Epistles of

Paul. In results Otto’s book is the more positive, but in principle the

two books do not differ,—seeking as they do to commend to modern

religious faith a purely human Jesus.

The statement of Dr. Dole (p. 5) that “There is nothing to show

that, growing slowly out of traditions and reminiscences more or less

accurate, and possible early bits of memories of Jesus’ sayings, the

Gospels were not a hundred years in shaping themselves as we now
have them” is somewhat striking in its negative form,—but the proof

of the positive would be more instructive. Almost equally interesting

is the note on the immaculate conception of the Virgin which the

translator of Otto’s book has added to the author’s discussion of the

birth of Jesus (p. 21). The translator seems also to be responsible for

the rendering of “Auferstehungsberichten” (p. 18) by “account of the

crucifixion (p. 12) and for rendering “Was fiber Golgatha hinaus

berichtet wird” (p. 44) by “what is related concerning Golgotha” (p.
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47) ;
but to Otto himself must be charged the inaccuracy in statement

of fact when he says of Matthew’s account of the resurrection (p. 12;

German edition 1902, p. 17) : “Already the disciples themselves as well

as the women go to the grave, see the risen one, and receive instructions

from him to go to Galilee.”

Princeton. William P. Armstrong.

Der Leserkreis des Galaterbriefes. Ein Beitrag zur urchristlichen

Miissionsgeschichte von Dr. Alphons Steinmann, Privatdocent in

Breslau (Neutestamentliche Abhandlungen herausgegeben von

Dr. A. Bludau, Heft 3-4) Munster i. W. Verlag der Aschendorff-

schen Buchhandlung, 1908. Pp. xix, 251.

The present work is a continuation of the author’s Abfassungszeit

des Galaterbriefes which appeared in 1906, and exhibits the same mas-

tery of the sources and of the recent literature as well as the same

admirable sanity of judgment. After an invaluable nine-page bibliog-

raphy, Dr. Steinmann occupies the body of the work with a learned

defense of the North-Galatian theory. But the value of the treatise

is by no means confined to that belonging to a skillful argument even

with regard to such a vexed question as the destination of the Epistle

to the Galatians, for in support of his position the author has brought

together a great mass of information which is useful in the solution of

questions even more important than the one which is directly in view.

No historian can neglect what Dr. Steinmann has to say about the his-

tory of the Roman province Galatia and of the Galatians of Asia

Minor; no student of the New Testament can fail to be instructed by the

careful and extended review of Paul’s activity in North Galatia and

in South Galatia. Of course the criticism might perhaps be made
that some of the information that the author brings is not strictly

germane to the subject indicated by the title, but in view of the cir-

cumstances such a criticism would be a criticism of the chief merit

of the book. Students of the New Testament have been confused

rather than helped by many of the special pleas on one side or the

other of the Galatian question; what was most needed was a well-

ordered collection of all the material which could by any chance be

used in arriving at the solution.

Dr. Steinmann’s investigation of the use of the terms “Galatia” and

“Galatians” in inscriptions and secular writings leads to the conclusion

that both terms were used to refer to North Galatia as well as to the

entire Roman province. In the investigation of the Biblical usage, the

Pauline Epistles naturally claim the largest share of attention, and

here, too, the result is favorable to the North-Galatian contention. Dr.

Steinmann thinks there can be no question of a painfully accurate ad-

herence in Paul to the Roman division of provinces. In the section

that is devoted to Paul’s activity in North Galatia, Dr. Steinmann

shows that Acts xvi :6 and xviii 123 must mean that Paul visited North

Galatia twice and engaged in preaching there
;
the other interpretations

are examined in detail and convincingly refuted. If, therefore, Paul

is using the term “Galatia” in the address of the Epistle in the Roman
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official sense, he must at least include the North Galatian Christians.

But the Epistle clearly presupposes that the “Churches of Galatia”

had a common origin and a common life. They cannot therefore have

included the churches both of North Galatia and of South Galatia.

Therefore they must be identified with the churches of North Galatia

alone.

On p. 15, note 4, line 3, read AapdvSm<s instead of AapavSots ;

on p. 139, line 2 from the bottom, read ^Kouev instead of -rjKova-fv
;

on p. 151, note 7, read Act. ii, 26, instead of Act. 11, 27; on p. 184, line

16, insert ol before irpecr^vTipoi.

Of course, a number of details in Dr. Steinmann’s book might give

rise to criticism. For example it may well be doubted whether Dr.

Steinmann is correct in interpreting Acts, xv :38 as meaning that what

Paul objected to in Mark was his lack of sympathy with the freedom

with which Paul offered the Gospel to the Gentiles without requiring

observance of the law. But even where the author’s suggestions can-

not be definitely accepted, they are instructive. Dr. Steinmann’s book

simply compels attention from all branches of the Church, and will

help to put a stop to the indifference with which Protestant scholars

have too often received the work of their Roman Catholic brethren.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

The Pauline Epistles. A Critical Study. By Robert Scott, M.A.,

D.D., Bombay. (The Literature of the New Testament). Edin-

burgh; T. & T. Clark, 38 George Street. 1909. Pp. 376. (Im-

ported by Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York. $2.00 net.)

According to Dr. Scott, I. Cor. (except xv. 20-34), II ‘Cor. (except

vi. 14—vii. I, xiii. 13—14), Rom. i-xi, Galatians, Philippians, and Rom.
xvi. 1-16, 21-24 were written by Paul; Ephesians, Hebrews, I Peter, I

Thess. iv-v, II Thess. i-ii, Rom. xii, xiii, xv, I Cor. xv. 20-34, H Cor.

vi. 14-vii. I were written by Silas, to whom is due also the Gospel of

Matthew in its final editing and perhaps some slight elements in Acts;

I Thess. i, iii, II Thess. iii, Colossians, Philemon, and probably also

Rom. xiv were written by Timothy, who is also responsible for the

final form of Mark; II Timothy, I Timothy, and Titus were written

by Luke, the author of the Third Gospel and Acts. The average reader

will probably be somewhat startled at the boldness of the theory, bu*

such a feeling will receive no sympathy from the author. Dr. Scott

is apparently unaware that he has said anything revolutionary, or any-

thing that requires special proof. The widely accepted results of mod-

ern criticism are treated with as scant consideration as the tradition of

the first centuries. Neither is deemed worthy of any very elaborate

refutation.

Dr. Scott’s re-arrangement of the New Testament writings “rests

exclusively on internal data; mainly on theological ideas and literary

style”. Criticism has here become astonishingly uncritical. A criticism

which is keen enough to separate four chapters of the Thessalonian

Epistles and three chapters of Romans from the genuine writings of

Paul should have been sufficiently keen to prevent the assignment of
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these chapters to the author of Hebrews, and Hebrews to the author of

Ephesians, and Ephesians to the author of I Peter. Of course, an abund-

ance of supplementary hypotheses stands ready to command. Agree-

ment occuring where the theory calls for divergence is explained by

imitation of the master Paul or by personal acquaintance between the

several authors or by the work of a common redactor. Divergence where

there should be agreement is similarly disposed of. As for the identifi-

cation of the various authors, that gives Dr. Scott little difficulty. We
are looking for friends of Paul, since the Pauline basis of the writings in

question must be explained, and suitable friends are not numerous

enough to cause any bewilderment. The names associated with the

name of Paul at the beginnings of the epistles may often give us the

clue. The men designated by those names felt that they had a right

to prefix to their own names the name of their master, since they

were expressing his thoughts, and at times were even reproducing his

very words. In some places. Dr. Scott’s book reads almost like a

burlesque on criticism. Thus on p. 24, in speaking of the “second, or

exhortation group’’, the author says, “If the unity of the group is estab-

lished it will follow that the authorship belongs to Silas”, and a few

lines below, under the “third, or Timothean group,” we read, “If the

former group is by Silas, it will follow that this supplementary work
is by Timothy”. On the whole, there is little genuine argument, and

that little is repetitious and poorly arranged.

Despite its faults, the book contains some interesting suggestions.

Dr. Scott is well worth hearing when he calls attention to the aston-

ishing richness of a creative period like the period of primitive Chris-

tianity as affording a better explanation of differences between various

writings than is given by the hypothesis of wide divergence in date.

And the suggestion that differences of style between the Pauline Epis-

tles are to be explained as due to the work of disciples who had the

function of formulating the thought of their leader cannot be dismissed

without consideration. The appreciation of the work of Luke which

forms the substance of the last paragraph of the book also displays

real insight. But when Dr. Scott says that “it is in the qualities of

breadth and sanity of judgment that Luke is the most modern of the

Scripture writers, and most allied to ourselves”, we moderns may well

hesitate before we choose Dr. Scott as our representative in the latter

quality.

The most that can be said for the accenting of Greek words through-

out the book is that it is sometimes correct.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

Jesus and the Gospel. Christianity Justified in the Mind of Christ.

By James Denney, D.D., Professor of New Testament Language,

Literature and Theology, United Free Church College, Glasgow;
Author of “The Death of Christ”. New York: A. C. Armstrong &
Son. 1909. 8vo.

; pp. ix, 368.

Dr. Denney’s latest book puts us under the strange necessity of

heartily praising its contents and at the same time deploring most
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deeply the main purpose for which it was written. We confess to

having seldom read a book productive of such a sudden and painful

revulsion of feeling, from a sympathetic and enthusiastically admiring

state of mind to one of sharp protest and radical dissent, as the work
before us. Dr. Denney’s style and manner of presentation are so brilliant

and yet so warm and genial, he carries us along so easily, so absolutely

compels our belief in the irrefutableness of his argument, that, when
he proceeds to make the disagreeable application, we find it more than

ordinarily difficult to arrest the momentum of conviction acquired and

turn our minds all at once in the opposite direction. The sense of dis-

illusionment at the close is so poignant that it inevitably gives rise to

the question, whether perhaps the profound agreement in which we
imagined ourselves to be with the writer was not after all a delusion,

arising from a misinterpretation on our part of the real drift of the

discussion, so that, if we had only read more carefully and between

the lines, we would have disagreed from the beginning. Whether the

case lies actually as just stated or whether it is a simple instance of

non sequitur between approved premises and a false conclusion, we
find it extremely difficult to decide.

Dr. Denney sets himself to answer the following two questions

:

First, “Has Christianity existed from the beginning only in the form

of a faith which has Jesus for its object, and not at all in the form of

a faith which has had Jesus simply as its living pattern?” And sec-

ondly, “Can Christianity, as even the New Testament exhibits it, justify

itself by appeal to Christ?” The timeliness and pertinence of these

questions will be immediately recognized by every one who is not a

stranger to the critical discussions and religious movements of the

day. For these discussions and the resulting movements have, so far as

the Person of Christ is concerned, all narrowed down to this, whether

Jesus historically claimed for himself and actually received from the

very first in the Apostolic church a place as the object of religious

devotion, or whether he simply meant to take his stand, primus inter

pares, as the subject of religion, the model of faith among his followers,

and was, at least for some time, treated in the Apostolic Church as

entitled to no higher rank and no different position than this. It is

in modern form the old, ever-recurrent question, whether in the

religious concerns of the soul with God Jesus stands on the side

of deity and humanity both, or of humanity alone, whether He is the

object of worship and the ideal worshipper in one or the latter only.

It will be noticed that it is not a question of either the one or the

other, but of both together or merely the one. Everybody recognizes

that, inasmuch as Jesus was a true man who exercised faith and

prayed and gave glory to God, he had religion. But not all are

willing to admit that, side by side with this, Jesus knew Himself and

the Church from the beginning knew Him in another aspect, in which

He did not practice but received religion. Compared with this funda-

mental question all other problems connected with the life of Jesus

and the history of the early Church dwindle into insignificance. It
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will be still further noticed that, strictly formulated, the question is

not whether Jesus claimed to be the Messiah or was recognized from

the beginning as the Messiah, for this question may be answered in

the affirmative and has as a matter of fact been answered in the

affirmative without compelling the further admission that Jesus meant

to offer himself as an object of religious devotion. The conception

of the Messiahship is more or less flexible. It may be so construed

as not to place the Messiah on the side of God but on the side of man.

All depends in this respect on the definition of the Messianic functions.

If these are conceived as strictly mediatorial and in connection with

this the Messiahship is thoroughly spiritualized, it will, of course,

become apparent that the Messiah cannot be kept outside of the range

of faith and worship as their proximate object. But when the medi-

atorial aspect of the Messiahship is less emphasized, it is possible to

avoid this. Harnack, e. g., finds that even the earliest accessible

sources of the Gospel-tradition are pervasively Messianic, and never-

theless he also holds that in the Gospel as preached by Jesus, which

these sources disclose to us and of which this Messianism was an

ingredient, there is no place for Jesus himself as an object of religion,

but only for the Father. The problem, therefore, must be so formu-

lated as to open up through and beyond the Messiahship the inquiry

into that higher and more definite aspect of the Saviour’s significance

from which his position as the recipient of religi in is no longer

separable. On the other hand, it must also be remembered that, while

in the abstract Jesus might have been the Messiah in his own estima-

tion and that of his earliest followers, and yet not have been the object

of religion. He could not under the given circumstances have claimed

or received such a transcendent religious significance without being at

the same time the Messiah. Those who attack the historicity of the

Messianic consciousness of Jesus thereby ipso facto also undermine the

claim of Jesus to the place and rights of Deity. Dr. Denney’s mode of

putting the problem and of solving it admirably keeps these distinctions

in mind. His argument is many-sided, calculated to meet the conten-

tions of Wrede and Harnack alike.

The two main questions are dealt with in succession. Book I is

devoted to the inquiry into the attitude of the New Testament Church
towards Christ. Here the Christianity of Peter (in Acts), of Paul,

of the Epistle to the Hebrews, of the First Epistle of Peter, of James,
of II Peter and Jude, of the Synoptic Gospels (as distinct from their

record of the teaching of Jesus), of the Apocalypse, of the Epistles

of John, and of the Fourth Gospel is dealt with. The presentation

of the evidence is masterly and we do not hesitate to say overwhelm-
ing. It is clearly brought out that there is no process of gradual

deification or of an increasing tendency to draw Jesus within the

scope of religious veneration observable anywhere, but that from first

to last the attitude of the Apostolic Church is unwaveringly and undif-

ferentiatedly the same. Dr. Denney has put all lovers and defenders

of the faith under obligation by writing this clear and cogent summary
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of the facts. And, be it observed, this is a summary whose convincing

force is independent of any particular position in regard to literary

problems in New Testament criticism. The New Testament documents

from the least to the most Christological among them are at one in

this, that they make the religion of the believer terminate in Christ.

He is the object of faith and trust throughout in such a high sense

that no distinction is drawn between God and him. This attitude is

inherent in Christianity from the first. A different kind of Christ-

ianity has never existed. The advocacy of a different kind, as being the

true Christianity after the mind of Christ, is equivalent to asserting,

as the writer pointedly puts it, that the history of the Christian

Church duplicates the history of the world, in that it presents the

spectacle of a fall almost immediately after the beginning of things.

In the Second Book Dr. Denney puts the more fundamental question,

whether the facts of the life and the mind of Christ are such as to sup-

port this historical attitude of Christianity. Did Jesus claim such a place

in religion for his own Person? Here again the evidence is admirably

arrayed. The author takes due account of the apologetic necessities of

the situation. He does not draw his arguments indiscriminately from

the Gospels or even from the Synoptics, but draws upon the sources

which, according to the current two-document hypothesis, are believed

to underlie the Synoptics. The treatment of these, however, is pref-

aced by an inquiry into the historical evidence for the resurrection.

In this inquiry the share which the purely historical data, and that

which moral and spiritual predispositions respectively contribute to-

wards the production of belief, are carefully distinguished and the

reasonableness of their joint operation is acutely vindicated. The
self- revelation of Jesus according to the Logia-source (or Q), so far

as its contents are common to Matthew and Luke, is then first dis-

cussed, and afterwards the same thing is done with reference to the

Gospel of Mark. Here again every unprejudiced reader must re-

ceive the impression that the evidence sweeps away all doubt as to

the substantial basis which the attitude of the Apostolic Church had

in the mind of Jesus concerning himself. With cumulative force

after the examination of each piece of testimony the author brings

down the sledge-hammer of his argument to the conclusion that the

faith of the Church was fully justified by Jesus’ own consciousness,

a conclusion recurring at the end of each section with the effect of a

sort of refrain, all the more impressive because of the monotony of

its repetition. The too often prevailing notion, as if the larger part

of this apparent support could be placed to the account of the dog-

matizing productivity of the early Church, and thus eliminated from the

actual history of Jesus, is shown to break down at each point when
tested by the concrete facts. The author professes his willingness to

admit, and in regard to some points actually does admit, the modifying

influence of the later Church-faith in the shaping of the Gospel-

tradition, but he contends, and that with irresistible force of logic,

that to explain the Messianic and divine consciousness attributed to
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Jesus as a whole from such a source is nothing short of preposterous.

In practically all cases where this is attempted it rests on the petitio

principii that, because the attitude and statements of the Gospel-Jesus

bear resemblance to the role played by Him in the belief and worship

of the early Church, therefore the former can be nothing else but a

precipitate of the latter carried back into the life of Jesus. The possi-

bility of a true historical continuity and causal connection, which is

after all the first and most plausible hypothesis to suggest itself, is

thus ruled out from the beginning. Perhaps the most delightful por-

tion of the argument is that in which Wellhausen’s view in regard to

“the nest of the Gospel” in Mark (viii, 27-x, 45) is subjected to criticism.

Wellhausen contends that the Jesus of this section is essentially dif-

ferent from the Jesus of the rest of Mark, and would explain this

difference on the principle that here the gospel about Jesus and the

religion of Jesus, as produced by the early church, are thrown back

into the story of the Saviour. The Jesus of the earlier chapters is a

Jew, here the Christian Jesus appears, the representative of the religion

of the cross. Dr. Denney shows how utterly unnecessary and baseless

such a construction is, and how naturally the change in attitude and

program on the part of Jesus here noticed, so far as a real change

exists, can be explained from the historical situation at this point of

our Lord’s career.

The reviewer sincerely regrets that he cannot here bring his remarks

to a close, but is bound to say a few words about the anti-climax

which Dr. Denney has prepared for his readers in the last chapter.

This chapter explains the purpose to which he would have us put the

result of his historical investigation. The purpose is twofold. On
the one hand he wishes his conclusions to stand as a barrier and pro-

test against every form of religion which would evacuate Christianity

of the divine Christ as an object of trust for salvation and an object

of worship. He claims, and rightly claims, that these things are essen-

tial to the Christian religion, and that where they are eliminated

Christianity has ceased to exist. But on the other hand—and if we
may judge from relative emphasis and insistence, the author has most

at heart this second consideration—he also wishes to show that the

whole essence of Christianity lies in this, and accordingly makes a

somewhat impassioned plea for requiring nothing more than the pro-

fession of this as a test for membership and ordination to the teaching

office in the Christian community. He even proceeds to formulate this

essential and sufficient content of the Christian faith in a brief

symbol : “I believe in God through Jesus Christ, His only Son, our

Lord and Saviour.” From the adoption of this as the only creed he

expects the deliverance of the Church from its present intolerable

situation. To the creeds at present in force Christian people are

becoming more and more averse, because they trammel their intellectual

and spiritual freedom. The trouble is not merely that these creeds

are too elaborate, so that a return to the more ancient and simple

symbols, say that of Nicea, could afford the needed relief. As between

20
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the Westminster Confession and the Nicene Creed, Dr. Denney would

favor the former, because it contains, less metaphysics and more
practical religion in the prominence it gives to the ordo salutis. The
objection is not a matter of degrees, it is one of principle: the con-

fession should be no creed in the sense of a statement of truth believed,

but a simple declaration of a practical religious state of mind. And
be it noted. Dr. Denney wishes his new declaration of faith to be

restricted to what the bare words affirm ; it alone, not its implications

and presuppositions, is to be the bond of Christian fellowship.

What shall we say to these things? Perhaps the first and most
obvious thing to be said is what has already been intimated at the

beginning of this review, that by these statements the impression is

created as if Dr Denney had not quite meant what the unsuspicious

reader would naturally take him to mean in the body of his book.

Can we be sure, after this, that when he interprets the New Testament

as placing Jesus on the side of God, this is meant in the sense of full

essential deity? May it not perhaps be meant in the Ritschlian sense

of a value-judgment, or at least intended to leave room for this as a

recognized Christian attitude falling within the terms of the proposed

confession ? The mind putting this question will naturally recall certain

statements here and there cropping out in the earlier discussion, in

which the author reveals his aversion to metaphysics, and more par-

ticularly one statement in the closing chapter itself to the effect that

the difference between Arianism and Athanasianism lies wholly outside

of the sphere of the Christian faith in the fiduciary sense. Yet we are

loath to believe that this is Dr. Denney’s personal position. When he

affirms that Christ stands on the side of deity, this means more for

him, we take it, than a value-judgment. It carries metaphysical impli-

cations. Unless we are mistaken, his own theological conviction is that

of an Athanasian. But for all we can see he has surrendered the mind
of the Church into the hands of the Ritschlians. To the confessing

church the confession which he puts into its lips can, if we understand

his statements aright, be hardly more than a value-judgment. It is

something, he tells us, from which all metaphysics must be on principle

excluded, something to be kept so absolutely untheological and undoc-

trinal that it may not even carry its own implications and presupposi-

tions. In other words, as a church-member Dr. Denney wishes his faith

to be voided of all doctrinal content. But this does not prevent that in

another capacity he may retain and even cherish the metaphysical

implications and presuppositions. He himself professes to attach con-

siderable importance to the speculative problems and discussions of

theology. This would certainly seem to bear out the correctness of

our belief that his own intellectual standpoint is not' that of Ritsch-

lianism. It is only the confessing consciousness of the Church that he

would make agnostic to metaphysics. His exclusion of metaphysics

has a practical religious, not an epistemological, basis.

In the second place, we must ask whether such absolute divorcement

of the Christian confession, even in its simple, most practical form, as
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a test of church-membership, from all theological content is possible?

In our opinion, it is not. There can be no declaration of practical

faith at all which shall be workable as an objective test for inclusion

or exclusion in a religious community, except in some terms of belief.

It is in regard to this matter, as with the Kantian categories, if we
may be excused for quoting such a metaphysical analogy; as without

these there can be no sense-perception, so there is no recognizable

Christian experience or expression of experience without at least a

modicum of Christian belief. The doctrine may be simple and primi-

tive, but once given it does not differ any longer in principle from a

formal creed. There is a fundamental metaphysics which it is not

possible to keep out of any creed, however brief and practical. The
religious consciousness can no more slip out of the intellect as its

normal organ of operation and expression than a man can slip out of

his skin. Dr. Denney’s own proposed confession does not escape from

this necessity. It may exclude the anti-Arian implication, but it cannot

exclude a number of other implications equally theological, if not so

palpably metaphysical. To speak of a “Saviour” implies sin, and “Sav-

iour” itself is a term back of which there is a certain theological per-

spective. On Dr. Denney’s own showing “Our Lord” implies belief in

the bodily resurrection of Jesus, which, by the way, we think it illogical

to make a condition on the wide basis of mere trust in Christ as divine.

When Dr. Denney seems to take the ground that religious belief, doc-

trine is always the precipitate of religious life, we would place over

against this the view that a certain amount of it is the indispensable pre-

requisite and inevitable concomitant of religious life in the conscious

sphere. In many cases it does not follow life but precedes it and

enables it to become conscious of itself. It is simply not true that the

Christian faith is always primary and the Christology always second-

ary. Without a rudimentary Christology there can be no Christian

faith, and therefore we are not able and have no right to recognize

such faith and leave the Christology wholly out of account.

In the third place. Dr. Denney overlooks that this unity which he

would produce by his simplified confession needs no longer to be

created, because it already exists in the invisible Church, in which all

Protestants believe. It rests on a bond deeper and closer than any

confession can make. But what is superfluous from the point of view

of the invisible Church, becomes wholly inadequate from the point of

view of the visible Church. No visible church organization can lead

a normal healthy existence on such a basis. Even in the Apostolic age

there was a large background of authoritative doctrine behind the

practical faith in Christ. Nor is it desirable that the visible Church

should divest herself of the right to formulate and proclaim her

belief in the form of a creed. Dr. Denney asks this sacriflce of the

Church in the name of spiritual and intellectual freedom. This de-

mand for freedom, be it noted, is not in itself a specifically religious

demand. It is simply an expression of the Zeitgeist. In many of its

modern manifestations it reveals even a pronouncedly anti-religious
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spirit, and assumes the character of a protest against all authority as

such, in religion as well as in other spheres, divine as well as human.

And in the name of this demand for freedom the Church is asked to

surrender her organic function and her time-honored rights in the

matter of confessing her belief in the great truths of the Christian

religion ! Instead of following Dr. Denney’s advice, it is our duty to

emphasize, especially as Reformed believers, that submission to the

revealed truth is of the very essence of the Christian religion, being

one of the fundamental aspects of that absolute dependence on and

surrender to God in which true religion consists. Because we wish to

be more fully religious, religious in our intellect as well as in our will,

we desire a creed, in order that our acceptance of the truth may be

articulate.

Fourthly. Dr. Denney’s conclusion does not follow with logical

stringency from his premise. That a certain thing is of the essence

of Christianity gives us no right to conclude that the Church should

subsist on no more than this essence. While this might be a debatable

question so far as ordinary members of the Church are concerned

(even then debatable only if the essence be taken in a solid, doctrinal,

verifiable sense), we think it impossible to extend this to the office-

bearers of the Church in their teaching capacity. Who can seriously

propose that the Church shall put this unnatural restriction upon her

life in the sphere of belief, and muzzle herself, while all forms of

error are rampant and mordant round about her? And, apart from

this apologetic necessity of a common confession, it is to ignore the

Church’s right to development and progress in faith, thus to tie her

down to the level of what in all parts and at all times has been the

common essence, the minimum, of her faith. What conscientious

believer in the Reformed truth would want to entrust the teaching

of his children to one the sole guarantee of whose soundness was
subscription to such a formula as Dr. Denney proposes? He endeavors

to show the reasonableness of his plan even for Church-teachers by

the observation that the men who made the creeds exercised such

freedom in the very act of making them, because previous to their

making the creed there was as yet no creed to bind them, and applies

this line of reasoning specifically to the Westminster Confession. But

he overlooks that in the very quotation made by him the members of

this assembly solemnly bind themselves to abide by what was to them

the strictest of all creeds, of not merely human but divine obligation,

the Word of God. To them such freedom was possible because they

were in their consciences bound by the Scriptures. Under the author’s

plan it is not possible, because we have reason to fear that he would
not contemplate such an obligatory submission to the Bible as the

Word of God.

This leads us in the fifth place to our concluding remark. We cannot

but feel that an insufficient recognition of the formal principle of the

Protestant Reformation, the acceptance of the authority of Holy
Scripture lies in the last analysis at the root of the false position Dr.
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Denney takes. Because the Christian Church is and always historically

has been a church which believed in the Bible as an authoritative reve-

lation, as well as a church trusting in Christ for salvation, because

the former was recognized to be as much of her essence as the latter,

therefore she has from early times felt in duty bound to act as a

professing, creed-making Church. Where this belief in the Bible is in

principle abandoned, or in the same degree that it is weakened, and
represented as immaterial, a lack of interest in and finally intolerance

of creed must of necessity result. We trust, however, that the Evan-
gelical, especially the Reformed, Churches are not yet sufficiently

loose from this their Scriptural foundation to regard Dr. Denney’s

proposal as within the realm of possible experiment.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.

The Fourth Gospel in Research and Debate. A Series of Essays

on Problems concerning the Origin and Value of the Anonymous
Writings attributed to the Apostle John. By Benjamin Wisner
Bacon, D.D., LL.D., Buckingham Professor of New Testament

Criticism and Exegesis in Yale University, etc. New York.

Moffat, Yard and Company. 1910. Pp. xii, 544. Price $4.00 net.

An important book on an important subject; controversial in tone

and negative or “destructive” in its results in relation to the tradi-

tional view of the authorship and historical trustworthiness of the

Fourth Gospel, the Ephesian residence of the Apostle John, and the

unity of the critical text of the Gospel; yet not without contribu-

tions of a constructive character toward an appreciation of the

spiritual significance of the Gospel,—a field declared by the author to

be the more congenial, although the greater part of his book bristles with

the weapons of offensive warfare. For Dr. Bacon well understands

that the work of destruction is necessary. Error must be destroyed

that truth may be established. But he insists that the adjective “de-

structive” be used with discrimination. The characterization of his

view as “destructive” criticism of the Fourth Gospel he neither makes
himself nor receives cordially at the hands of others. He desires it

to be clearly recognized that his view is destructive only of erroneous

views about the Fourth Gospel; in relation to the Gospel itself,—its

origin, character, meaning, historical and spiritual significance—in a

word, its value—he regards his view as “constructive”, and holds

those guilty of “destructive” criticism of the Gospel, who still adhere to

that view of the Gospel which, though embodied in a “long dominant

tradition” and “made sacrosanct by the dependence on it of such

masses of theology” is, in his opinion, erroneous.

Each of these views, it is true, has its interpretation to offer of the

same set of phenomena, and the primary object of each is to state these

phenomena accurately and to explain them correctly. In doing so, how-
ever, each serves a higher end; for each implicates a judgment concern-

ing the value of the Gospel for religious life,—and in particular, for

that form of religious life which has its origin in Christian faith.
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Each therefore may involve a different conception of the character and

grounding of Christian faith,—especially in its historical beginnings.

Yet the view called by Dr. Bacon the “critical” view appears to ap-

proach the same end as the traditional view when, in concluding his

discussion. Dr. Bacon says (p. 536) : “The story of God in Christ,

‘changing the relation of the world to himself’ should be so told by

modern historical research, so interpreted by modern philosophic

thought, that men ‘may believe that Jesus is the Christ the Son of God,

and in believing may have life through his name’ But whether the

ultimate end sought or served by the two views is, in its religious

aspect, really the same, will depend in no small measure on the mean-
ing to be attached to these words, especially in their Christological

significance. The “critical” view in maintaining that the Fourth Gospel

does not possess “the apostolic authority of an eye-witness, a con-

fidant of Jesus’ inmost consciousness”, cannot “present the Christ-

ology of the fourth evangelist as the personal testimony of Jesus to

himself. Having treated the Pauline incarnation doctrine as repre-

senting only Paul’s attempt to interpret the eternal significance of the

life of man in God, the life of God in man—having treated the fourth

evangelist’s also as only a further development by unknown hands

a full generation later of Paul’s deepest thought, we are brought face

to face with the problem in our own independent thinking: What
significance for the human race has the person and career of Jesus?

What rational account shall our philosophy make to itself of the life

which first made the filial relation to God actual in itself, and is to-

day making it a reality for multitudes of ‘brethren’?” Just what ac-

count the philosophy of the critical view does give of the person of

Jesus, of His nature and significance for men in their relation to God,

is indicated by Dr. Bacon’s interpretation of the person of Jesus as

“a phenomenan of the life God in man, of the life of man in God,

having permanent significance for the race.... as ‘a representation of

the divine idea’ (p. 533, quoting Hegel, Philosophy of Religion, Vol.

iii, p. 85 Engl, transl.)”. However this be understood, even when inter-

preted in the light of Dr. Bacon’s recognition of an initial realization

in Jesus of the filial relation to God now so widely experienced by

multitudes of brethern, it is manifest that the faith in Jesus as the

Son of God, which this view commends, differs widely from the faith

commended by Paul and by John, and that the end of historical research

in relation to the Fourth Gospel, as set forth in Dr. Bacon’s interpre-

tation of Jn. XX, 30 in the terms of modern thought, raises definite and

fundamental issues concerning the nature of Christian faith both in its

objective aspect, touching its redemptive and revelatory character,

and in its subjective aspect, touching the mode of its origin and the

nature of its source.

Dr. Bacon’s book is devoted chiefly to the discussion of the external

and internal evidence bearing on the origin, character, and integrity of

the Fourth Gospel. The present issue in regard to the external evidence

as formulated by Dr. Bacon is concerned with the relation of the literary
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indications of knowledge and use of the Gospel or of “a compact

body of teaching like that which we have in the Fourth Gospel”,

—

whether in the form of quotations, influences, or mere echoes—to the

second century tradition of its Johannine authorship. In this issue the

date of the origin of the Gospel no longer holds the central place.

“To-day we are not concerned with ‘testimonies’ later than Justin;

nor with earlier ones, except with relation to a quite altered problem.

Testimonies to the existence of the type of evangelic tradition known
as ‘Johannine’ are superfluous unless earlier than Justin. Those

which are of Justin’s age or earlier never connect this type with

John (p. 89)”. The external evidence is divided into two periods at

about 170. In the later period the tradition of Johannine authorship

is definite, firmly fixed, and general. The issue concerning this is one

of origin. How did it arise and what is its validity? The solution of

these questions must be sought in the earlier period. Hence the issue

there is twofold. Are the indications of the knowledge and use of

the Gospel in this period of such a kind, in “mode and measure”, as to

justify the view of authorship which is general in the later period?

And what light do these phenomena throw on the origin and dissemina-

tion of the Gospel, and on the origin of the later theory?

After examining the evidence of the earlier period. Dr. Bacon

reaches the conclusion that it does not support the later theory of

Johannine authorship. “It is a result of something more than con-

troversial interest to observe that outside the little group of Asiatics,

Ignatius, Polycarp, Justin, even the faint echoes and influences to-day ra-

ther hesitatingly advanced as possibly showing acquaintance with the in-

strumentum Johanneum’, prove on closer scrutiny to be altogether il-

lusory (p. 57)”. Moreover the silence of Papias about the authorship

of the Gospel—inferred mainly from the silence of Irenseus and

Eusebius— weighs heavily against the later theory as embodied in

the various argumenta, the Muratorianum, Irenaeus, and Clement of

Alexandria. The sources of this theory are the Acts of John, which

may have influenced the argumenta and the Muratorianum, and the

Appendix to the Gospel (p. 86). “What becomes of the tradition

of John as an author? Unless we greatly mistake the evidence, all that

connects him with the Fourth Gospel runs rapidly out in mere legend,

either born of Gnostic fancy, or educed from the ‘Johannine’ writings

themselves (p. 91)”. The external evidence points to Asia as the place

of the Gospel’s origin but “after the middle of the second century,

at Rome, we find the name of John attached to it, which previously

is associated with the book of Revelation The first attempt

to secure for the Gospel and Epistles the same apostolic authority

vigorously—and it would seem successfully—asserted fo.r the Apoc-
alypse, is made (in a very cautious and almost ambiguous manner)
in an Appendix, attached, it would seem, at Rome (p. 99)”. From
this it would appear that the later theory of Johannine authorship

has a witness in the earlier period in the Appendix of the Gospel. It

is implied also in certain passages in the Gospel
;
but these are held
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to be interpolated or misinterpreted by “R”, the author of the Appendix

(pp. 326, 459, 482). Dr. Bacon’s dating of the Appendix in Rome about

150 is based not upon concrete evidence but upon the argument from

silence, upon his inference from the “mode and measure” of the use of

the Gospel, and upon his conception of the development of the life and

thought of the church in this period. The Ephesian residence of the

Apostle, which forms a distinctive element in the later tradition, finds

support in the earlier period in Justin {Dial. Ixxxi) and in the Apo-

calypse.

The tradition of the Ephesian residence of John in its Irenaean form

is closely connected with Papias. Did Irenaeus misunderstand the i^rjyrj-

<r«s of Papias? Dr. Bacon thinks it “irrational” (p. 452 cf. p. 77, n. 2.)

to doubt the conclusiveness of Eusebius’ refutation of the Irenaen inter-

pretation and offers an interpretation of the passage quoted from Papias

in Euseb. H.E.iii. 39,3-4 (involving a conjectural emendation of the

text), which eliminates from residence in Asia both the Apostle and the

Elder John. Like many other interpreters of this passage Dr. Bacon

hardly does full justice to the opening words of the quotation Kal

Sera TTore rrapa rw jrpecr^vTepwv KaXws ipa.6ov. The statement that

“he [Eusebius] has the candor to admit that Papias did not really

state that he had been ‘himself a hearer of Aristion and the Elder John’

but only [the concessive yow “at all events”, as interpreted below]

‘mentioned them frequently by name and gave their traditions in his

writings’ (pp. I05f, cf. pp. 119)” accords better with a correct ex-

egesis of Papias’ words than with the language of Eusebius’Apio-rtWos

Se /cat Tov Trpterjivripov \u>awov avTrjKoov eavTov <f>r)cn yevecrOai •

0V0jU,acTT6 yow ttoXXolkis avru>v p,vr]piovf.vcra<; ev rois avTOV ervy-

ypap.pa.(Tiv TL&rj<TLv avTwv irapaSoereis

.

The concessive clause betrays on

Eusebius’ part a certain sense of insecurity in his interpretation of

Papias, but shows, as Dr. Bacon perceives, that the remaining contents

of the five books of the i^rjyija-eii afforded no more explicit support

for his attack on the Irensean view of Papias’ relation of John than

the passage which he quotes. In this connection Dr. Bacon attributes

to Dionysius the identification of “the John of Revelation with John

Mark of Acts”; but this is scarcely borne out by Euseb. H.E. vii 25, 15-

16 ei 8c ovros 6 ypaij/a^ eartv, ovk av e^auqv . . . aXXov 8c riva oTpai twv cv Acrta

yevop-^wv. The “hesitation” (ovk oKvija-w) of Papias to “subjoin to his

own interpretation of the Lord’s words, the words of Apostles” is

thought by Dr. Bacon to make the reference to the Apostles in the

introductory words (wapaTW TTpeex^vriptnv) “ridiculous” (p. 121) ; and

yet this may have had its occasion in some current misuse in Gnostic

circles of esoteric tradition alleged to have come from Apostolic sources.

Plence beside indicating in irapa rwv TTpea/Sweptav the source of his

information, Papias adds 8ia/3c;8aiov/xevos iwep avrCdv aXrjOeuiv. In

this and in the sentence which follows—ov yap toIs to. ttoXXol Acyovcriv

ixaipov ktX.—just such a background is suggested {cf. Lightfoot, Es-

says on Supernatural Religion, pp. i6off
;
Polycarp, ad Phil, vii

;
and

Bacon, p. 469f.)
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But the tradition of the Ephesian residence of the Apostle is held

to be invalidated by a tradition of his martyrdom, explicity witnessed

to by Papias, reflected in certain martyrologies, and implied in several

passages in the New Testament. The priority of this tradition and its

trustworthy character have been maintained by Schwartz, Wellhausen,

Bousset, and Burkitt. Dr. Bacon agrees with Bousset in rejecting the

view of Schwartz and Wellhausen that the martyrdom of John was
contemporaneous with that of James, ca. 44, associating it rather with

that of James the Just ca. 62. Accepting the Papian tradition as

authentic, he finds the martyrdom of John reflected not only in Mk.
X, 35-40—Matt. XX, 20-23 but also in Rev. xi, 1-13, in which a double

martyrdom (in Jerusalem) is described. Critical study of Hegesippus’

account of the death of James the Just (Euseb. H.E. xi, i; cf. Jos.

Ant. XX, 9.1) discloses doublettes, one of which is supposed to refer to

John, while the description of James by Epiphanius contains traits

that are characteristic of John as portrayed in the New Testament and

by Polycrates. Finally certain passages in the Gospels, when studied

in the light of the Jewish doctrine of the “witnesses of the Messiah”

(2 Esdras vi. 26), are held to favor the view that the function of

a “following witness” has in John’s case been replaced by that of

a “tarrying witness” (cf. especially Mk. ix. i; Lk. ix. 27; Jn. xiii

36; xxi. i8f; Mt. xiv. 28-32; Mk. vi. 45-52; Lk. ix. 51-56). Dr.

Bacon’s view of John’s martyrdom rests chiefly, however, on the

Papian tradition; for apart from this, the combination of more or

less uncertain inferences from other sources is quite powerless to

set aside the later tradition of the Ephesian residence of the Apostle,

supported as it is by the most natural interpretation of Justin, the

Apoc. and the Appendix to the Gospel. The Papian tradition is con-

tained in the de Boor fragment which is said by Dr. Bacon to declare
“
‘that John and James his brother were killed by the Jews’, to which

an interpolator of the Codex Coislinianus adds, ‘thus fulfilling the

prophecy of Jesus concerning them’ (p. 132).” From this evidence

Dr. Bacon concludes : “Until some valid reason is advanced, there-

fore, why this doubly attested statement of the martyrdom of James

and John may not have stood on the pages of Papias, writing ca.

150, it must be accepted as the simple historical fact, in perfect harmony

with the ‘prophecy’ it was adduced to confirm (p. 133)”. In a foot-

note (Ibid.) and on p. 144 reference is made to the date assigned in

ancient martyrologies for James and John. The validity of Dr.

Bacon’s contention in regard to the Papian tradition depends not a

little on the accuracy of his statement of fact. The de Boor text

reads IlaTrias ev r<f Sevrepo) Xoyo) Xeyet, on Iwdwiji 6 ®eoX6yos Kal

Td/«j)j8os 6 a8eX(f>6 <; avrov vied TovSattov dvrjpiOrjcrav. The title 6

BeoXoyos, which Dr. Bacon omits, is the clearest indication that these

words cannot have been written by Papias in their present form.

Schwartz, it is true, accepts them with the title as genuine (Tod d.

Sohne Zeb., p. 7) ;
but the title has been rejected by Bousset (Theol.

Rundschau, 1905, p. 227), who quotes from Schiirer the reference to Jo.
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Chr. Wolfii Curce philol. et critica in N. T. IV. 173S p. 369!. : Hacte-

nus vero ex Doctoribus ecclesiae verteris nemo allatus est, qui ante

Eusebium Joannem hoc titulo (sc OtoXoyov) insigniverit. In this con-

nection Dr. Bacon speaks of Zahn as “vainly” endeavoring to show
that Papias cannot “really have endorsed this tradition,’ and quotes

Forschungen VI. pp. I47 fi, but apparently neglects Zahn’s discussion

of the title 6 OeoXoyog on pp. 149!?. Some uncertainty at least attaches

also to Dr. Bacon’s reference to the martyrdom of James and John
is “doubly attested”. The Codex Coislinianus does not definitely in-

clude the martyrdom of James in the Papian tradition. But even were
Dr. Bacon’s view a correct inference from the reference to James in

the following words (7r\rjpwcra<; SrjXa^r} p-era tov aSeXtfiov'), there are

literary indications that the Codex is not an independent witness to the

Papian tradition but has been influenced by the source from which

the de Boor fragment comes. The Codex also contains indications

of textual corruption. That little weight can be attached to the

evidence of the ancient martyrologies (the earliest of which is the

Syriac MS of the fifth century representing an original not earlier

than the last quarter of the fourth century), has been pointed out

by Drummond, Authorship, etc., p. 233, J. H. Bernard; The Irish

Church Quarterly, June, 1908, Harnack, Theologische Literaturzeitung.

1909, pp. loff, J. Armitage Robinson, The Historical Character of

St. John’s Gospel, 1908, pp. bqlf. And finally is not this an instance

in which the combined silence of Eusebius and Irenaeus,—both of

whom were familiar with the writings of Papias—really has signifi-

cance (cf. Harnack, Die Chronologie, i. pp. 66sf) ? And should it not

be borne in mind constantly that, whether genuine or not, the Papian

tradition does not fix the date or the place of John’s death?

An examination of the “direct internal evidence” yields the following

results. In the Apocalypse,—a writing composed of Palestinian elements

put together by an Ephesian editor working in the interests of the

province of Asia—the sections i-iii, xxii, 8-21 constitute commenda-

tory prologue and epilogue added for the purpose of equipping the

book with apostolic authority (p. 174). This “literary fiction” of “the

Ephesian editor of a Palestinian book of prophecy”,—possible only after

the Apostle’s death—is the starting point of the tradition of the pre-

sence of John in Asia (p. 183). The effect of the Johannine Epis-

tles, constituting as they do an epilogue to the Gospel and written by the

author of the substance of the Gospel, was similar but more elusive,

containing “not a word to even remotely suggest the name of John

(p. 190)”. The identification of the author of the Gospel with “the

disciple whom Jesus loved”, and of this disciple with John, was made

by the author of the Appendix, who also subjected the Gospel to a

revision (pp. i92ff). The Gospel circulated for some time without

the Appendix, as is shown by Mk. xvi. 9. The Appendix was added

about 150 at Rome for the purpose of adjusting the Jerusalem form

of evangelic tradition to the Roman as represented in proto-Mark

(p. 214, cf. pp. 268f).
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The discussion of the “indirect internal evidence” begins with a

comparison of the older “atomistic” method and the method exempli-

fied by Mr. Scott in his book, The Fourth Gospel, its Purpose and

Theology. This is followed by a statement of the formative principle of

the Gospel based upon Jn. xx. 30 and involving an exposition of the de-

sign of the Gospel as revealed in its relation to Paulinism, the Synop-

tic tradition, and the thought and needs of the post-apostolic age.

Following Scholten, “the disciple whom Jesus loved” is understood

as an ideal figure. The relation of the Gospel to the Synoptic Gospel

is discussed with some detail and in the consideration of the topo-

graphical and chronological data of the Gospel it is conceded that the

author manifests acquaintance with Palestinian conditions. It is main-

tained, however, that his knowledge of the country is limited to “a

particular line of travel” and “bespeaks not a companion of Jesus’ walks

about the villages of Galilee and Perea, but the pilgrim antiquary of

a century after whose starting point is Jerusalem (p. 389)”. The
chronology, although differing widely from the Lukan, nevertheless

preserves in some of its features an apostolic tradition. “Lk. iii. 23,

so far from representing the older Palestinian tradition, merely cor-

relates the primitive date for the crucifixion (Tiberii XV-XVI—28-

29 A.D.) with this evangelist’s own synchronism of the Nativity with

the Census of Quirinius (3-2 B. C.). The older tradition, as trace-

able by all other authorities, merely asserted that Jesus was born “in

the days of Herod the King”, and that He had “fully attained the age

which befits the teacher (40 years) when he began to teach (p. 407)”.

Leaving out of consideration the interpolated section Jn. ii. 13-25, the

representation of the duration of Jesus’ ministry accords with that

of the Synoptic Gospels implying a ministry of two years. The Fourth

Gospel interjects a visit to Jerusalem at each of the three greater

“feasts of the Jews”, besides one lesser feast (Dedication, Jn. x. 22)

corresponding with each division of the ministry;—v. i (Pentecost)—
Mk. ii. i-iii. 6; vii. 2-10 (Tabernacles)—Mt. xii. 22-45; Passion Pass-

over. The treatment of the “feasts of the Jews” is thus “not historical

but interpretative and doctrinal. We cannot draw from it an itinerary

of Jesus’ journeys during the ministry; but we may obtain from it, if

we will, a real insight into the mind of Christ, as understood and in-

terpreted well-nigh a century after, on ‘the feasts of the Jews’ as

superseded and glorified in the ritual of the Christian Church (p. 41 1)”.

In the concluding chapters of his book Dr. Bacon distinguishes

the work of the Analytical School from that of the Revisionists and

sets forth his own view concerning the editorial work of “R”, its charac-

ter, motives and effects. In this work he thinks that “R” was influenced

in some respects by an early tradition,—possibly by the Gospel ac-

cording to the Hebrews. That the subject is one of present interest

is evidenced not only by the literature which Dr. Bacon reviews but

also by the appearance of Spitta’s Das Johannesevangelium, 1910 and

the articles by A. Meyer in the Theologische Rundschau, 1910, i5ff,

63ff.
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Dr. Bacon’s general view of the origin of the Fourth Gospel and

the tradition of its Apostolic authorship is well summarized in the

following passage (pp. 453!) . “The whole endeavor somehow or other

to connect this Jerusalem Elder [the Papian “John”, a member of a

group of “Elders” resident in Jerusalem] with the ‘Johannine Epistles

and Gospel is due to the notion that the attachment to them of the

name ‘John’ must somehow be accounted for. But the attachment

accounts for itself the moment we find a previous attachment of it

to the Ephesian apocalypse of Revelation. And this we do find made
in several writers some decades earlier than the attachment to the

rest of the Ephesian canon. The Epistles emanate it is true from

an ‘Elder’; but who else but one who held this office would write

epistles to the churches ? At an earlier point of our discussion we
have proposed, simply as a working hypothesis, to identify this nameless

Ephesian ‘Elder’ of the Epistles with the revered and namelesss teacher

of Justin Martyr. For convenience let us call him Theologos. The
Elder Theologos will be the author of the Gospel in the form it

possessed before the final revision which aims to adapt it to general

circulation and identifies its enigmatic figure of the Beloved Disciple

with the Apostle John. Whether previous to the form given it by

the Elder Theologos the Gospel, or elements of it, had circulated in

still simpler form is a more difficult, perhaps a fruitless, question.

The evidence seems, however, to the present writer too precarious to

warrant the assertion that this earliest hand was other than that of

Theologos himself. Whoever it was, his qualifications for this task

were by no means those of an apostle, or even of an eye-witness, but

such as we might attribute to Apollos.

“For the author of the Appendix and recaster of the Gospel, who
adjusted the Asiatic or Pauline tradition to the Petrine of Syria and

Rome, we have no designation save the title Redactor. This editor

(R) gave to the Gospel its authoritative currency by his unnatural

identification of ‘the disciple whom Jesus loved’ with the son of

Zebedee, and by ascribing to him the writing and testimony. R was a

contemporary of Papias, Polycarp, and Justin, probably a Roman. He
doubtless believed with Papias and Justin that ‘John the Apostle’ had

been ‘in the Spirit’ in the island of Patmos, whence he had addressed

letters to the churches of Asia. What more natural than to attribute

to John the anonymous Gospel also? R knew, moreover, that Polycarp

claimed to have seen and heard that Apostle—whether correctly or by

confusion with some other depends upon the date of the Apostle’s

death. Polycarp’s memories and the Seven Epistles of Rev. i-iii, would

tend to make John the natural patron of Asia. Otherwise there is

nothing to indicate that R thought of him as having ever been there.

On the contrary, it is Peter who is carried away ‘whither he would not’,

and John who ‘abides’ with the flock. So the Muratorianum under-

stands the Appendix, and so it was probably meant. Even for Ignatius

and Polycarp, Paul, not John, is still the Apostle of Asia”.
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ERRATA ; p. 22, n. 3, Macmillan for Macmillan, p. 35, n. 4, Lts. for

Zts. p. 40, 1 . 19 ; p. 50, 1 . it, 1892 for 1886-7. P- <^3 .
1 - 4 .

Philad. for

Philip, p. 76. 1 . 6, £Ti for in. p. 93, n 2, 1 . i, a for a, €kcivok for eKetVots.

p. 106, n, I, //er foe Haer. p. iio, Greek, 1 . 8, ttoAAoi for TroAAot p. no,

Greek, 1 . 10, insert ras before dAAoTp«xs. p. 112, n. 2, 1. 4, “Armian ” for

“Armenian”, p. 113, 1 . 6, fiaOrjrdt for fJuaOrjTaC. p. 113, 1 . 13, SuKTriika'i

for StacTTCt^Aas- p. 113, 1 . 14, ’Apitmova for ’ApicrtWa. p. 114, 1. 8,

fiadriTai for jMiOrjTai. p. 116, Greek, 1 . 4, dXrjdeuK; for dXTjOetas, p- n6^

Greek, 1 . 6, Trpes/SvTepoyv for irptcr^vTipinv. p. 117, 1 . 7, rov for Toil. p.

117, Greek, 1 . 2, avTov for avToC. p. 125, 1 . 3, edy for et. p. 125, I. 6, eirrev

for etTrev, Tt for d re. p- 139, n. 2, dt for at p. 144, n. 1 . 2, (p. 143) for

(p. 132). p. 182, 1 . 10, d^toTrttrrds for d^iOTrio-ros. p. 236, n. 3, 1 . 3, Panar
for Haer. p, 236, n. 3, 1 . 3, dvTov for avTov, Iwdwov for Iwawrjv. p. 290,

1 . 9, Tovs xpeiov; for rds ^(petas. p. 319, 1 . 9, “nor” for “or”, p. 321, 1 .

20, eternitatis for aeternitatis. p. 396, n. 2, 1. l, “de” for de. p. 404, 1. 16,

5:1 for 1:5. p. 405, n. I, 1 . 2, p.a6r)Tdi for pnOrjTai. p 413, n. 5, Her for

Haer. p. 434, 1 . 9, dyairri for dyd-n-rj. p. 482, n. i, 1 . 2, “pp. 368ff.” for

“pp. 367lf.”. p. 502, 1 . I
; p. 505, 1 . 10

; p. 520, par. 3, 1 . 9,
“ Saxonica ”

or “ Saxonia p. 509, n. 2, 1 . 2, Gleichnissreden for Gleichnisreden.

Princeton. William P. Armstrong.

Spirit in the New Testament. An Enquiry into the use of the Word
ITveS/xa in All Passages and a Survey of the evidence concerning

the Holy Spirit. By Edward William Winstanley, B.D., Trinity

College, Cambridge, Inspector of Religious Education in the

Diocese of Lichfield. Cambridge : at the University Press. 1908.

8vo., pp. 166. Price 3/6 net.

This little book consists of an Introductory Survey in which typical

examples of the use of m'evp.a in the Greek Old Testament, and
indirectly of nn in the Hebrew Scriptures, are classified; further, of

a list of all the New Testament passages in which 7ri'«v/xa occurs, with

brief annotation of each, to which is added a statistical table affording

a conspectus of distribution; finally, a discussion of the New Testa-

ment evidence with a view to defining the doctrine.. The inductive

part of the work appears to have been carefully done. If the con-

clusions drawn in the closing section are not altogether satisfactory,

this is in part due to the critical premises of the author, which, in our

view, render him over-suspicious of the objectivity of the record in

the Gospels and the Acts. It is due to this that in the teaching and

conversations of our Lord, as reported by the Synoptists, he is unable

to find any “direct assertion that is well established claiming the Holy
Spirit as the Inspirer of His message and work”. But the testimony of

the words spoken by Jesus in the synagogue at Nazareth is ruled out

on the sole ground that “there is evidence of a purposeful artistic

transposition of the episode” and “that such a claim at that time is not

in accord with the silence otherwise observed by our Lord in the early

months of his ministry”. A less suspicious criticism might have con-

tented itself with regarding the episode anticipated by Luke, without

on that account questioning its authenticity. Similarly, the statement

of Matt. xii. 28 is doubted because the parallel passage in Luke has
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“by the finger of God” instead of “by the Spirit of God”. In Luke

xi. 13 the reference to the Spirit is explained as “due to the interpreta-

tion from Christian life” on the basis of a comparison with Matt,

vii. 4 (“good things” instead of “the Holy Spirit”), and in the same

way Matt. x. 20 = Mk. xiii. ii, which promise the help of the Spirit

in the defense of the disciples as witnesses to Christ, are held to reflect

the story of early persecution. Why the passage in which Jesus speaks

about blasphemy against the Holy Spirit in connection with his casting

out of demons (Matt. xii. 31 = Mk. iii. 29 = Lk. xii. 10) should not

be taken at its face value, simply because “the claim to the Spirit upon

Him is indirectly made”, we are unable to see. But not merely in

regard to the sayings attributed to Jesus, also as regards the narrative

of the Evangelists where it speaks of the Spirit in connection with

Jesus, the author seems to be sceptical. He breaks the force of the

account of Jesus’ baptism by calling attention to the variations in the

several narratives and to what he calls “the throwing back of the

anointing of Jesus in the written records as time went on”. By this

is meant that the “anointing” was first placed at the transfiguration,

then at the baptism, and finally as the last step in the apprehension

of the Person of Jesus at the conception. For the negative conclusion

reached the writer seeks to account, somewhat hesitatingly, in the

following manner : “May it not be that the immediacy of His com-

munion with the Father was such that He did not need to speak of

His endowment with the Messianic Spirit, and that in his training of

the Twelve He led them to treasure a direct access to the Father in

prayer during the days of His flesh?” That Jesus should have re-

garded the influence of the Spirit as introducing into his own or the

disciples’ communion with God any degree of indirectness, we find it

hard to believe. The whole tenor of the conception of the Spirit and

his functions seems to be against this. The Spirit is the very factor

which not only renders communion with God possible, but also renders

it most direct and intimate.

In the discussion of the references in Acts the same distinction

between the viewpoint of the author and that of the acting and speak-

ing persons of the history obtrudes itself with the same effect of pre-

venting the arrival at a clear-cut definition of the early apostolic doc-

trine. The distinction is, of course, quite legitimate in itself, the point

of view from which Luke regards the Spirit and his operation need

not be in all respects the same as that from which Peter in his speeches

approaches the subject. But when the suspicion is given place that

Luke’s point of view has been worked into the Petrine addresses, the

data on which the student relies for tracing the development become

worthless. Mr. Winstanley thinks that Luke writes of the Spirit as he

does because of the living experience and the vivid realization he had

of his work in the Christian life around him, and that in congrega-

tions which were to a large extent Pauline. Hence the dominance

of the conception of the Spirit in his thought-world both in the

first and the second treatise. And yet the author is compelled to

admit a fact, which alone we believe is sufficient to discredit this
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hypothesis : “The truly Pauline level of teaching is unattained, the

doctrine of the Spirit as the moulder and fashioner of the Christian’s

inner life is unassimilated.” How Luke, supposing that he actually

carried back the idea of the Spirit current at his time of writing into

the earliest history of the Church, could have possibly refrained from

attributing to the Spirit’s influence the phenomena of high moral and

religious life of these early days, it is difficult to understand. The fact

is Peter’s references to the Spirit in their sub-Pauline character ad-

mirably fit into the time to which the historian assigns them and

constitute one of the most striking marks of the authenticity of these

speeches and of the trustworthiness of Luke as a reporter.

The great problem in connection with the New Testament doctrine

of the Spirit lies in the Pauline teaching, in the remarkable widening out

of the sphere of operation, its extension to the fundamental processes

of the Christian life and its transition in consequence from the abrupt

to the organic, equable and constant. The author makes no serious

attempt to solve this problem, nor could this have been satisfactorily

attempted within the limits of so brief and elementary a discussion.

But the peculiarities of the Pauline teaching might at least have been

brought out with greater distinctness, especially the all-important point

that to Paul the Spirit is not merely a Spirit whom Christ bestows,

but a spirit first of all subjectively Christ’s own, indwelling in the

glorified humanity of the Saviour, since the resurrection, so that it is

not quite the same when Peter says : Christ has sent forth the Spirit,

as when Paul affirms the same fact in various ways. Plence for Paul

different results follow not as yet connected with the fact in the

Petrine teaching, chief and most central of all the life-union between

Christ and the believer, while also the soteriological identification

between Christ and the Spirit in the light of this acquires a new
significance.

In the treatment of the Johannine writings the same dubiousness crops

out. Is it really necessary to assume two strands of teaching, one

Pauline, the other characteristically Johannine, simply because the new
birth is sometimes defined as a birth from God, at other times as a

birth of the Spirit? Does not the Spirit stand precisely for that which

originates from God supernaturally? Nor do we think that the differ-

ences of representation in the closing discourses of the Gospel are suffi-

ciently real even to invite the suspicion that here “another hand of the

same school” is traceable, “to whom, in view of Church traditions, the

Spirit’s work was insufficiently prominent”. The variation that the

Spirit is represented on the one hand as sent “by the Father”, on the

other hand as “by Jesus from the Father” is certainly an insufficient

basis for such an inference, to which, we are glad to say, the author

does not in the end commit himself positively.

A brief paragraph is devoted to the Apostolic Fathers, and the con-

cluding remarks on the “Present Significance” of the doctrine speak

reverently and soberly of the mystery of the triune Being of God, to

which the doctrine of the Spirit is one of the Scripture avenues of
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approach, the author’s particular concern being to warn against a use

of the word “person” with tritheistic implications.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.

The Background of the Gospels; or, Judaism in the Period between
THE Old and New Testaments. The Twentieth Series of the

Cunningham Lectures. By William Fairweather, M.A., Minister

of the Dunnikier United Free Church, Kirkcaldy. Edinburgh:

T. & T. Clark. 1908. Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons. 8vo.

;

pp. XXX, 456. $3.00 net.

“The Background of the Gospels” means the background of the

Gospel-history, not the background of the Gospels as literary docu-

ments, and it would, perhaps, have been better, for this reason, if the

title had used the noun in the singular. Mr. Fairweather is the author

of From the Exile to the Advent, one of the volumes of the “Bible

Class Handbook” series. In the present work the latter part of the

same period is dealt with, after a broader fashion, not for the sake

of the external history as such, but in order to exhibit the development

of Judaism as a spiritual movement. The influence of Bousset’s

Religion of Judaism is clearly traceable in Fairweather’s point of view

and manner of treatment. To him, as to Bousset, the central signific-

ance of the history of Judaism consists in this, that it means the trans-

formation of a national-religion into a church-religion, and, in connec-

tion with this, the denationalizing of the religion in the deeper sense

of a steady progress towards universalism. And he further agrees

with Bousset in the opinion that this movement towards universal and

spiritualized religion was arrested and, so far as Judaism itself is con-

cerned, proved abortive. As was pointed out in our review of

Bousset’s work some years ago, this construction rests on the accept-

ance of the current critical hypothesis regarding the post-exilic origin

of the legal-churchly organization of Israel, and Fairweather’s version

of it also presupposes this. In still another respect the author’s dis-

cussion leads him into the field of Old Testament criticism. By placing

Daniel, most of the wisdom-writings, and parts of the prophetic liter-

ature and of the Psalms within the period dealt with, these become

included among the sources and the phenomena of the history. Nor is

this merely a question of chronology. Being classed with the other

products of the Judaistic movement, these Old Testament pieces neces-

sarily share in the judgment the writer passes upon this movement in

its various phases and aspects. Thus we are told that in the ethical

literature of the period “there was no sense of spiritual proportion

tending to frame life into a moral unity” and that it “mechanically

groups together numerical lists of otherwise unconnected things” (p.

18) and the reference is not merely to Sirach, but also to Proverbs.

Even the Decalogue comes in for its share of criticism, together with

Hillel, on account of the negative tenor of its rules (ibid.). From the

point of view of an intensive particularism the sharp division in the

Psalms between the poor and rich, oppressed and powerful, pious and

godless, -is censured (p. 19). Also the defect of the mystical piety in
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the Psalms is pointed out. It is said to have lacked inspirational

force (p. 37, note 3). On p. 128 the literature of the wisdom books is

said to bear “witness to the prevalence of the same sluggish, prostrate

rationalistic spirit” (as had already shown itself in the days of

Haggai and Zechariah). Nor does the author hesitate to suggest that

the visionary method of prophecy was adopted by Ezekiel in depend-

ence upon the Babylonian religion (p. 45). On the other hand it

should be stated that wherever the author has occasion to speak of

the teaching of Jesus there is a noteworthy absence of observations

of this character. In discussing the two extremes of the hyper-apoca-

lyptic and the hyper-spiritualizing interpretations of our Lord’s teach-

ing, he strikes a happy mean and makes many excellent points. The
whole section devoted to the Apocalypse literature may be considered

not only the most interesting but also the best-executed part of the

book. It is true here again the influence of Bousset is clearly percep-

tible, over against the Essenic derivation of the Apocalyptic writings

(Wellhausen and Thomson) or the theory of their essentially Jewish,

Pharisaic, scribal provenience (Porter, Hasse), or the view that they

were of Jewish-Hellenistic origin (Friedlander) our author takes the

stand that the probabilities point to an oriental origin. He works this

out in the specific form given to it by Bousset, that the Persian rather

than the Babylonian, or the Persian through the Babylonian religion, is

the source of this remarkable development in the Jewish eschatology

and takes pains to uphold it against the criticism that has been passed

upon Bousset’s theory in various quarters. As a special point of detail

agreement with Bousset we notice the suggestion on p. 277 that Daniel

probably found a mysterious concrete picture of the Son of Man
already to hand and made symbolic use of it.

The book is very readable and free from technical abstruseness,

a result largely due to the collection of the notes dealing with detail-

points into an appendix at the close of the book. An excellent bibliog-

raphy is likewisei appended, in which, however, the proof-reading of

the German, French and Dutch titles should have been more careful

(especially on p. 429.) Of typographical errors we have noticed: seat

for seal on p. 61 ; 55 for 65 on p. 164; patriotic for patristic on p. 235;

religion for resurrection on p. 259. In the note about the etymology

of the name Essenes on p. 203 H and B stand for n.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.

Early Christianity. By S. B. Black, M.A., Chicago. The Open
Court Publishing Company. (Without date. Preface dated Sep-

tember 21, 1908). Pp. xi, 93.

It is not an easy task to treat of Christianity from the time of Jesus

to the time of Origen in the space of eighty eight small pages, of

which the first nineteen are devoted to a general characterization of

Western and Eastern Christianity. All that can be expected of such

an attempt is a brief outline of the most essential features of the

history. But even this cannot be done without being controlled by

the author’s point of view; and when this differs fundamentally, as

21
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Mr. Black’s does, from the point of view of the sources, the treatment

can be regarded only as illustrative of,—and in a measure also as a

test of—the validity of the author’s point of view.

Mr. Black treats Christianity and its history from the naturalistic

point of view and employs the comparative method, having evidently

been influenced strongly by the “religio-historical method”. The book
contains many bare assertions; either accepts or favors many wild

conjectures; and is strangely undiscriminating in the use of sources.

The style is abrupt and digressions are frequent. The remarks on
the textual criticism of the New Testament and on the English version

(p. 27) do not inspire confidence; the exegetical method is frequently

unconvincing, quite apart from its premises; and the suggestion of

problems is all too meager to be really informing,—for example

(p. 52) : “It is interesting to note that Aramaic does not distinguish

between ‘Man’ and ‘Son of Man’. No title has been more discussed

than this title of ‘Son of Man’. The language testimony therefore

is important.” Of the language of the New Testament it is said

(p. 86) : “The New Testament was notoriously written in the every

day language of the people; it is only quite recently that this has been

made clear by the recovery of numerous contemporary documents.”

The author mentions the “well authenticated anecdote” of Polycarp’s

answer to Marcion’s salutation (p. 68), ‘I recognise the first-born of

Satan’, and comments upon it : “It is one of the most singular phenom-

ena in history, this bitter hatred on the part of men of eminent piety,

of men of blameless life whose theological views are different”; and

yet after a few pages he himself writes (pp. 84ff.) : “A book like this

is not intended for controversial matter, but the student is warned

not to suppose that anything advanced by Hort-Mayor is likely to

weaken the positions of Hatch and Harnack, against whom their

polemic is directed. The English student is rarely aware of the change

that has been brought about in philosophy on the Continent by the

works of Schopenhauer and Eduard v. Hartmann; most of what is

called philosophy in England is nothing but the elaborate and elusive

phraseology in which obsolete theology is re-stated.”

Princeton. William P. Armstrong.

Paralipomena. Remains of Gospels and Sayings of Christ. By
Rev. Bernhard Pick, Ph.D., D.D. Chicago. The Open Court Pub-

lishing Company. 1908. Pp. xi, 158.

The Apocryphal Acts of Paul, Peter, John, Andrew and Thomas.
By Bernhard Pick. Chicago. The Open Court Publishing Com-
pany. 1909. Pp. xiv, 376.

In his Paralipomena Dr. Pick has published an English translation

of some of the earlier Apocryphal Gospels and of certain of the

Agrapha; in his Apocryphal Acts, an English translation of the more

important representatives of this type of early Christian literature.

The two volumes contain extensive bibliographies : they will not be

without value in spite of certain inaccuracies in the translation. The
student of these subjects will, however, need more than Dr. Pick’s
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books supply, and the reader, who cannot test the translation by refer-

ence to the original texts, must use them for general rather than for

exact information.

The examination of Dr. Pick’s work has been attended with difficul-

ties; and not the least of these has been uncertainty concerning the

text from which the translation was made. In the “preface” to the

Apocryphal Acts Dr. Pick claims for his work the merit of being

“the first effort to make the researches of Lipsius, Bonnet, Schmidt,

etc., accessible to the English reader”. Turning to the Acts of John
I have made a comparison of Dr. Pick’s translation of a number of

chapters with the various authorities for the text. From this compar-

ison it appears that Dr. Pick has translated an eclectic text, sometimes

following the text of Bonnet, sometimes that of Tischendorf
;
some-

times departing from Bonnet in his estimate of manuscripts
;
sometimes

adopting the conjectural emendations of Bonnet, of James, or of Hen-
necke. Thus the text which underlies the translation is inaccessible

except as it may be reconstructed from these authorities. The results

of such a reconstruction being necessarily uncertain. Dr. Pick’s work
would have possessed greater value if it had been based upon Bon-

net’s text and emendations, other emendations being limited to foot-

notes.

The examination of the translation of the Acts of John has dis-

closed (i) a large number of omissions compared with Bonnet’s text,

—

many of them being without adequate authority; (2) the adoption in

some instances of what is certainly a corrupt text,—in one instance of

a conjectural emendation by Tischendorf of an illegible text where

Bonnet’s text is based upon manuscript authority (Bonnet, p. 157, ii;

Tischendorf, p. 270); (3) wrong or inadequate renderings; (4) typo-

graphical errata. It will not be possible to tabulate here in detail the

results of this examination. I shall give merely a few of what seem

to me to be wrong or inadequate translations. The references are to

page and line of Bonnet’s text; the abbreviations are, B(onnet, Acta

Apos. Apoc. ii. I, 1898), T(ischendorf, Acta Apos. Apoc. 1851), J (ames,

Apoc. Anec. ii, 1897, in Cambridge Texts and Studies, v), Z(ahn, Acta

Joan. 1880), H(ennecke, Handbuch, 1904).

154- 21 f, KoX Xa/3ojv TO TrdWtov airov eSgaer ey avrw (poiviKa^ oocrei

;(«rpas Svo “takes his pallium, together with about two handfuls of

dates” (p. 129 n. 2).

155 - 26f, (TV Se d)S aKOvu) 0e6y eTrovpdviov TTpocKwelv Kal (re^eiv Trdvras

avflpajTTovs StSdfTKtis “and thou teachest, as I hear, that all men worship

and adore a heavenly God” (p. 130; n. 3).

159- II KO.I €ti^d/x€vos (T) “and having praised” (p. 135).

160. 2Sf, aurds ydp Trapavra. l^c.g.i<ra<; to (pd.pp.aKov “for he drank the

poison” (p. 136 n.).

161. 3f, /cat gSrj Trj<> oSov gwcTO waet piXia ricrcrapa, (patvrj rjve^dr) dno
oipavov TrdvTO)V r)p.!i)v aKOvdvTiov Xeyovcra “and had almost gone about

four miles, a voice from heaven was heard” (p. 136).

161.21, oo'Tts avTrjV dvao’Tijo'as “who will comfort her” (p. 137).

I94.I9f, Kal ovTtoS cnyg yV^~\ I’u irXoiov dyay6vT€<s [Jff
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B scr. avayaywrcs] €tSo/i€w /cat avTov afta ijfjlv [J® from ifxrjv with r]

above c in cod. C] ^orjOovvra ottoxj to TrXotov iSpa(T(i)iJ.€v “and SO when
he had brought the ship (to land) we saw him also helping along with

me to settle the ship" (p. 177).

I97.20f, 86$a crov ry So^rj (J Z) “Glory to the glory!” (p. 181).

ipS.aof, Tts el/jii iyiti [J eyto
;J

yvoi [^BJ yrtocri^J orav aneXOo) “Who am
I? Thou shalt not know when I go away” (p. 182).

201. 25, i^dpTva-iv “hanging” (p. 187).

206. 13, /cat iv iracriv mv (TZ) “and art all” (p. 190).

207, 9f, So^d^opev crov to Xe)(6ev xnrd tov Trarpos ovo/ta ktX. “We glorify

the name of the Father called by thee”, etc. (p. ipof). If the transla-

tion is based upon Hennecke’s emendation (Handbuch, p. 539), as seems

likely, the definite article before “Father” and before “Son” should

be omitted.

212. if, 6 Tcov VTrepovpavCwv irar-qp • 6 rwv kirovpavLuiv SecTVOTr]^ ' d

Ttov aWepiwv vop.o's /cat twv depiwv 8p6p.o^. “Father of the supernatural,

ruler of the heavenly law of things ethereal, the course of things aerial”

(p. 194).

212. I2 f, 6 Tnyptucra? p.e Svo err), TrevOecv Seecdat crov 7rapacr;^dp.ei'os

“who for two years madest my eyesight weak, didst make men mourn
and dependent on thee” (p. 194).

213, 7, TrpSl^ti/ “sections” (p. 194).

The general statement introducing note 8 on page 135 (“The follow-

ing Bonnet has below the text”), stands in sudden and marked con-

trast with the specific statements regarding the source of the preceding

notes (“According to cod. Vatic. 654” p. 128; “The Vatican recension”

pp. 129, 130; “According to the Vatican recension” p. 132) and natu-

rally suggests a different,—possibly an unknown, certainly, an unnamed
—source for this note

;
but this is not borne out by Bonnet’s note, p.

159, post ndT/io) ad Prochorum redit dein

TOV 8e ^aar et q s habet V”.

In the “Introduction” to the Acts of John Dr. Pick says (p. 125)

that “Zahn dates the Acts of John as early as 130”. This is in-

accurate. When Zahn published his Acta Joannis in 1880 he sug-

gested the date “about 130” but definitely qualified it as hypothetical

(vorlaufig nur hypothetischen) and limited it to certain fragments

(c/. Acta Joan. pp. cxlivf, clxv). Since that time he has modified his

view (cj. Gesch. d. mutest, Kanons, ii. 2, 1892, p. 864 ;W^m^ Kirch.

Zeitsch. 1889, p. 215; Forschungen, vi. 1900, p. 15).

Thus in spite of the advance which has been made in our knowledge

of these Acts since Walker’s translation appeared in the Ante-Nicene

Fathers, and in spite of the diligence and labor revealed by Dr. Pick’s

translation, the word of Bonnet remains true of the later as of the

earlier work: “quo interprete utendum est cautissime” {Acta. Apos.

Apoc. ii. I, p. x).

Princeton. William P. Armstrong.

Our New Testament. How Did We Get It? By Henry C. Vedder,

Professor of Church History in Crozer Theological Seminary.

Philadelphia ; The Griffith & Rowland Press. 1908. Pp. xii, 388.
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Since the first edition of Westcott’s work on the New Testament

Canon (1855) the subject has been discussed in English—not to spealc

of the works of German scholars, which have been numerous—by
writers such as Charteris, Moore, Muzzey, Ferris and Gregory. Some
of these writers have given popular presentations, and Dr. Vedder’s

book belongs to this class. The object sought by these popular treatises

is a good one. Trustworthy information concerning the origin of the

New Testament should be put within the reach of all Christians. Such

information is not easy to obtain. But he who would be guide to others

in this field must have studied the subject with care. Of such an one

it may reasonably be expected that he will be accurate in statement of

fact and wise in the expression of opinion. The obligations resting on

the writer of a popular treatise are even heavier than those by which

the writer of a scientific discussion is bound, for his readers are less

independent.

Dr. Vedder claims a certain completeness for his discussion. He pro-

poses “to tell this story within reasonable limits, and so that the

average man can easily understand it, and yet tell all that needs to be

told” (p. 19) ;
and again toward the end of the discussion, “the reader

has in his possession all the material facts relating to the history of the

Canon, together with the inferences that may be rationally drawn from

them” (p. 337). The Appendix contains English translations of seven-

teen documents bearing on the history of the Canon.

Dr. Vedder thinks that the early Church was in possession of a

Canon of sacred Scripture from the beginning. In common with

Judaism it received the Old Testament. In addition to this the words

of Jesus were received as having supreme authority. The Apostles

wrote letters and these were read publicly and soon collected. The
written Gospels took the place of oral tradition and in turn were col-

lected and publicly read. When heresy appeared the Church was led to

fix more definitely the exact limits of its Canon. Thus arose a “Pro-

visional Canon” of twenty books (4 Gospels, 13 Epistles of Paul, Acts,

I John, I Peter). To these seven others were added and by the fourth

century there was complete agreement in the East and in the West
regarding the extent of the Canon. The New Testament Canon was

thus the result of a long process. It grew under the influence of usage.

The principles which guided the early Church were numerous, such as

general or universal anagnosis, recognition by the Fathers, Apostolicity,

content, and capacity for edification. But the supreme principle under-

lying the Canon is the principle of worth. This was clearly stated by

the Reformers, especially by Luther. While rejecting the results of

Luther’s application of this principle and frankly acknowledging its

subjective character. Dr. Vedder still maintains its validity. He seeks

to guard its subjectivity by appeal to the consensus of experience in the

whole Church but holds that ultimately the decision of worth must rest

with the individual. Out of regard for the judgment of others, the

individual may be unwilling to remove from the New Testament books

such as Jude, 2 and 3 John, although he may esteem them of less value

than Pilgrim’s Progress or the Imitation of Christ (p. 334, cf. pp. 349,
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359). This leads quite naturally to the recognition of a private Canon
composed of favorite books (p. 334).

Dr. Vedder’s style is at times involved and sentences occur here and

there which are ungrammatical. Some of the illustrations are beneath

the dignity of the subject. In the argument concerning the language of

the early Roman Church (pp. 155-161), in which Westcott and Gregory

are chosen as exponents of the view combatted, one of the chief consid-

erations—the origin of the early Latin version—is passed over and only

incidentally referred to in another place (p. 290). The statement about

the character of the “Memoirs” of Justin
—“Even when Justin uses

such phrases as, ‘as it is written in the Gospel’, and ‘which are called

the Gospel’, it is far from certain that he means any definite book . . .

but in such passages as those cited above, he probably means the con-

tent of those ‘Memoirs’—the Gospel truth, their total teaching—and not

the books themselves, or any of their number” (pp. 7of.), accords but

poorly with the facts as stated by Dr. Vedder himself on pp. 83 and 340.

A wrong impression is also made by the failure to differentiate clearly

the opinion of others from that of the author. Thus the references to

2 Peter seem to imply the acceptance of the theory of its pseudonymity

(pp. 84, 222, 357), but this theory is eventually dismissed briefly as

“historically incredible” (p. 223). In the Bibliography, which is said to

contain “the titles of the books most consulted in the writing of this

book, and most frequently referred to in its pages” (p. viii), Zahn’s

Geschichte des neutestanientlichen Kanons and Grundriss (misprinted

Grundiss) des neutestanientlichen Kanons are mentioned, but the appar-

ent failure to include Zahn’s contribution to the subject even in con-

nection with questions where his statement of the evidence and of its

interpretation cannot wisely be neglected, constitutes one of the defects

of Dr. Vedder’s book (Zahn’s work is indeed referred to on p. 209, but

only through Harnack’s critique of the first volume of his Geschichte in

Das Neue Testament um das Jahr [misprinted Jahre] 200). On p. 32

(c/. also p. 65) it is said that Clement makes distinct reference to

Paul’s “letters” to the Corinthian Church. The distinct reference, as

distinguished from indications of literary dependence is to i Corinthians

(cf. xlvii. lavaka^ere TT]v eTTKTToXrfv TovfMKapCovUavXov). Yet when the

Greek has the plural iiruTToXds, as in Polycarp ad. Philip, iii, a similar

expression is used : “Direct mention is made of Paul’s letter to the

Philippians” (p. 37). On page 7 Luther’s famous remark about the

Epistle of James is quoted in the form : “ein recht strohren Epistel” instead

of “eine rechte stroherne Epistel”, or in the old spelling of the September-

bibel (1522), “eyn rechte stroern Epistel”. On page 50, line 2 from

bottom, read “Autol.” for “Antol.”

;

on page 65, line 2, read “Polycarp”

for “Ignatius”. The statement on page 77 that Justin “had a text [of

Matt, and Lk.] substantially identical with that of the Vatican MS.”
scarcely describes with accuracy—certainly not with completeness—the

textual affinities of Justin {cf. Westcott, ed. 6, p. 149; Lippeldt, Quae

fuerint Justini Martyris dTrofx.vqfi.ovevyija.Ta, 1901 ;
Bousset, Theologische

i^Rundschau, 1903, 479ff., and Theologische Literaturzeitung, 1908, 673!.).

The rendering of Euseb. H. E. vi. 14 viroirTevova-iv (p- 178) by “sus-
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pected” is not felicitous even in the English sentence of which it forms

a part; “suspicious” would be better. On page 193, last line, foot-note,

Strom, is without reference; on page 212 read 1886 for 1866 {cf. p.

232). On page 277 the statement that “till then [i. e., the discovery of

the Codex Sinaiticus], the Greek original [of the Epistle of Barnabas]

had been unknown” is inaccurate. It should be qualified by the inser-

tion of the word “complete” before “Greek”.

Princeton. William P. Armstrong.

Die Versio Latina des Barnabasbriefes und ihr Verhaltnis zur

ALTLATEiNiscHEN Bibel. Erstmals untersucht nebst Ausgabe und

Glossar des Griechischen und Lateinischen Textes von Joseph

Michael Heer, Doktor der Theologie und Philosophie, Privat-

dozent an der Universitat zu Freiburg im Breisgau. Mit einer

Tafel. Freiburg im Breisgau. Herdersche Verlagshandlung. 1908.

Pp. Ixxxiv, 132. Marks 7.

—

The Latin version of the Epistle of Barnabas is contained in the

Codex Corbeiensis of the iith century, now in St. Petersburg. Dr.

Heer has reproduced the Barnabas-text of this manuscript, retaining

the abbreviations. A photographic facsimile of part of the first page of

the Barnabas-text affords an idea of the external appearance of the

Codex.

In the Prolegomena Dr. Heer discusses the Latin version of Barnabas

and its relation to the Old Latin Version of the Bible, treating of the

history of the text, the relation of the version to the Canon, the purpose

of the translator, the witness of the version to an Old Latin Bible, the

person of the translator, the age and time of the version and its

language.

Beside editing the Barnabas-text of the Codex Corbeiensis Dr. Heer
gives also an edition of the Greek text of the Epistle with the Latin

in parallel columns. This part of the work is accompanied by critical

notes containing the variant readings in the Greek and Latin texts,

together with the parallels in the Greek and Latin Bibles. In conse-

quence of this inclusive plan, the second part of the Prolegomena is

devoted to the text of the Epistle, discussing the authorities for the

text,—their relation and value and probable genealogy. A list of

Patristic witnesses to the Epistle is given and full indices of Biblical

passages, a Greek-Latin and a Latin-Greek glossary, and a somewhat
extensive table of errata.

Dr. Heer thinks that the Latin translation of Barnabas was made in

Africa before Cyprian and for private rather than for public (Church)

reading; that the motive of the translator may have been anti-Jewish

feeling; that he made use of the Old Latin Version of the Bible, cer-

tainly of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Genesis, Psalms (probably of the Penta-

teuch
;

the quotations from Daniel showing closer resemblance with

Theodotion than with the LXX), the Gospels and Epistles of Paul, if

not the whole New Testament. He assigns to the Latin version (L)

a high value for the Greek text and groups L and V (Vaticanus) in

one line of descent, though retaining the possibility of their independ-
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ence, the other line being represented by S (Sinaiticus) and H (Hiero-

solymitanus).

On p. xliv, 1 . 15, the numeral viii is probably a misprint for 132;

p. lii, 1. 26, read Ixvi for Ixviii; p. Ixvii, 1. 2 from bottom, read

“Aufl.” for “Anfl.”; p. Ixxix, 1 . 5 from bottom, read “unbedingt” for

“undedingt”.

Princeton. William P. Armstrong.

HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.

Life Pictures of John Calvin. For Young and Old. By James I.

Good, D.D., and Geo. W. Richards, D.D. Philadelphia; Presby-

terian Board of Publication. 1909. Copyright, 1909, by the

Heidelberg Press. Pp. 32.

John Calvin, Theologian, Preacher, Educator, Statesman. Pre-

sented to the Reformed Churches holding the Presbyterian System,

on the 400th Anniversary of the Reformer’s Birth. By Rev.

Philip Vollmer, Ph.D., D.D., Professor in the Central Theological

Seminary of the Reformed Church, Da3don, Ohio. With Contri-

butions from Rev. J. I. Good, D.D., and Rev. Wm. H. Roberts,

D.D., LL.D. Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication.

1909. 8vo.
; pp. X, 218.

Two memorial contributions to the 400th anniversary of Calvin’s

birth, the former a mere pamphlet, which, when one takes out the

nineteen illustrations, twelve of which occupy a whole page, becomes

quite diminutive. The spirit of the tract is set forth in the following

observation taken from the Preface (p. 3) : “Calvin has a message

even for the twentieth century. He is not merely an echo of a past

age; the present generation may still sit with profit at the feet of the

distinguished man of God.”

The second effort is a detailed study of Calvin “designed for

popular use”. The first sixteen chapters are biographical, the re-

mainder of the book (except the closing statistical chapter 31), is in

the nature of an estimate and appreciation. The author conducts the

reader through the ever-interesting scenes of Calvin’s early life, student

days, his “subita conversio” (1532), fugitive period, first arrival in

Geneva (1536) and Farel’s challenge, subsequent struggle with Ge-

nevan libertinism, and his sojourn in Strassburg. Here (ch. 9-10)

the writer pauses to set forth Calvin’s relation to the German reformers

(which is somewhat meagre; where is Bucer?), his marriage and

home-life. Quickly the historical thread is resumed in Calvin’s recall

to Geneva (1541) and his form of church government there, involving

him in renewed conflict with the Libertines and Servetus. Then follow

two chapters (14-15, cf. ch. 20-21) on Calvin’s pastoral and educa-

tional labors, with a final chapter on his demise.

Surveying this product in its entirety, we should call it an admirable

compilation rather than a biography. We miss the impression of

unity and finality that one looks for in a biography. In the multifold
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we lose sight of the centripetal. We do not regard this a fault,

considering what Dr. Vollmer has given us instead, considering also

the popular design of the work.

Those who seek in these pages the distorted Calvin of a certain

tradition, the monastic recluse, the cold, heartless scholastic, the inquis-

itorial Calvin, the Calvin of the decretum horribile, the Calvin who
moved only amidst supralapsarian abstractions, sallying forth from his

lair now and then to dispatch a Servetus—will look in vain for such a

Calvin. He is not here, for the simple reason that history is not

travesty. Readers will see in Dr. Vollmer’s Calvin a man of broad

sympathies and of cosmic interests. They will also read a book that

betrays the ardor of the devotee tempered by the calm perspective of

the historian.

Nowhere does Dr. Vollmer conceal the apologetic intent of his book.

Referring to the “Expiation Tablet”, erected at Geneva, Oct. 27, 1903,

by friends of Calvin, on the spot where Servetus was burned, as “a

piece of well-meant French emotionalism, which, however, has prompted

a smile on the part of Calvinists among the other nations of the

world”, and declaring that the erection of monuments to the mistakes

of great men would soon exhaust the marble quarries of the world

(pp. 69-70), the author repeatedly protests against any judgment of

Calvin that rivets the attention merely on the doctrine of predestina-

tion and the execution of Servetus (pp. 70, 83-84, 95-96, 151), and

adds : “To write about Calvin, therefore, means to defend him” (p.

83). In this defense the vigorous uncompromising character of Cal-

vin’s theology and ethics is emphasized. He was relentless in his

logic and morality because he was relentless in his zeal for the glory

of God. This is generally recognized (see, e. g., Max Scheibe : Cal-

vins Prddestinationslehre, pp. 74-85, 116, 125-126; E. Stahelin : Johan-

nes Calvin, II, 276-277, 280-281 ; Alexander Schweizer : Centraldognien,

I, 171). But, says Dr. Vollmer, it was just this that made Calvin the

man of the hour. There are times when conditions demand the

immovable severity of an Elijah, a John the Baptist, a Luther, a Knox.

Calvin must be Calvin, if Geneva is to be reformed and the Reforma-

tion preserved (pp. 63, 96-99). Yet he was not heartless and intolerant

as some have imagined; he was choleric, but never malicious (pp.

88-91, 95). Even so, it may still be true that “Calvin’s fatal want was
a lack of geniality in his nature” (p. 95).

We were interested in the page (89-90) devoted to Calvin’s love of

nature, where a warning is raised against pressing the argument from
silence too far. We wish that more of the “passages” had been given

“to show that Calvin was far from insensible to the grandeur of God’s

works in the natural world” (cf. Schaff : Creeds of Christendom,

I. 439-441). Here is an opportunity for anyone who seeks a popular

audience for Calvin. If there is an aesthetic Calvin the people ought

to know it.

In chapter 19, containing quotations from twenty-six different wit-

nesses to Calvin’s worth, we notice the absence of such authorities as

Stahelin, Bungener, Merle, D’Aubigne, Kuyper, Doumergue, McCrie,
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Fisher and Lindsay; although the author has not slighted Dr. Kuyper’s

excellent Lectures on Calvinism, from which he quotes at length in the

chapter (26) on “Calvinism and Morality”.

The book presents an attractive appearance, with Calvin’s beautiful

armorial on the cover. There are fifteen illustrations, which follow

mainly the first section. No footnotes or references to sources are

given. We think this, even in a popular work such as this is intended

to be, only a half virtue. To the laity long footnotes are usually

burdensome, but brief and accurate references invite the reader, if he

so desires, to investigate for himself. They are the inoffensive Philips

of a book, who say, “Come and see”. Here also the absence of an

index is a marked defect. This is absolutely necessary for the con-

venient localization of important details. Nowadays men want to find

things, even in a book, as elsewhere, with as little difficulty as possible.

It is a complimentary criticism of a good book to say that it ought

to have an index.

We notice the following minor errors, some of them misprints:

On page 28 the
“

1
” is left out in “Farel’s”; “to to” for “to do” (p. 173) ;

“Peter Martyn” for “Peter Martyr” (p. 190). Could not “I rejoice at

it” be better rendered “I rejoice in it”? (p. 3). On page 34 the term

Anabaptists is correctly explained “Rebaptizers”. When, however,

Johann Storder is called “a Baptist” (p. 46) instead of an Anabaptist,

it is an instance of historically loose terminology. Modern Baptists

would justly disclaim connection with the fanatical Anabaptists of the

Sixteenth Century.

Summaries of Calvin’s personality and labor abound. There is a

sense in which he is the common property of Protestantism. To the

Christian historian who adjusts himself to the times and conditions

of which he writes, and who sees in him a maximum of mental and

spiritual achievement with a minimum of physical vitality, all ethical

judgment will ever preponderate in favor of the Reformer. This

new estimate of Calvin recalls an eloquent sentence from Thomas
Hardy’s description of Egdon Heath in The Return of the Native,

—

a description which, with slight modifications, might be applied to

the great prophet of Geneva: “A thing majestic without severity,

impressive without showiness, emphatic in its admonitions, grand in

its simplicity.”

Langhorne, Pa. Benjamin F. Paist, Jr.

Anna van Schurman, Artist, Scholar, Saint. By Una Birch.

With Portraits. London, New York, Bombay and Calcutta:

Longmans, Green & Co. 1909. 8vo.
; pp. xii, 284.

The author of this sketch of “the Star of Utrecht”, the famous

“Learned Maid” of seventeenth century Holland, is unknown to us

;

and we have found it a little difficult to allow for her personal

equation. One thing early becomes very clear : she is not a “Calvinist”,

neither does she know “Calvinism” from the inside. In depicting the

life-history of Anna Maria van Schurman she has had to deal much
with Calvinists and Calvinism, and she deals with them with a perfectly
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assured touch, which proves, however, to be something different from

a perfectly sure touch. The reader is led to conjecture that she has

had access to good sources of information, but has not been able to

assimilate accurately what was accurately laid before her; and in the

freedom of hand which she permits herself in sketching in her por-

traitures occasionally goes astray. Thus, for example, she has learned

quite accurately that Calvin “alleged that once a man was assured of

his justification he was also assured of his sanctification”. From this

she seems to have inferred, quite absurdly, that to extreme Calvinists

at least
—

“to some extent to Calvin, and still more to Beza”,
—

“the

justified Christian elect of God became ‘a saint’—he could neither

stumble nor fall”, and therefore “in the extreme Calvinistic scheme

no place for penitence was found, for since the elect never fall, they

can never need to rise and begin afresh”. She fails to find her way,

in other words, among the pitfalls of “falling from grace” and “back-

sliding”, “perfectionism” and “perseverance of the saints”, though she

walks here, as elsewhere, with very confident step. She has yet to

learn that the Pelagian, the Romanist, the Arminian can believe in

both Perfectionism and Falling from Grace : the Calvinist in neither.

In the judgments she passes on persons the same partial under-

standing betrays her into some very curious portraitures, involving

failures in comprehension, and even injustices. Gisbertus Voetius,

for example, though she faithfully (though, one would suppose, some-

what wonderingly) cites the reverence in which he was held through-

out the land, she seems herself to look upon as an arid waste of dry

and hard intelligence, pushing logical inferences to the utmost extrem-

ity, with no inspiration for the heart. She knows that he was a

scholastic of the scholastics; but she does not seem to know that he

was above everything a saint of the saints; whose chief end in life

was to awaken, not the intellects of his pupils to sound thinking,

—

though he was zealous to do this also,—but their hearts to true piety;

who characteristically (as “doctissimus practicus”, as Van Til calls him

by way of eminence) made his inaugural lecture as Professor of

Theology de pietate cum scientia conjungenda, and having all his life

conjoined the deepest piety with the deepest learning, died with the

words on his lips: “desidero te millies, mi Jesu, quando venies, me
laetum quando facies, me de te quando saties?”—which are surely the

words less of the scholastic than of the saint. She does not even leave

to poor Voetius, however, his name in its integrity, writing it with

careful persistency with a diaeresis
—“Voet”—though, oddly enough,

in the Latin form, “Voetius”, where the diaeresis would not be mis-

placed, she as persistently omits it.

Clear as it is, however, that Miss Birch is not a Calvinist and sees

Calvinism and Calvinists only through a glass darkly, it is not very

clear precisely whence the colors are derived which obscure her glass.

She speaks of the Protestant faith as if from the outside, but she

shows no special sympathy with Romish pretentions, freely reprobates

Romish persecutions, and, though sometimes using Romish phraseology

(e. g. “penitence”), yet is apparently not to the manner born. Can it
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be that what clouds her spectacles is that curiously mingled tint known
in our day as “Anglicanism”? Certainly the spectacles she wears

enable her to look down upon most of the religious phenomena of

seventeenth century Holland, not, indeed, wholly without sympathy—

a

sympathy which seems to be warmest for Labadie and his little flock

—

but also certainly with a not very perfectly comprehending condescen-

sion.

The principal object of Miss Birch’s study in seventeenth century

Holland is Anna Maria van Schurman. She tells her story with an

air, to our taste, a little too jaunty, not to say de haut en has, but

undeniably interestingly; and she leaves in our minds a rather vivid

picture of Anna Maria van Schurman’s figure and career. The desig-

nations she has placed on her title page—“Artist, Scholar, Saint”—do

not merely sum up, in her view, the three sides of Anna Maria van

Schurman’s character, but indicate the three stages through which she

passed in her development. Properly to serve this purpose, we should

substitute the term “mystic” for “saint”. For Anna Maria van Schur-

man, happily, did not wait to become a Labadist to become a saint.

She was one of those blessed beings who learned to know the delight

of communion with her God and Saviour at a very early age, and

whose whole life was passed in the consciousness of His presence

and love. It is a beautiful picture she draws for us in the second

(Miss Birch says, by a slip, the “opening”) chapter of her Eucleria—
Miss Birch has advisedly placed it in the forefront of her own narra-

tive—of how, a child of barely four years old, she sat by the brook-

side with her nurse, “learning her catechism”, and how, as she repeated

the first words of the first answer of the Heidelberg Catechism,
—

“I

am not my own, but belong to my true Saviour, Jesus Christ”,—she

was “penetrated with so great and sweet a joy, and was filled with

so strong an inner impulse of love to Christ”, that the passage of time

never “dimmed the lively recollection of that moment”. Artist she

was, or rather asstheticist of the gre’at Dutch renaissance of the seven-

teenth century, and scholar of the type of the eager scholarship of the

period; but always saint, with the true center of her life in her vivid

and rich religious nature. With this understanding Miss Birch’s

division of her life into three stages is well-advised and fairly sums

up her development as she herself well expresses it ; “Art engaged

her energies till the age of twenty-eight, learning for the next twenty

years, and mysticism till her death at the age of seventy-one.”

Miss Birch is compelled, indeed, to add that Anna Maria van

Schurman was “no great artist”, and she might with equal truth have

subjoined that she was no great scholar; and, indeed, also that she

was no great mystic. These words are relative : in no sphere of action

did Anna Maria van Schurman achieve real greatness. Her claim to our

admiration is, nevertheless, not less real because she was neither a

Rembrandt or Franz Hals, nor a Heinsius or Voetius, nor a Madame
Guyon or Fenelon. The richness of her gifts, the variety of her talents,

the facility of her execution, the wide range of her interests, enabled

her to make acquisitions of no mean order in a multiplicity of direc-
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tions, and placed her on easy terms in a social environment crowded

with artists, scholars and saints of greater than her own attainments,

each in his special line of work, while the elevation of her character,

the steady imperiousness of her sense of duty, and the depth of her

religious sentiment gave to her life a quality which was greater than

greatness in the common acceptation of that word. If she was not a

great artist, or a great scholar, or even a great mystic in the proper

sense of those words, she was something better—a great woman.
It is inept to point out so good a woman’s weaknesses. She dissi-

pated her energies in the variety of her occupations. In no single one

of these various occupations did she produce a masterpiece. She

experimented with nearly every form of art, only to leave behind her

a number of clever amateur performances. Her extensive scholarship

has left nothing to commemorate it but some exercises in composition

in alien languages, and a treatise on “the aptitude of the female mind
for the higher learning”. When we say her Euclei'ia must come into com-
parison with Augustine’s Confessions we perceive at once her limita-

tions. Her pious exercises, sincere and deep as they were, ran out

into the fanaticism of Labadism. She was without creative force,

and seems even largely to have lacked initiative. She was ever the

pupil and ever found her congenial station at the feet of some master.

Her devotion in her later years to Labadie was but the fitting culmi-

nation of a life of discipleship. She even exhibits a certain vanity with

reference to her powers and attainments, which is so naively displayed

as to seem pretty. We may not be even yet at the end of the list of her

failings. But what does it all amount to, when we have accumulated

them all? Nothing but the stamp of our human imperfection. In the

face of them all we shall say, as Constantyn Huyghens wrote to

Mersenne : “She deserves more praise than you could possibly imagine.”

Despite all these imperfections, she remained a true woman, brilliant

in mind and large of heart. Capable of mistakes, no doubt: and

actually making mistakes,—mistakes not few and not trivial ; devot-

ing the last twenty years of her life to a huge mistake. All that she

did has perished : neither art, nor scholarship, nor religion looks back

to her as a leader from which it has received an impulse, or counts

her works as part of its treasures. But no one who values true woman-
hood will willingly let the name of this gifted and pious woman fade

out of his memory, or cease to command his admiration.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.
Systematic Theology. A Compendium and Commonplace-Book.

Designed for the Use of Theological Students. By Augustus
Hopkins Strong, D.D., LL.D. President and Professor of Bibli-

cal Theology m the Rochester Theological Seminary. In three

volumes. Volume HI The Doctrine of Salvation. Philadelphia,

The Griffith and Rowland Press 1909. Pp. 777-1166.
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This is the third volume of the new edition of Dr. Strong’s Syste-

matic Theology. The first two volumes of this edition, which were

published in 1907, were reviewed by the present writer in The Prince-

ton Theological Review, vi, pp. 335-341. The second volume closed

with the first chapter of Part VI, treating of the Person and Work
of Christ. This third volume, accordingly, begins with the second

chapter of Part VI, which discusses the Application of Redemption

by the Holy Spirit. It takes up in successive sections the Appli-

cation of Redemption in its “Preparation” or the doctrines of

Election and Calling; the Application of Redemption in its “Actual

Beginning” or the doctrines of Union with Christ, Regeneration, Con-

version, and Justification; and the Application of Redemption in its

“Continuance” or the doctrines of Sanctification and Perseverance.

In the discussion of the Order of Decrees or Plan of Salvation at

the beginning of the section on Election, Dr. Strong adopts the doc-

trine of Amyraut, usually known as Hypothetical Universalism or

Post-Redemptionism. This doctrine Dr. Strong calls Sublapsarian-

ism, distinguishing two types of Sublapsarianism by referring to the

Infralapsarians as “those who hold to the Anselmic view of a limited

Atonement” (p. 779). This section is the most unsatisfactory one in

this volume. We do not refer to what seems to us to be the unsatis-

factory and unscriptural character of the doctrine advocated. Nor is

it merely that the terminology employed is liable to lead to confusion.

The fact is that there is a certain amount of confusion attaching to

Dr. Strong’s treatment of the subject. Thus on the first page of the

book (p. 777) in the large print, where Dr. Strong is stating his view

of the Order of the Decrees, the doctrine which he adopts and dis-

criminates from Supralapsarianism, is the Amyraldian doctrine or Hypo-

thetical Universalism. To this doctrine the author gives the name
Sublapsarianism, and then proceeds, in the fine print immediately

following, to affirm that Sublapsarianism was adopted by the Synod

of Dort. We presume, of course, that Dr. Strong is well aware that

the doctrine which he accepts and calls Sublapsarianism was not

adopted by the Synod of Dort. Indeed, Dr. Strong shows that he is

aware of this by going on, in this paragraph in fine print, to define

Sublapsarianism by stating the view usually termed Infralapsarianism.

This is most confusing, especially because it is two pages further on

that Dr. Strong for the first time discriminates between Infralapsarian-

ism and Hypothetical Universalism as being two types of Sublap-

sarianism.

In his treatment of the doctrines of the Ordo Salutis, Dr. Strong

defends Augustinianism
;
the whole discussion being much clearer and

better than the preceding section on Election.

Part VII is occupied with the doctrine of the Church and Sacra-

ments. In these sections Dr. Strong defends the Baptist views in very

much the same manner which called forth the protest of Dr. F. L.

Patton in his review of the first edition of Dr. Strong’s book (cf. The

Presbyterian Review VIII pp. 365-367).

This volume concludes with Part VIII, which is devoted to Escha-
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tology, and discusses in six successive sections—Physical Death, the

Intermediate State, the Second Advent, the General Resurrection, the

Last Judgment, and the Final States of the righteous and the wicked.

Dr. Strong argues ably and vigorously against the Pre-millenial theory

of the Second Advent, and also against the doctrines of Annihila-

tionism and Restorationism, defending the doctrine of Everlasting Fu-

ture Punishment.

A noteworthy feature of this volume is the very complete Indices

at the clqse of the book, covering about one hundred pages. These
are an Index of Subjects, of Authors, of Scripture texts, of Apocry-

phal texts, of Greek words, and of Hebrew words. These Indices

will add greatly to the value of all three volumes.

VVe would not conclude this notice without calling attention to what,

in our estimation, greatly enhances the merit of this third volume
of Dr. Strong’s Theology as contrasted with the first two volumes,

namely the apparent absence from this volume of the “ethical monism’’

which Dr. Strong advocated in volumes I and II. In reviewing those

volumes we sought to show that the ethical monism and the Christian

supernaturalism of the author stood often side by side, unharmonized

and incapable of being harmonized. In other instances, as for example

in the doctrine of Creation and the doctrine of Miracles, we attempted

to show how the ethical monism had led Dr. Strong into unscriptural

views. In this third volume, however, there appears to be little, if

any, of this monistic philosophy remaining. For this, as well as for

the completion of his admirable Compendium of Systematic Theology,

we congratulate the author.

Princeton. C. W. Hodge.

The Psychology of Prayer. By Anna Louise Strong. Chicago

:

The University of Chicago Press. 1909. 8vo., pp. 122. Price:

83 cents, postpaid.

What is prayer? An old declaration, which has become famous,

responds that it “is an offering up of our desires unto God, for things

agreeable to His will, in the name of Christ, with confession of our

sins, and thankful acknowledgment of His mercies”. It will be readily

acknowledged that this is not so much a definition of what prayer is,

as a prescription for making a good prayer—which is something much
better. To a psychologist of the stripe of Miss Strong, however, it

labors as a definition under a more fatal defect than this. It describes

prayer roundly as a species of intercourse between two persons stand-

ing objectively over against one another, and thus supposes the reality

of these two “persons”. This is shockingly “metaphysical”; and what
is demanded is a definition in purely psychological terms without

“metaphysical” assumptions. And to Miss Strong psychology is an
exclusively empirical science, which takes account of nothing but

“states of consciousness”. What she struggles after is, therefore, a

definition of prayer without the assumption of anybody to pray to or

of anybody to pray. The result is, of course, portentous. An atheistic

prayer we have heard of before. But Miss Strong’s prayer is not only
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atheistic, but also a-psychic. What she makes of it is this ; “Prayer is

the direct interaction of two selves arising simultaneously in conscious-

ness, as the result of a need, a lack, a disturbance which demands the

presence of a completer and more adequate self before it can be over-

come. . . . It is a relation of selves, and aims at the production of

another self.” Or again : “Prayer is a social relation which has as

aim the attainment of a wider, less partial self,—a more confident

self, a self more strong to endure, a self of larger sympathies, a more
truly ethical, more completely social self.”

To understand this definition we must bear in mind that “self”, in

this nomenclature, is not an individuum, but only a more or less

extensive coagulation of elements of consciousness. “It is not some-

thing which has consciousness . . . but something which arises in

consciousness.” It is not “any underlying substance or activity”, but

an evanescent mental fact, changing continuously and never the same
in two consecutive moments. Of such “selves” two or more can, of

course, coexist in consciousness ; and prayer is represented as the inter-

action of two such “selves” arising simultaneously in consciousness,

—

one the “self” of immediate personal desire, the other an objectified

“self”, the aim of the interaction being the attainment of still a third

“self”, a “self” of wider and less partial character.

Miss Strong, of course, deceives herself in supposing that by taking

up this phenomenalistic position she has avoided “metaphysical” as-

sumptions. It is not a question of whether we shall have “meta-

physics”, but of what sort of “metaphysics” we shall have. The
“metaphysical” assumptions of phenomenalism are as flagrant as those

of any other conceivable standpoint. Of course, it is not to be pre-

tended that the psychological nature of the act which we call praying

cannot be described, and its psychological effects traced out, without

entering upon the “metaphysical” questions involved. But this is not

to say that prayer can be construed and explained on a phenomenalistic

basis without implication of “metaphysics”. The case is much like that

of the agnostic in his construing of the universe. He professes not to

deny the existence of a God, but he construes the universe without

God : whatever he may be theoretically, practically he is an atheist.

So the phenomenalist, in explaining prayer in all its phenomena with-

out the assumption of God, is really explaining prayer on the assump-

tion that there is no God. He is not giving the psychology of prayer,

but making a labored attempt to explain prayer as a merely psycholog-

ical phenomenon, which is to explain away prayer. For “prayer” is

a thing which cannot exist without the assumption of God, much
less on the assumption that there is no God. Do away with God,

turn your back even momentarily on God, and you have by that act

done away with prayer.

It is idle, then, to seek a definition of prayer without “metaphysical”

assumptions. Prayer is a thing which involves very definite “meta-

physical” assumptions : and a definition of it without these “meta-

physical” assumptions would not be a definition of prayer. You might

as well talk of a definition of “conversation” as of prayer, without the
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assumption of collocutors. Of course, prayer may be addressed to an

imaginary person as conversation may be held with an imaginary

person. But, then, this is only imaginary prayer, as that is only imag-

inary conversation—just as when children play “Lady come to see”,

it is only an imaginary visit. All real prayer, as all real conversation,

proceeds on the assumption of the objective reality of the collocutor.

Prayer without two collocutors were as absurd as an ellipse without

two foci. And this fact necessarily rules the psychology of the act we
call prayer. To attempt to explain prayer, therefore, without the as-

sumption of the objective reality of the collocutor, is simply to explain

away prayer. Prayer exists only on the assumption of the reality of

the collocutor.

What Miss Strong’s exposition proves to be, therefore, as a sustained

attempt to show that all the phenomena of prayer may be explained

without the assumption of a real, personal object to whom prayer is

addressed is an effort to prove that God is an unnecessary assumption.

All that takes place in prayer is explicable as an interplay between two

imaginary organizations of phases of consciousness. “From outside the

total process of experience there is, indeed, no proof that anything

enters.” The “self” addressed is, no doubt, objective to the “self” ad-

dressing it : but both these “selves” coexist in the same consciousness,

and if we take this “consciousness” in the wide sense, including the

“subconscious” activities, we need not go outside “consciousness” to

account for all that happens in prayer, whether in process or result.

Of course, this means that “answers” to prayer outside of recrystali-

zations of “consciousness” do not occur. It is only the immature re-

ligious consciousness which prays for such things as, for example, rain

;

as the religious consciousness grows higher in type, it discriminates

between the things we may properly ask “God” for, and the things

we may not. And all the things a truly mature consciousness de-

cides we may properly ask God for. Miss Strong attempts to show
may come to it through subjective means. In its highest forms, indeed,

prayer does not ask for things at all, it seeks not the attainment of

specific ends, but merely “the establishing of a wider self”.

The structure of the book follows the distinctions thus drawn. First

the “indiscriminating forms of prayer” such as are employed by the

child and the primitive man (Miss Strong knows an amazing lot about

the primitive man) are described : in these prayers of religious im-

maturity anything we wish is asked for indiscriminately. Then the

“intermediate types” of prayer are described, such as grow up with

the gradual entrance of discrimination between things which can and

things which cannot properly be asked for : in these types of prayer

we ask for such things only as may be attained by purely subjective

changes, though we may not always recognize this. Finally, what

Miss Strong calls “the completely social type of prayer”, is described

:

that is, prayer which wishes for nothing but “the establishment of

a wider self”—whether the aspiration takes what Miss Strong speaks

of as the “contemplative or ‘aesthetic’ ”, or what she speaks of as

“a practical or ‘ethical’ ” form. Last of all, in a few ineffective words

22
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the question of the “objective reference” in prayer is approached

and the suggestion is made that though all that is real in prayer may
very well be explained without God, yet if that “metaphysical” question

is raised, “we seem justified in the statement that some sort of

dynamic unity can be maintained in the alter as in the me”.

A phenomenalism of this type, it is clear, is tantamount to atheism.

Manifestly, anyone who conceives prayer as Miss Strong wishes us to

conceive it will soon cease to pray to so problematical a God as she

leaves us, and will practice prayer, if at all, consciously (as she

teaches us, it really is) as only a species of spiritual gymnastics. What
particularly strikes us in her discussion, however, is the completeness

with which, in her Hamlet, Hamlet is left out. Of course, she can

offer a purely psychological explanation of prayer only by setting

arbitrarily aside the most characteristic exercises of prayer. She must
needs first be rid of all petition for things external to our own mental

states, and this includes intercessory prayer. Accordingly, she makes
a valiant effort to prove all such prayer ineffective. Already, in an

article on “The Relation of the Subconscious to Prayer”, published in

The American Journal of Religious Psychology and Education for

1906-1907 (II, Nos. 2, 3)—before, it would seem, she had adopted

that phenomenalistic psychology, the obscure terminology of which
renders her present booklet almost unreadable—she entered the lists

with a determined attempt to explain away all “objective answers” to

prayer. The conclusion which she reached was that “the percentage

of yet unexplained cases is so small that it seems fair to assume that

in time all answers to prayer will be seen to come as the result of

definite psychic laws”.

Miss Strong, however, certainly deceives herself here. Prayer for

objective benefits are not rare: neither are the records of objective

answers to prayer so easily disposed of. All men of prayer pray for ob-

jective benefits: and no form of prayer is more common than inter-

cession, the answer to which is in the nature of the case purely external

to him who prays. So little, moreover, is prayer for external things

the mark of immaturity in culture or religion—Miss Strong would

have us believe it the practice only of children and “primitive man”
—that it has been the habit of all the most eminent saints and is

commended to their followers by all the greatest religious leaders.

We know not where Miss Strong would rank Jesus Christ among
religious teachers; we may still assume, perhaps, that he cannot be

placed wholly among those whose religious instincts are peculiarly

immature. But Jesus Christ not only exhorted His followers to pray

for every class of benefit, but incorporated in the model prayer which

He gave them a petition for so objective a benefit as their daily bread.

Intercessory prayer was the practice and the inculcation of all his

followers
;
and the one of them who has given us perhaps the most

extended argument for the practice of prayer actually holds up to us

as our example the prayers of Elijah for rain and drought. A study

of the psychological states and movements which belong to such

prayers would be very interesting and might possibly be useful; a

psychological explanation of the answers to the prayers in Miss Strong’s
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sense, that is to say, an explanation of them as “the result of definite

psychic laws”, is manifestly impossible. There is nothing more un-

scientific than to begin your exposition by the exclusion of all cases

which do not range themselves within artificially created categories.

If Miss Strong wishes to be taken seriously when she recommends us

to think of prayer as simply a species of spiritual gymnastics, she must
either show how spiritual gymnastics can produce daily food or cause

it to rain, or else she must attack the cases of prayers for objective

benefits and of objective answers to prayer in some other spirit than

that of an easy contempt which sets such things aside without debate as

“childish”, “primitive”, “undiscriminating”. It is odd how people who
take the anti-supernaturalistic assumption with them as major premise

in all their reasoning can persuade themselves that they are engaging

in a purely empirical investigation and are announcing in their con-

clusions just observed fact.

But Miss Strong does not exclude from her discussion of the psychol-

ogy of prayer merely the very characteristic prayer of petition for

objective benefits. She excludes also what must be regarded as the

most characteristic of all forms of prayer. For prayer is, briefly, the

Godward expression of religion; and religion has at its root a feeling

of absolute dependence. It is in adoration, praise, thanksgiving, confes-

sion, as truly as in supplication that this sense of dependence expresses

itself. And these exercises cannot be said, with any rational meaning,

to be aiming “at the production of another self”, however much wider,

more confident, stronger, more ethical this new ‘self is supposed to be.

The characteristic reference of prayer, in a word, is not to self, but to

God: it is on Him that these movements of soul terminate, and they

find their fiittest expression in such petitions as “Hallowed be Thy
Name; Thy Kingdom Come; Thy will be done”. For all these move-

ments of soul, however. Miss Strong has and can have no place in her

“psychology of prayer”. No doubt by these movements of soul the

soul—or “self”—is enlarged, strengthened, purified. But this is merely

a by-product. To expound the “psychology of prayer” on the basis of

its by-products only, is not to expound the psychology of prayer at all.

We fear, then, that to express its real compass Miss Strong would

require to emend the title of her booklet. It is not the “psychology of

prayer” of which it treats
;

it is only the psychology of unreal prayer.

So soon as real prayer is taken into account in the profundity and

variety of its exercises, it will be seen how inadequate the facile formula,

that prayer is an interaction between two selves arising simultaneously

in consciousness with a view to the formation of a wider self, is to

give a psychological account of that wealth of apprehensions, affections

and graces which are produced by the soul’s “awful apprehension of the

majesty of God, and deep sense of its own unworthinesses, necessities

and sins”, as with “penitent, thankful and enlarged heart”, it comes with

“imderstanding, faith, sincerity, fervency, love, and perseverance”, to

wait on God and humbly submit itself to His Will.

The volume closes with a singularly inadequate “selected bibliog-

raphy” of prayer.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.
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The Approach to the Social Question. An Introduction to the Study

of Social Ethics. By Francis Greenwood Peabody, Plummer Pro-

fessor of Christian Morals in Harvard University. 8vo.
; pp. vii,

210. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1909. Price $1.25

net. f

This is not an attempt to solve “the Social Question”, though “the
|

task of the twentieth century is to be the reformation and reconstruc-

tion of the social world”. It is rather the more modest endeavor “to
'

understand the Social Question”. “Where is the high-road to a phil-

osophy of the Social Question ? Here are these scattering problems

:

the family, philanthropy, industrial life, racial divisions and collision.

How shall a particularly determined attempt be made to reach their •!

meaning and unity? Is there beneath these varied forms of social 5
,

action any common intention or desire? Is it possible to attain not
f

merely views of them, but a view? Through what gate of thought
j

may one enter most immediately into the meaning of modern social i|

life? What is the key which opens this gate and lets one in? In j
answer to these questions there present themselves four ways of

approach, which appear to lead toward a philosophy of the Social

Question. . . . The first of these approaches is by the way of

social science ; the second is by the way of sociology
;
the third is by

the way of economics; the fourth is by the way of ethics. ... At
what point, then, may one hope to arrive as he takes up the march along

each of these four roads?” To show this is the purpose of the whole

discussion, and the results reached are impressively set forth in a

splendid passage at the close of the volume. This passage we present

verbatim both because it is an admirable summary of the book and

because it is a fine example of the richness of its style. “Up the dusty

road of social science the traveler trudges until the walls of the city

come into view. Over those walls he looks toward the spires of

sociology. Up to the gate he comes by the economic highway, and

knocks at the porter’s lodge; and the key of ethics” (idealistic ethics

as distinguished from egoistic ethics and from prudential ethics) “opens

the gate into the meaning of the modern world. Along the main thor-

oughfare of ethical idealism he marches toward the end of his search, and

finds himself at last where all roads converge, as in a cathedral square

;

and entering the temple of religion he is led up the aisle of faith into the

immediate presence of the living God. And here, in this quieting sense

that the Social Question is God’s way of persuasion to the mind of the

present age, he finds rest from the noises of the time, as though the church

door closed behind him and left him before the altar. The final justifi-

cation of hope and courage among the perplexities and perturbations
|

of the present age is in this final recognition of a religious significance

in the Social Question.” Hence, the great lesson which our author has l

written to impress is that “it is not less important that social service

should be recognized as a religious work than it is that religious service

should be recognized as a social work
;
and to draw a line between the

two is to rob religion of its reality and social service of its sacredness”.

This highly interesting, suggestive and stimulating discussion, as
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might be supposed in view of its distinguished author’s other and well-

known works, has many and great excellences. Among these we may
particularize the following:

1. Its estimate of the science, or as we should prefer to say, as yet

so-called science of sociology. This, “with all its fascinations, is an
approach to the Social Question which may easily promise more than

is likely to be attained.” It is an “end to be reached rather than a

way to go”. “Like dirigible ballooning, it may easily become a passion

for inventive minds, but it is still involved in great difficulties of

balance and steering, and remains for the present very much in the

air.”

2. Its appreciation of the Labor Question. It recognizes clearly that

this question is not, as many agitators teach, “a stomach question”.

“Between 1890 and 1903, according to the Federal Bureau of Labor, the

average wages of the country advanced 16%, the hours of work per

week decreased 3%, the number of persons employed advanced 32%,
and the retail prices of food rose but 8%.” That, then, under these

prosperous circumstances industrial conflicts have become so deter-

mined, and the organization both of employers and employed has

advanced on so vast a scale, means “that the motives which thus

express themselves in economic forms must be sought, not in industrial

conditions, but in ethical sensitiveness and desire. It is not so much
a decrease in income which excites discontent, as an increase in intelli-

gence and ambition. It is not that wage earners have less, but that

they want more.” Nor are their wants bounded by the creature com-

forts with which an increasing number of benevolent individual em-

ployers and even corporations surround them. “They want, as other

people want, model homes and baths and concerts, but they want one

thing else so much more that for it ” they will strike and so forfeit

these economic gains. It is the right to live their own lives, to own
their own homes, to choose their own amusements, and to spend their

wages in their own way. At any cost they want liberty, and they will

not accept as benevolence what they think they have earned as rights.

They want to be employed, but they do not want to be patronized.”

Hence, “the Labor Question cannot be answered in terms of economic

advantage, but must take account at every step of the increasing alert-

ness of mind and will in the wage earning class.” In a word, the

Labor Question is at bottom a moral problem.

3. The admirable balance of the whole discussion. The economic

aspects of the Social Question are never lost sight of in the more

fundamental importance of moral and especially of religious consid-

erations. On the contrary, it is again and again affirmed that “while

economic theory may in itself offer no social salvation, neither right-

eous scorn nor aesthetic sympathy can accomplish that social salvation

unless economic theory be substantial and secure”.

Because of these and other merits this work must take the high place

accorded to its author’s other publications. Indeed, all things consid-

ered, it is probably the sanest and most illuminating treatise on what

might almost be called the question of the day.
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It is, therefore, with regret that, in the interest of truth, the reviewer

feels constrained to point out two, as they seem to him, not unimportant
mistakes.

1. Professor Peabody would not simply regard “social service” as a

“religious work”: he would have it recognized also as a department of

the Christian Ministry. “Not priests and preachers only, with their

still indispensable function of religious leadership, but the great com-
pany of self-effacing servants of the world’s needs, who in their various

ways are bringing in the acceptable year of the Lord, have chosen for

themselves, though so often unaware of their choice, the vocation of

the ministry, and should be counted in the statistical records of the

profession.” This, however, is contrary to the examples of the New
Testament. The apostles felt that it was unreasonable that they should

“leave the Word of God, and serve tables”; and so they directed the

brethren to choose deacons to attend to this social business, that they

might give themselves “continually to prayer, and to the ministry of the

word”. When Paul would vindicate his pastorate at Ephesus he refers

first of all and above all, not to “social service”, but to the fact that he

“had not shunned to declare all the counsel of God”, “but had taught

publicly and from house to house, testifying both to the Jews, and

also to the Greeks, repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord

Jesus Christ”. Nay: yet more strongly did he emphasize his conviction

that the proclamation of the “truth as it is in Jesus” was his one great

business. In his first letter to the Corinthians he declared that “God
sent him not even to baptize, but to preach the Gospel”, and that he was
determined to “know nothing among them save Jesus Christ and him
crucified”. Nor was it otherwise with our Lord and supreme exemplar.

His great work was “to preach the Gospel of the kingdom of God”,

and few things were more characteristic of his ministry than its aloof-

ness from social questions as such. Though the greatest social reforms

have originated in his teaching and influence, he himself was anything

but a social reformer. His mission was to preach, and the subject of his

preaching was “the good tidings of the grace of God”. And we can see

why it should have been so and why his ministers to-day should follow

in his footsteps. The divine plan of salvation from the guilt and from

the power of sin is the truth ‘into which even the angels desire to look’.

It is also the truth, and the only one, ‘the knowledge of which shall

make men free’. • That is, it is of all truth the most profound and the

most necessary. There must, therefore, be some set apart specially to

proclaim it, and they must be specialists in it. What would be thought,

were it claimed that there was no reason why medicine should be

regarded as a distinct profession, or were it insisted that all who min-

istered to physical need should be included in its ranks?

2. This fundamental mistake has its root in an error yet more
fundamental. Indeed, our author’s very conception of religion is at

fault. True religion is not the result, but the cause of right practice.

Ethical integrity will be the consequence of union with God in Christ;

in the case of a race fallen as is ours it can be neither the means nor

the condition of such union. Hence, ideal living, even to the point of
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“social service”, cannot of itself bring us to religious peace; it itself

can find its true norm and power only in that. In a word, if we would
live the life of Christ, we must know his doctrine, that it be of God.

Nor is it the fact, as our author claims, that such experimental knowl-

edge of the “truth as it is in Jesus” comes primarily through the will,

“through ethical decision and obedience”. Because “the dedication of

the will to spiritual ends is a path to spiritual certainty”, it does not

follow that the will is “a medium of insight”. It is a condition of

insight, but it is not the cause of it. One must give attention to and

must be in sympathy with what he is looking at, if he would see it as

it is and appreciate its worth. In this important sense the head is

dependent on the heart. Neither, however, in the physical nor the

spiritual world would there be any insight, if there were not a real

object to be known and a real knowing faculty. It is the exercise of

the latter that gives knowledge and issues in insight. Hence, holiness

is not the result of good intentions only. It does not presuppose

merely “the dedication of the will to spiritual ends”. It is rooted in

truth; and while one must be disposed toward the truth if he is to

come fully under its influence, he must first know it. This, moreover,

is what those oft-misapplied words of our Lord—misapplied even by

our author—mean : “If any man willeth to do his will, he shall know
of the doctrine, whether it be of God (John vii: 17).” The emphasis is

on the willing, not on the doing. The necessity of a right disposition

toward God to a correct insight into his nature and requirements is

affirmed; but there is not even an implication that such insight comes

from right conduct, or even that the heart does the work of the head.

Genuine “social service”, therefore, as every other kind of real service,

depends ultimately on the truth. In a word, in the social sphere perhaps

even more than elsewhere it is not consecration alone or chiefly, but the

Gospel that is “the power of God unto salvation”. It is only in the

knowledge of the Gospel that consecration finds its effectiveness.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

Faith: Its Nature and its Work. By Handley C. G. Moule, D.D.,

Bishop of Durham, author of Thoughts for the Sundays of the

Year, etc., etc. London, New York, Toronto and Melbourne:

Cassell & Co., Ltd. 1909. Crown 8vo.
; pp. x, 240.

Here is a delightful little book on Faith, written with adequate

knowledge, appropriate religious feeling and exquisite delicacy of

touch. Its author warns us not to expect too much of it : its “aim is

modest”; “it makes no pretention to deal with its momentous subject-

matter in a fashion either scientific or exhaustive”; it seeks only to be

“suggestive” and, above all, “practical”. Suggestive and practical it

accordingly is, and that in the highest degree. It is just the book

pastors are looking for to put into the hands of devout souls seeking
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to know what God requires of them; it is just the book pastors need

to refresh their own spirits with.

There are thirteen short chapters. The common meaning of the

word Faith is traced out, and the usage of the word in Scripture. The
relation of Faith to creeds and to practice, to character and to training

is explained. Its function in “forgiveness” and in “purity” is discussed,

that is to say, in theological language, its place in Justification and
Sanctification. Flow it stands related to the Bible and to the Sacra-

ments is suggested. Some of the difficulties of faith are touched on

—

with respect to prayer, and God’s inscrutable providence and bodily ills.

The whole appropriately closes with an eloquent survey of “the cloud

of witnesses”. A rather comprehensive scheme of treatment, it will be

seen : and everywhere the discussion is redolent with wise faithfulness.

The analysis of the term Faith is particularly happy. We are told

that “it is not precisely identical with belief, persuasion, conviction”,

not being used “in so wide a reference as that of these other words”;

that it is “what we may call a word of good omen”, connecting itself

“naturally with what is friendly and beneficial”; that it is “its nature

and tendency to go out towards a person”; that it is essentially active

and “goes out to its object”; that it is “always in an important sense

the antithesis to sight”, and thus “by its very nature deals with the

unknown,” but is not a faculty of intuition, but “an attitude or action

of reliance”. All this is admirably said. We are particularly struck

with the neatness of the exposition of the tendency of the word to go

out towards and to finds its response and repose in a person. “We
may have belief or confidence regarding the most abstract idea possible.

But when we speak of having Faith we habitually direct the notion

either towards a veritable person, or towards something which we
personify in the mind. . . . It is an attitude of personal reliance

upon personal capacity and fidelity” (pp. lo-ii).

We like, too, the attempt to bring out in a practical way the difference

between pardon and justification: “As we study the Biblical doctrine

of sin and pardon, we shall be sure to notice one important side of it.

I mean, that in it the idea of God’s forgiveness is such that it tran-

scends what commonly forgiveness means and includes something

nobler and greater still. This something is, in the language of theology.

Justification. In words more familiar and of the common day, we
may call it the Welcome, the Acceptance, of the guilty” (p. 133). This

is not all the difference, certainly; we should not forget that Justification

or Acquittal implies, as Forgiveness does not, an adequate ground or

claim in right. But it finely suggests an element of the difference

which is often, perhaps commonly, forgotten.

We must advert also to the beautiful way the difficulties of Faith

are treated, and particularly to the use which is made of the maxim
borrowed from Richard Whately: “Never let what you know be dis-

turbed by what you do not know.” This is a wise maxim, which admits

of very wide application. And how many of the difficulties of prayer

will be solved if the counsel is persistently followed “to recollect also

that prayer deals not with a mere law of effect and cause, but with a
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Person, infinite in resource, supreme in kindness, and also sovereignly

free as to His all-wise volitions how to meet each case of supplication”.

The formula for a happy and a successful life is not “dictation to such

a Listener”, but just “a trusted Christ”, who will prove enough for

every need.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

How TO Reach, Hold, Teach and Win men. By Marshall A.

Hudson. Philadelphia ; Sunday School Times Co. i2mo., pp. 144.

50 cents.

This manual is by the founder of the modern organized Men’s Bible

Class. It sets forth the methods which have proved so successful in

getting men to study the Bible in the Baraca Classes. While much
attention is given to organization and methods of drawing men to the

class, the chief business of winning men to fellowship with the Lord is

kept prominent. It abounds with incidents taken from the life of this

merchant who sold his three stores, one after the other, so that he

might devote his time to winning men to Bible study and a faith in

Jesus Christ.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

GENERAL LITERATURE.

Ahasver “der ewige Jude” nach seiner urspriinglichen Idee und seiner

literarischen Verwertung betrachtet von Eduard Konig, Dr. phil.

u. theol., ordentlichem Professor an der Universitat Bonn.

Giitersloh: Druck und Verlag von C. Bertelsmann. 1907. Pp. 74.

Dr. Konig, the well-known Old Testament scholar, traces in this

brochure with his usual thoroughness the original significance of the

story of “The Wandering Jew” and the varying literary uses to which

it has been put, especially in modern times. He decides that the version

of it contained in the book published in 1602 (ostensibly, but not really,

at Leyden by Christoff Creutzer) is independent of the story as given

by the monk Roger of St. Albans in his chronicle for the year 1228

concerning Cartaphilus, and of the tale of Guido Bonatti of Forli con-

cerning one Johannes Buttadeus, also of the 13th century. This decision

is connected with the other conclusion arrived at, that the story is not

a legend but a myth, does not rest on any historical basis but embodies

an idea, so that it could emerge with identical import, and even partial

resemblance in detail, yet without historical interdependence, at various

times. The idea which finds expression in the myth is “religions-

geschichtlich”, viz., that the Jewish people in result of its treatment of

Christ must wander until He shall come, which latter clause carries

at least the implication of their ultimate return to favor. Dr. Konig

has his own peculiar explanation of the new emergence and increased

circulation of the tale at the close of the sixteenth century. This

explanation is connected with the name borne by the wandering Jew
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in this version, that of Ahasueros. The fact that this is the pure

Hebrew and not the Graecized or Latinized form points to derivation

of the name from the Jews, and this leads him to offer the hypothesis

that the story arose at that time as an answer on the part of Christians

to the prevailing Jewish custom of cursing at the feast of Purim, in

connection with the reading of the Book of Esther, not only Haman,
but all sorts of heretics, Persians, Mohammedans and Christians. This

hypothesis seems plausible enough, at least it may stand in default

of something better, for, even if one should not be convinced by Dr.

Konig’s argument as to the entire independence of the Ahasueros
version of the older Cartaphilos and Buttadeus versions, the substitu-

tion of the new name needs at any rate to be accounted for.

The second half of the booklet gives an account of the role played

by the wandering Jew in modern literature. Konig shows that the use

to which it has been put has been in many cases downright abuse,

entirely out of touch with the true import of the figure. Pantheistic,

pessimistic, materialistic, politico-messianic ideas have been foisted

upon it. It is interesting to know that Goethe, Wilhelm Hauff, A. W.
Schlegel, Schubert, Seidl and one of the old songs in “Des Knaben
Wunderhorn’” have given the poetic interpretation of the story that is

most faithful to its original significance.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.

Confession and Other Verses. By May Austin Low. Boston

:

Sherman, French and Company. 1909. i2mo. Pp. 48. 80

cents net.

A dainty book, both as to printing and binding, of songs in a minor

key. There seems to be rather too much of pervading melancholy to

be true to life. Shadows are somber, but they need not be morbid.

Some of the notes, such as “The Request”, are almost as realistic

in the expression of a woman’s soul as anything one finds in “Leaves

of Grass”. The inherent difficulty is the lack of idealism. The singer

ought to read “Pippa Passes”.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

Love, Faith and Endeavor. By Harvey Carson Grumbine. Boston;

Sherman, French and Company. 1909. i2mo. Pp. 76. $1.00

The motif of this beautifully finished book is found in the couplet

on page 7:

“Of shadow less, of sunshine more shall fill

Our common walk as in Arcadia’s clime.”

The poems cover a wide range in both matter and form, but the

sunshine is in all. There is the lilting song of the birds in “Pastou-

relle”, while with stately tread the mail-clad knight goes forth to meet

King Arthur in “Pellinore”. The poems, “Jubilee Ode” and “The

Sable and Gold”, are of the poet laureate order, evidently being written

for special occasions at Wooster University. They are poetically be-

low the mark of the rest of the book. Modern masters of poetry

avoid dividing a word at the end of the line but our author seems to
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find this necessary for his meter in two instances. However, one

forgets the occasional jarring discord in the music when he is charmed
away from snow and cold to wander along the country roads where
the Five-finger

“Are the bravest flowers of May;
For, vaunting their wealth in a debonair way,

High in their spreading hands they hold

Their lavish treasure of jewels and gold.”

So we are glad to meet the versatile songster who leads us along the

common roads, but bids us to see the uncommon things.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.
Standard American Series. Fifth Reader. St. Louis: Concordia

Publishing House. 1909. i2mo. Pp. 286.

This is a well-printed but not ably edited school reader. It clings

to the old classic selections in many cases which the reviewer heard

read a generation ago when he began his public school life. The
child-world has moved on since then. Hack writing cannot compete

with Louisa M. Alcott, Robert Louis Stevenson, and Eugene Field.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

Principles of Successful Church Advertising. By Charles Stel-

ZLE. New York. Fleming H. Revell Company. 1908. 8vo. Pp. 172.

$1.25.

This book by the busy Secretary of Labor and Immigration of the

Presb)derian Home Board, is an attempt to show the need, the power
and the methods of church advertising. And it is well done. Whether
it be the “Psychology of Advertising” or mechanical processes in-

volved in the “Use of Illustrations”, always the hand of the master

mechanic is seen.

The author contends that the church should advertise. Many people

know only remotely about the church because it thrusts itself so little

upon the public. Attention must be excited and effort concentrated

on a few main points. Then the author turns to collecting material

and to study of the character of the audience to be reached. The
chapter on “Preparation of Material” is full of suggestive things. “The

sermon writer is practically sure of his audience to the end, the strong-

est part of the address being at the close. But the advertisement and

newspaper writer reverses this order. He places his climax at the

beginning.” The sixth chapter on “Methods of Advertising” is one

of the most valuable. The daily paper, the parish paper, the circular,

the yearly calendar, the weekly calendar, the booklet and many other

media are all discussed. Some of us would have saved money and

gained hearers if this book had come out ten years ago. Then come

bill-board and similar out-door devices. “The limits of an advertising

campaign are bounded only by the extent to which a church may be

useful to a city or community.” The closing chapter discusses the

questions of cuts, type, paper, and the processes involved in getting

the matter through the press.

Every pastor ought to own and study this manual. Many a preacher
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is bewailing the empty pews when he has never heartily gone about

persuading men that the church really can offer something to them.

Advertising will not save souls but it will reveal to some men the fact

that the church actually believes that men have souls that need saving.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

The Palace of Danger. By Mabel Wagnalls. New York: Funk
and Wagnalls Company. 1908. i2mo. pp. 312. $1.50.

After one reads it he asks, Cui bono? It is a well-planned, carefully

written story. The language is faultless and many paragraphs are

beautiful. But what of the story itself? Well, frankly, it takes the

reader into quite intimate relations with the notorious Madame Pompa-
dour and her royal paramour, Louis XV. To be sure, there is a

demure little maid who in the end marries a nobleman, as is proper,

but she is only a minor figure. The center of the stage is for this

woman of the Tenderloin who lives in a palace. Is it necessary that

we should know her ? The book is very tastefully printed, appropriately

bound and finely illustrated.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

A Certain Rich Man. By William Allen White. New York: The
MacMillan Company. 1909. i2mo. pp. 434.

This is not an ordinary story. The journalist who had already given

us The Court of Boyville could not write a commonplace novel. It

deals with the life history of a man who measures success by what a

man has. The scenery is always that of Mr. White’s native surround-

ings, the town in Kansas, which one critic says is Emporia, here called

Sycamore Ridge. Here is a boy, the son of a Congregational home
missionary, grandson of a Yankee trader, who, even as a watcher of

cows, organizes a monopoly. With a sturdy. God-fearing mother, who
earns a living at the wash tub, for his father had been shot by a pro-

slavery mob, John Barclay grows up during the period of the Civil War
and the opening era of reconstruction. He goes to college, pays his own
way, and comes home with more money than he had at the start. He
studies law and opens his office in partnership with the New England

idealist of the book, General Ward. With the drought of 1873 came

the first great opportunity of the young man’s life. Sending his best

friend to New York to negotiate the loans, the young lawyer mortgaged

the crops and farms of the county. The people were literally starving

and the young financier made capital of their necessity. By a trick his

company bankrupted the farmers who borrowed in their need. John

Barclay henceforth knew no friends in business. He thirsted for power

and got it. By false entries in the books of the bank where he was a

director, he involved the father of his best friend in such a maze that

suicide seemed the only way out to the older man. He so played upon

the loyalty of Molly Culpepper to her father, that finally she turned

away from Bob Henderson, her girlhood lover and John’s friend, to

marry an adventurer : to live through fifteen years of wretchedness
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more fearful than the night when it all ended and she sat by the body
of Bob Henderson, murdered by her jealous, cowardly husband, who
was fleeing from the crowd who wanted to lynch him.

Through secret rebates Barclay’s power widened until railroads did

his bidding, grain men waited for his orders, and he dreamed of a day
when all the necessities of life should be within his control. If men
opposed, their business was ruined; if politicians denounced, they were
bargained with and won over; if laws were in the way, judges were
corrupted and Congressmen “fixed”. But the people awakened and the

harvest of the whirlwind began to come in. Government prosecution

began and a penitentiary opened before him. Trouble came at home.
His wife fell a victim to fever brought on by the bad water which his

company furnished. His strong old mother, who had never been blinded

by the money, set him forth in his own eyes as others saw him. His

old law partner declared it to be the depth of calamity for his high-

souled boy to marry Barclay’s daughter and learn her father’s business

methods. And John saw the light. He bought up the stock of the

holding company which he controlled and burned up the seventy-five

millions of paper debt which had burdened the industries involved.

Barclay became a changed man. Those who had feared him learned to

respect him. At last he found the great expiation and gave up his life

to save another.

The ethical character of the book is always evident. It is a book
with a purpose. That is what makes it worth while. It is a terrible

commentary on American business life that the picture is so true. But

there is hope. Any body of men who would exploit a necessity of life

must reckon with the common people. And men can repent. And
repentance can find ways for restitution. Barclay did. So can other

monopolists.

Artistically the book falls short in some ways. Many things are

admirably done, but others are not equal to them. Some of the char-

acter drawing is almost as clear as George Eliot’s. But when one

comes to the story as a whole, the carpentry is not first-class joinery.

Especially is this true in the earlier chapters. One moment we are in

scenes of 1857 and the next in 1887, and we have somebody’s recollec-

tions of the outcome. This vibrating from past to present, from pros-

pect to retrospect, makes the story tiresome. Then Mr. White can

write more thrillingly of the political struggles of 1897 than he can of

the battles of i860. These are things which he has lived through and

his manner shows it. As to language, it hardly seems necessary to

print so many oaths. Doubtless these men did swear. They are that sort.

But the reviewer has felt compelled sometimes when reading the book

aloud in the family circle to omit some expressions.

But it is indeed an unusual book. The vigor and profoundly moral

purpose of the author are dominating factors. Nobody who thinks

can read the book and then lay it down with no stirring of soul over

the problems which are wrenching our social fabric.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.
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